What are you most proud of?

Skylar Cole
"Building new friendships and remembering old ones."

Lee Collik
"Having a great time and creating many memories through high school."

Jenny Judge
"Having an awesome time in high school and making great memories."

Siavash Azarnia
"Winning the National Chess Championship and being voted NJ MVP in football, soccer, baseball, and curling."

Nichole Kates
"Remembering Everything."

David Hird
"Living life to the fullest."
What are you most proud of?

Sean Ferguson
"Surviving West and being a West PT player."

Mary Margaret Sudduth
"Making it through high school happily and successfully."

Jon-Erik Stameteles
"Being a part of West Soccer PT All Star saved and the most 133+ crew or West swimming."

Angela Son
"Accomplishing four years of high school."

Erik Berkery
"Having fun while completing high school."

Mike Tily
"Being a member of the PT All Star Squad and West Basketball."
What are you most proud of?

Min On
"Graduating and having fun at West."

Margot Ricci
"Being friends with Drew."

Anil Patel
"Enjoying high school years while working hard to get into a good college."

Gabrielle Pae
"Getting through high school, having fun, and working hard."

Chris Markos
"Graduating high school and going to college."

Danielle Thomas
"Actually making it through high school and being accepted into Philadelphia University."
What are you most proud of?

Alex Cabinian
"Having a lot of fun in high school, making the coolest friends and getting into college."

Natacha Montez
"Graduating high school and going into the Army."

Eric Slutsky
"I became fluent in Japanese and earned my black belt in 4 martial arts."

Laura Mergenthal
"Improving my art skills."

Lee Aquino
"Not drinking or doing drugs."

Jackie Banta
"Making lifelong friendships with amazing people and becoming a Virginia Tech Hokie."
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All About Pride

Pride...a sense of dignity and self-respect is an important part of being a person. It gives majesty to the poorest. Without it, the richest appear lacking. It is my hope that during your high school years, one of the lessons that you learned is that you have dignity and worth. You should be very proud of your accomplishments in life. Your place in the universe changes everything. If you are proud of yourself, you have dignity and majesty no matter what you accomplish or do not accomplish in the years to come. I hope your time in Cherry Hill High School West has helped you realize your dignity and self worth. I hope you have discovered how great it is to be proud of an accomplishment. We are proud of you!

[Signature]
Mr. Steve Hindman brings a very varied history to Cherry Hill West. It all started with a degree in History from Rowan University and extends into extensive work experience as a teacher and recently as an administrator at his previous job. Given the past experience, Mr. Hindman is more than prepared to handle the challenges he faces at West. Mr. Hindman has had a great connection with everybody at the school and he looks forward to making an even more positive change at West.

A fresh new face to West, Dr. Grayson has become a valuable asset to the Cherry Hill West community. Dr. Grayson coordinates everything from the IB program to staff development. The toughest challenge she described was learning how to navigate through the hallways. It seems Dr. Grayson is motivated to make a positive change. We are all cheering for you. Good luck Dr. Grayson.

An old flame rekindled, Mr. Chuck Coligan is back at it again. Mr. Coligan has been working very hard to exceed the expectations of the many and fulfill the expectations of one person himself. Among the most important of his duties is heading the Science Department along with working on the school budget. Ever since his return the school has had a new air to it. Everybody is thankful for everything you have contributed to the West community. The best of luck to you in your future endeavors.

Building Maintenance Facilitator, Bus Liaison, Phone System Coordinator, Yearbook Business Advisor, the list goes on and on. The past several years Mrs. Staffirt had been a teacher in the Social Studies department and was promoted this year to an Administrator. While this position brings tremendous responsibility, Mrs. Staffirt seems she has everything more than under control. Everyone is wishing you the best of luck in your new journey.
Back Row: Augie Conte, Dr. Morton Sherman, Mike Englisch, Mr. John Galie, Mr. James Johnson, Mrs. Ann Einhorn, Front Row: Mrs. Cindy Trubin, Mrs. Patricia Koper, Dr. Flo Rosen, Mrs. Jeanette Lummis

Student Representatives

Augie Conte

Michael Englisch
English

Heather Abrams
Lisa Amorezo
Carol Boswell
Keith Britton

Elizabeth Burr
Theresa Church
Mary Anne Deandrea
Daniel Herman

Paul Howe
Majorie Levy
Celeste McMenamin
Carolyn Messias

Barbara Mitidieri
Bob Nation
Joseph O'Donnell
Carole Reskoph

Christine Santo
Janice Showler
William Sleeth
Joseph Truitt

Mary Alice Walsh

\[\text{Signature}\]
Foreign Language

Halina Brown
Rosario Castano
Ann Cottone
Julio De Faria

Marta DeCisi
Claudia Gonzalez
Ricardo Ibanez
J.D. Munday

Alejandra Rivas-Mintz
Kenneth Schmidt
Jonathan Yanover

Not Pictured:
Bonnie Ford
Palmira Nicolo

Miss Amoroso and Diamond Caul discuss mythology.
Math

Lisa Aleardi
Michelle Brill
Susan Duffy
Kevin Farrow
Judith Free

Carolyn Lapp
Al Lee
Robin Levin
Carolyn MacFarland
Mark Pinzur

Robert Roman
Timothy Sadar
Jamie Schieken
Marilyn Steben
Barbara Talton

Leslie Wallace
Melissa Walters

Not Pictured:
Brian Drury

Mr. Lee is a Smooth Calculator.
Science

Roberta Abramowitz
Hirendra Chatterjee
Maria Duva
Ed Hart
Dusty Kopenhagen

Louis Korsh
Stan Krantz
Amy Mastil
Patricia Millili
Louis Papa

Lisa Powelson
James Price
Angela Sablich
Kate Schofield
Robin Schwartz

Scott Sweeten
Kelly Tjoumakaris

Not Pictured:
Laura Wolozon
Seán Wolosin
Michele Prough

The Result of Mrs Prough's Chemistry experiment gone awry.
Dr. Dempsey and his enthusiastic art students!
Special Education

Lynne Catarro
Kathy Chase
Bridget Garrity-Bantle
Rena Hoffstein

William Keane
Nick Mitidieri
Andrea Marshall
Al Patterson

Jennifer Pugh
Susan Reinagel
Jane Rickansom
Ellen Shinn

Information Literacy
Standard CH 1.39
student practices
social behavior in regard
information and
information technology.

Coach Garrity and Amanda Lomberg show off their beautiful smiles.
Tracy Bowen
Heidi Brunswick
Dominick Crummy
Lori Ferranto

Phil Frank
David Gust
Michael Romello
James Scerbo

Karl Schwesig
Barbara Thompson
Stemie Farrell
Cheryl Melleby

Evelyn Minutolo
William Murray
Shirley Swindell

Mr. Frank and Casey Santangelo speak about the benefits of Physical Education.
Librarians and Nurses

Denise Wiltsee  Ella Marie Yates

Sandra Kowal  Donna Prehn

SUPPORT STAFF

Dennis McCauley  Richard Bogin  Patricia Weber

Kathy Tortu

Starting from left: Fran Exadaktilo, Sofia Horiates, Emma McIntash, Maureen Viall, Elene Angelas, Vaso Pasamihalis
Administration

Joseph Akinskas
Chuck Coligan
Dorothy Dunmore
Dr. Marcia Grayson

Steve Hindman
Ira Kosloff
Barbara Mitidieri
George Munyan

Louis Papa
Allison Staffin

Mr. Munyan and students demonstrate that school is not all work.
Guidance

Edith Baldwin
Diane Benfield
Phyllis May
Michelle Pryor

Barbara Rakoczy
Jack Scheidell
Cigus Vanni
Gloria Wuhl

Sherri Zorfass

Taking a break from the usual, Mr. Vanni with Mrs. Levy.
ALL ABOUT...

2003
Class of 2006

Freshmen

Viosa Abdulai
Jesse Abesh
Benisha Abrams
Joshua Abrams
Christopher Ackman
Alexander Agurok

Irina Agurok
Jacqueline Alegria
Joshua Almoune
David Alphonse
Kehlere Ambrose
Schumann An

Christian Anderson
Christopher Angelettii
Renee Athya
Keith Badwast
Matthew Babuich
Tristan Barney

Adam Barber
Stephanie Bartusik
Andrew Basgagel
Michael Becker
Andrew Beldarchick
Marissa Beerley

Jill Beitz
Jessica Benglar
Tracey Benjamini
Matthew Bergman
Christina Beri
Brittany Best
Class Address

Our purpose at Cherry Hill High School West is to assure that the Class of 2006 is represented by a diverse group of students with a common goal. This goal includes providing the Class of 2006 with a voice in the community and a voice in the high school, as well as the opportunity to engage in healthy and rewarding social events.

Left: Justine Caputi, Samantha DiBella, Rachel Leonardi.

Nicole Molson, Breanna Foley, Chrissy Maitorano.

Government of the Class of 2006

Front Row: Samantha DiBella, Rachel Leonardi, Chrissy Maitorano, Rachel Weiss, Katelin Santin, Breanna Foley, Christina Vitaglione, Ms. Stein (advisor).

Second Row: Paula Doneson, Justine Caputi, Katie Rizzo, Nicole Malson, Ashley Ouellette, Karina McIntyre, Krista Taylor, Back Row: Kelly Hiestand, Kevin Motson, Katherine Proulx, Michael Myers, Asa Shareef, Rebecca Peter, Randall Yingling, Linnea Fargo, Jesse Abesh.

Not Pictured: Samantha Rush, Kim Ryan, Elizabeth Redman, Christine Beri, Mr. Wolosin (advisor).

Above: Katherine Proulx, Rebecca Petner, Katie Rizzo, Rachel Weiss.

Left: Krista Taylor, Jesse Abesh, Kelly Hiestand, Randall Yingling.
Sophomores

Florian Abdouki
Anna Abramovich
Bonifon Abramovitz
Ryan Adams
Joseph Adragna
Richard Aguilar

Alex Alman
Michael Amisone
Maria Armento
Eisa Ashto
Spencer Auletto
Rebecca Bachelet

Theodore Balkouch
Amanda Bancroft
James Bannar
Yelizaveta Baranchuk
Katelyn Barkowski
Ashley Baxford

Mary Becka
Jeremy Becker
John Benson
Annalise Berdini
Lauren Best
Zachary Bono

(Yearbook page with portraits and names of sophomores listed.)
Vicki Trevino
James Trubin
George Tsourakakis
Savanaryi Elk
Jennifer Vales
Jason Vallely
Larissa Vargas
Gabrielle Verrucchio
Harry Verrochi
Dana Vitarello
Michael Vogdes
Josephine Vogel
Kimberly Vogt
Duy Haung Vu
Huang Vu
Tha Yf
John Walker
Taylone Wallace
Jordan Wallen
Elyssay Wallin
Olivia Webster
Stewart Webster
Michelle Wecker
Christopher Whittenour
Justin Williams
Shelby Williams
Laurel Williamson
Scott Williamson
Justin Wilson
Amanda Wohl
Kristen Woonde
David Wu
Chung Yang
Suk Yang
Christine Yelling
Yevgenia Yushkov
Alina Zaborowski
Amy Zelig
Peter Zuckerman

Camera Shy
Maurice Bertrand
Darren Goldstein
Tierra Morton
Marcus Shore
Perry Tran

CLASS OF
2002
Class Address

The Class of 2005 had a fun and successful year as we cooperated and competed with the other classes at various school events, including the pep rallies and school dances. We also had great success at organizing our own events, such as the Hershey Kiss and Carnation sales, as well as orchestrating the sale of Class Sweatshirts. Finally, we completed preparations for an exciting Cotillion at the elegant Marian House.

Dave Gola helps Theresa De Courcy and Ilene Lampitt count the proceeds from the Hershey Kiss sales. Mindy Lane and Christina Hunkins check their lists.

Government of the Class of 2005

Sophomore Government: Bottom Row: Kate Murray, Laurey Williamson, Katie Puche, Melissa Kotzin, Lizz Delowery, Middle Row: Caifin Lechner, Mindy Lane, Theresa DeCoursey, Erin Decker, Ilene Lampitt, Ms. Wolozen. Top Row: Alina Shvartsburd, Dean Porch, Christina Hunkins, Dave Gola, Kristen Lalena.
Class of 2004 at the Homecoming game.

Juniors

Michael Adams
Antoinette Aguilar
Jennifer Alain
Jessica Alemi
Max Alexander
Afzal Ali

Thomas Ambrose III
Doug El Anthony
Clara Aycox
Christian Bacheler
Stephanie Badurtt
Daniel Balsamo

Christopher Barth
Timothy Basford
Andrew Beica
Casey Beizer
Jordan Berger
Adam Berman

Valeria Berrios
Mayaka Befrand
Michael Biren
April Blandford
Eric Blitz
Samantha Boden
Christopher Saffos demonstrates school spirit and class pride at the Homecoming rally, with the Class of 2004 cheering behind him.
Government of the Class of 2004

Front Row: Katie Mallack, Sojai Hua, Heward Tesfai, Dana Smith, Dan Balsamo, Danielle Cordisco, Heather Hargis, Christina Fahnestock, Rebecca Cundiff. Row 2: Amy Chick, Kirsten Parkas, Danyel Burnett, Katy Cronberger, Vanessa Tortoreto, Jennifer Johnson, Ebe Bilz, Robert Sanborn, Kelly Howard, Alex Dilba, Melissa Mignogna, Gerard Cristobel. Row 3: Alice Drayfahl, Mike Camarote, Josh Kolter, Danielle Karte, Jade Moeysen, Tom Szymanski, Nichole Carvin, TJ Biltsak, Lisa Phuong, Ashley Santoro, Shane Buffington, Gary DeTurck. Top Row: Christopher Saffos, John Jardel, Mike Adams, Christine Meyers, India Nwongo, Natalie Poole, David Plebiscie, Edward Tsygansky. Adam Herman, Tommy D’Ambra

Above: John Jardel, Dave Fletcher, and Natalie Pool take a moment to pose for the Yearbook.

Left: Class of 2004 Homecoming Float.
ALL ABOUT...

2003
(left) The very humorous Chris Hunter poses for the camera with her cropping tool.

(right) Rosalba Tabile, showing off her ruler.
"Life grants nothing to us mortals without hard work"
- Horace

Editor-in-chief, Nikolay Kodes, chained to the job.

(top) Advisor, Mrs. Jane Rickansrud, discussing yearbook layouts with Monica Montiel, the sports editor (middle) Co-editor for baby ads, Chris Hunter, takes a break to smile (bottom) Gabrielle Pae, co-editor for baby ads, working hard on the job.

The feminine influence of Rampant, (from left to right) Gabrielle Pae, Grace Pae, Chris Hunter, Angela Son, Rosalba Tabile, Mary-Margaret Suddeth, and Monica Montiel.
"Far and away the best prize that life offers, is the chance to work hard at work worth doing."

- Theodore Roosevelt

"The very essence of the creative is its novelty, and hence we have no standard by which to judge it."

- Carl R. Rogers
Visions: from left to right

row 1: Editha Sacdalan, Tam Nguyen, Andy Mao
row 2: Kevin Chin, Amanda Orliner, Julianne Hunkins
row 3: Senor Yanover, Iris Howley, Nick Reed, Jason Ackrivo, Joe Madres

"Measure not the job until the day's out and the labor done."
-Elizabeth Barrett Browning

Jason Ackrivo, the Latin connection to Visions, showing off his mango lollipop; enjoying the stimulating meeting.
Italian Club: from left to right

For some life lasts a short while, but the memories it holds last forever.
- Laura Swenson

Proud representatives from West, Julia Makofsksy, Liza Marianni, and Ashlee Strojan parade for the Italian Club.

Kelly Boswell and Danielle Mauger are "gifted" in their Italian and wrapping skills.

Italian Club group pose.

Italian NHS: from left to right
row 1: Julia Makofsksy, Casey Santangelo, Jill Jonesrow 2: Monica Montiel, Chelsea Pomponio, Angela DeSantis, Juliane Hunksrow 3: Gary DeTurck, Anthony Badaracco, Angel Taormina, Josh Koffer
Asian Culture Club

It’s a beautiful day in the neighborhood for Grace Pae.

Artists at work in E-wing.

Asian Culture Club members enjoy themselves at Great Adventure.

When a character of a man is not clear to you, look at his friends.
- Japanese proverb

Above: Tracy Chin hard at work. Left: Members of the Asian Culture Club with Wesley the Lion.

Above: Joe Vu, Sam Chun and Gabrielle Pae wait for their turn on the rides. Left: Grace Pae poses for a close-up.

ACC: from left to right
row 1: Rachel Lee, Bong-Hee Yang, S. Jenny Hua, Karen Hy, Tracy Chin, Grace Pae, Sung Yang, Tam Nguyen, Gisela Camba, Nisy Jao, Jason Santiago, Andy Ngo, Minah Jung row 2: Lee Aquino, Jeannie Choi, Gabrielle Pae, Antoinette Aguilar, Leanne Estimo, Jeannie Connor, Sung Choi, Editha Sacadan, Suk Yang, An T. Nguyen, Caroline Pang, Xuan Nguyen, Ha Pham, Ben Tang row 3: Steven Young, Omar Camba, Kristopher Medina, Leevee Estimo, Andrew Nop, Sinamon Teerarak, Alex Tang, Sambo Thach, Michelle Virata, Vanna Tauch, Chung Yang, Du Vu, Toby Thomas row 4: Jason Maeng, Sarah Kim, Eric Yoon, Mike Pham, Hoang Vu, Thu Vu, Richard Aguilar, Robert Kuoeh, Dan Long, Joe Riel, Shane Buffman, Timothy Hua, Gerard Cristobal, Brian Lee, Bobby Vu, Jimmy Seng, Johnny Seng, Patrick Tran
SPANISH CLUB

"If you give your son or daughter only one gift, let it be enthusiasm."
- Buce Barton

Spanish Club: from left to right
row 1: Keri Torres, Ekta Kotkari, Shahidah Lowe, Lee Aquino, Sojaia J. Hua, Michelle LaGrecia, Keila Cruz, Vanessa Pabon- Garcia, Soo Lin Choi
row 2: Ruth Paloma Rivera, Clair Kotula, Shaun Styles, Lisa Phuong, Maryam Nasim, Sarita Powers, Emlia Fox, Ciara Delgado, Cecilia Sardar, Janelle Rivera
row 3: Diamond Caudal, Kristina Polk, Brittany Carr, Amelia Salgado, Jamie O’ Dowd, Lorena Mejia, Christopher Safios, Pat Hutchinton, Dan Neblock
row 4: Valeria Berrios, Monica Cardoso, Nikolay Kodes, Christine Meyers, Dave Gola, Angel Delgado, Felipe Ruiz, Mike Pham

Spanish National Honors Society

Looks like senior Nikolay Kodes has found a friend!

Ruth Perez shares a smile with a little boy at the Mi Casita event.

Spanish NHS: from left to right
row 1: Mark Marinzoli, Toby Thomas, Mona Wu, Mollie Kirk, Jessica Dahane, Sojaia J. Hua, Tracy Chin
row 2: Shaun Styles, Lisa Phuong, Alison Williams, Michelle Lagreca, Stefanie Rashiti, Monica Montiel, Josh Yichye
row 3: Cat Mayers, Nikolay Kodes, Christine Meyers, John Jardele, Jesse Noar, Kristi Shima, Nina Verrucho, Max Alexander

Mollie Kirk, Mona Wu, and Genevieve Kopil have Edy’s ice cream in their tummies.

Santa Claus knows if you’ve been naughty or nice.

This little boy gets all the attention!
The Latin Club

Latin Club: from left to right.
row 1: Julianne Hunkins, Liz Bastnagel, Andrew Colligan, Katie Jastrzembski, Cynthia Mellitz, Caitlin Catanello, Lindsay Childs, Karen Hy, Steven Young, Michele Zaknieh-Keating, Heward Tesfai, Lee Anne Estimo, Sari Widman; Tracy Chin, Sami Lieberman, Ana Barstys, Jessica Angeleri, Rina Lebovitz, David Janove, Francesca Montes, Janet Tesfai, Samantha Steiffer, Courtney O'Neill; row 2: Diane Spilman, Amanda Springer, Nicole Broome, Alice Drayfahl, Nick Taylor, Vanessa Tortoreta, Laurey Williamson, Daniel Roam, Rachel Hebdon, Lonni Hollins, Melissa Dri scoll, Stella Pressman, Stephanie Luzucky, Maura Hrenan, Max Alexander, Igor Grinberg, Amanda Greenstein; row 3: Tim Thompson, Mike Camarole, Brian McGinnis, Mary Margaret Sudduth, Bobby Vu, Bong-Hee Yang, Vanna Tauch, Sung Yang, Kate Murray, Brett Davidson, Andy Hogrogian, Jarred Stamates, Justin Jablicki, Alexander Pastino, Kelly Richardson, Amanda Tuckerman, Melanie Rolish, Grace Lee, Alena Nieves, John Lubas; row 4: Mark Neiman, Peter Grella, Steven Lichtenberger, Gabrielle Pae, Monica Cardosso, Joana Jibaja, Antoinette Aguilar, Laurel Sturmer, Amanda Bancroft, Kelly Fletcher, Christina Hunkins, Caitlin Quigley, Alison Williams, Melissa Kotzin, Adam Berman, Samantha Boden, Sonja Kibbe, Monika Nop; row 5: Chris Hardin, Devin Wilcox, Beverly Place, Tim Galen, Monica Shanfield, Jesse Katz, Bianca V. Skvirskey, Colleen Voiles, Bob Gordon, Julie Rothman, Alex Frisca, Dean Porch, Theresa DeCourcey, Dan Tilden, Jon Tilden, Chris Ackrivo, Leevee Estimo; row 6: Andrew Kirk, Matt Williamson, Rob Gordon, Brandon Wilcox, Bob Podlinski, Griffin Crammer, Margot Ricci, Jackie Banta, Natalie Poole, Joe Lamanna, Matt Slater, Cassie Pierce, Pete Zuckerman, David Lanzalone, Jason Ackrivo, Chris Barth, Mike Becker, Eddie T.

Latin National Honors Society

"I wish life was not so short," he thought. "languages take such a time, and so do all the things one wants to know about."
J.R.R Tolkien

row 1: Alex Frisca, Bong Yang, Sami Lieberman, John Lubas, Tracy Chin, Heward Tesfai. row 2: Liz Bastnagel, Gabrielle Pae, Katie Jastrzembski, Natalie Poole, Lonni Hollins, Jess Angeleri, Caitlin Quigley. row 3: Brian McGinnis, Julie Rothman, Kelly Richardson, Jackie Banta, Jason Ackrivo, Stella Pressman. row 4: Jeremy Turner, Nick Tyler, David Lanzalone, Mr. Munday, Chris Barth, Max Alexander and Dan Tilden.
The African American Culture Club

“The roots of true achievement lie in the will to become the best that you can become.”
-Harold Taylor

AACC: from left to right
row 1: Amber Porter, Jessica Di Matteo, Shahidah Lowe, LaBrie Williamson, Amany Elsawy, Natasha Sharma row 2: Bianca Wilson, Stew Webster, Taylore Wallace, Jameeki Johnson, Jordon Vann, Brittany Carr row 3: Kimberly Chambers, Lawanda Graves, Tommy McCargo, Madryia Graves, Laria Terry, Matthew Harris row 4: Kristin McCargo, Lauren Goodwin, Asha Shareef, Dwanda Nworgu, India Nworgu

The French Club

“That’s the secret to life... replace one worry with another...”
- Charles M. Schultz

French Club: from left to right
row 1: Caroline Pang, Janelle Jacques, Sung Yang, Katie Matlack, Tam Nguyen, Alex Friscia, Eda Chen row 2: Amanda Orliner, Julianne Hunkins, Katie Jastrzebski, Ryan Buchs, Michael Biren, Hannah Giter, Jessica Topf, Sung Choi, Chelsea Pomponio, Samantha Bowen, Amanda Greenstein row 3: Amy Evans, Dan Segrest, Brian McGinnis, Eric Blitz, Matt Miller, Alice Drayfahl, Danielle Korte, Vasyl Ishchenko, Justin Wilson, Christopher Whitenhour row 4: Kirsten Farkas, Robbie Kates, Dylan O’Hearn, Eswaran Cumarasamy, Amanda Tuckerman, Anastasia Shimchick, Erin Quinn, Mary Becica, Joe Madres, Julia Sakson, Iris Howley

French NHS: from left to right
row 1: Julianne Hunkins, Chelsea Pomponio, Caroline Pang, Samantha Bowen, Amanda Greenstein row 2: Sung Yang, Katie Matlack, San Segrest, Sung Choi, Anastasia Shimshick row 3: Amy Evans, Eswaran Cumarasamy, Iris Howley, Brian McGinnis
The Russian Club

Russian Club members enjoy a snack before their meeting. The Russian club poses for a picture at their meeting.

"Work saves us from the great evils: boredom, vice, and need."
-Voltaire

The Gay / Straight Alliance

Far Left: Jesse Katz supports a classmate. Middle: Ms. Schmarak nods her approval at a meeting. Left: Charlotte Gunn-Golkin leads the group in a discussion.

"You can't choose the way in which you'll be tested."
-Robert J. Sawyer

GSA: from left to right
row 1: Robin Silver, Charlotte Gunn-Golkin row 2: Clare Tamburelli, Jesse Katz, Bianca V. Skvirsy (not shown- Monica Shanfeld)
NJ REBEL

NJ REBEL: from left to right
row 1: Jeanine Eliason, Stephanie Badtorff, Katie Croneberger row 2: Bob Gordon, Diana Chamberlain, Sammy Miller, Christine Hoffman row 3: Bianca V. Skvirsky, Melissa Mignogna, Brian Reinert row 4: Mrs. Rakoczy, Ashley Miller, Jessica Heath, Jimmy Seng

Mrs. Rakoczy instructs the members of REBEL about their next project.

Bianca Skvirsky and Colleen Voiles sign the anti-smoking petition.

“Do not anticipate trouble, or worry about what may never happen. Keep in the sunlight.”
- Benjamin Franklin

The ECO Club

Eco Club: from left to right
row 1: Mary-Margaret Sudduth, Marie Steincert, Mindy Lane, Caitlin Quigley row 2: Kelly Lamond, David Riesenber, Sung Choi, Shahidah Lawe row 3: Nichole Kates, Jay Adragna, Maryam Nasim, Brittany Carr row 4: Lawanda Graves, Ryan Hughes, Ciara Aycox

Bianca Skvirsky and Colleen Voiles are addicted to oxygen.

“Character is like a tree and reputation its shadow. The shadow is what we think of it; the tree is the real thing.”
- Abraham Lincoln

ECO Club members dip pinecones in peanut butter for bird feeders.

The REBEL anti-smoking campaign is ready to begin.

Ashley Miller and Jessica Heath get ready to spread the anti-smoking message.
"Genius is one percent inspiration, ninety-nine percent perspiration."
- Thomas Edison

NHS: from left to right
row 1: Jennifer Carter, Angela Ting, Amanda Orliner, Becky Smith, Jessica Dahan, Gabrielle Pae, Jenny Judge, Julie Rothman, Katie Jastrzembski, Casey Santangelo
row 2: Anil Patel, Sarah Kim, Jeremy Turner, Chris Mucci, Samantha Bowen, Mollie Kirk, Mona Wu, Amanda Brown, Liz Batsnagel
row 3: Nikolay Kodes, Carolyn Dunser, Griffin Cranmer, Jesse Noar, Grace Pae, Susan Doose, Matt Taylor, Kara O'Rourke, Kristi Shima
row 4: Sean Ferguson, Anthony Badaracco (president), Jon-Erik Stametlos (secretary), Alexander Gabinian, Chris Markos, Tyler Case, Nina Verrochi, Dan Zagoren, David Lanzalone, Jason Ackrivo, Chelsea Prior, Iris Howley

Amanda Brown, Kara O'Rourke and Matt Taylor cheerfully await their next assignment.

Cooperation is the key to success.

Katie Jastrzembski, Dan Zagoren and David Lanzalone discuss important NHS issues.
(from left to right) Melissa Mignona, Mrs. Rakoczy, and Samantha Miller proudly smile for their yellow ribbon.

(from left to right) Melissa Gordon, Dean Porch, Samantha Miller, Maria Armento, Aaron Cohen, Ben Kipnis, and Bob Gordon representing CHHS West's Yellow Ribbon Club.

"Some memories are realities, and are better than anything that can ever happen to one again."

RED RIBBON

The Red Ribbon Club: from left to right
row 1: Bob Gordon, Diane Chamberlain, Sammy Miller, Christine Hoffman row 2: Bianca V. Skvirsky, Melissa Mignona, Brian Reinert row 3: Maria Armento, Mrs. Rakoczy, Ashley Miller, Jessica Heath
The Yellow Ribbon Club: from left to right
row 1: Bianca V. Skvirsky, Bob Gordon, Sammy Miller, Amanda Springer, Lauren Graeber, Amanda Wohl
row 2: Melissa Gordon, Melissa Mignogna, Cat Mayers, Maria Armento, Katy Croneberger
row 3: Aaron M. Cohen, Ben Kipnis, Dean Porch, Mrs. Rakoczy

Yellow ribbon members, (from left to right) Maria Armento, Katie Croneberger, and Melissa Gordon.

(from left to right) Maria Armento, Mrs. Rakoczy, Katie Croneberger, and Melissa Mignogna... smile girls!

(from left to right) Melissa Mignogna and Samantha Miller are ecstatic about the new Yellow Ribbon showcase.

When written in Chinese, the word ‘crisis’ is composed of two characters— one represents danger, and the other represents opportunity.”
Student Government

“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power.”

- Abraham Lincoln

Helping feed the poor at Thanksgiving is an SGO tradition.

SGO volunteers take a break from all of the heavy lifting.

Start peelin’ those potatoes. Mrs. Mifideri!

SGO: from left to right
row 1: Kaitlin Ryan, Kristin Sarno, Kirstin Thomson, Lindsey Ford, Leslie Gilman, Dana Vitarelli, Christine Yallin, Samantha Still, Danielle DiGiovanni, Justine Caputi, Mark Marinzoli, Jeanine Eliason, Kate McGee, Nicole Scullin, Sam Colladay, Alicia Solomon, Kristen Muscat, Stephanie Rasht, Shawn Styles row 2: Jackie Neiman, Jackie Banta, Jaclyn Smith, Julie Lee, Emily Lind, Megan Lee, Jim Bannar, Maryum Nasim, Sam Miller, Jessica Gray, Nadine Cohen, Maura Heenan, Christian Bacheler, Eric O’Neill Cat Mayers row 3: Jeff Childs, Kara O’Hourke, Eric Slusky, Aulse Conte, Tony Montoya, Jennie Choi, Tim Hohwald, Andrew Ford, Rafael Gordon, Bryan Foley, Shane McLoughlin, Steph Faehnle, Chris Angelotti, Toree Lane, Stavash Azarnia row 4: Zack Tyman, Nick Tyler, Matt Taylor, Dave Kaubin, Mary Bacica, Nina Verrochi, Timmy Querns, Jon-Erik Stamatelos, Mike Tily, Harry Verrochi, Dwanda Nworgu, Chris Markos, Lindsey Millor, Kelly Richardson, Robbie Kates, Sean Gessner
"I must take issue with the term 'a mere child,' for it has been my invariable experience that the company of a mere child is indefinitely preferable to that of a mere adult."

- Fran Lebowitz

There's nothing but Sunny Days for Grover and his Cherry Hill West friends.

Mr. Schmidt makes sure that a good time was had by all!

Ashlee Strojan doubles as a waitress at the FOP Holiday Party.

Above: Santa Claus is ready to take requests. Right: Painting is often a group effort!
Rotary Interact Club (from left to right) row 1: Juong Vi Nguyen, Rachel Weisz, Caren Hyman (secretary), Dan Segrest (treasurer), Janelle Jacques (vice president), Becky Smith (vice president), Susan Duose (treasurer), Michelle Wecker, Karyn Hoffmann, Stephanie Rucki; Lisa Hermanns row 2; Carolyn Dooney, Heather Hargett, Eda Cheung, Caroline Pang, Juliane Hunkins, Katie Justrembski, Ryan Buchol, Suag Yang, Steven Young, Bong-Hee Yang, Sung Choi, Megan Osarno, Justin Wilson, Cary Gaul row 3; Vanessa Torello, Nicole Carnin, Katie Rizzi, Michele Justrembski, Katie Gillin, Christina Feldman, Jenna Deacon, Chris Hardin, Anil Patel

Dan Segrest helps make Valentine’s decorations for the Ronald McDonald House.
Ava Dawson, Susan Doose, Caren Hyman, Janelle Jacques, and Becky Smith look at all the gift baskets they made for the fire fighters, EMTs and police officers of Cherry Hill.

Jenna Deacon and Becky Smith wrap a present for ROTARY Interact's adopted family.

Iris Howley and Dan Segrest are proud of their plentiful holiday presents.

"If more of us valued food, cheer, and song above hoarded gold...

Veteran Community Service members pose for a quick photo in Dr. DeGisli's class.

...it would be a merrier world"

- J.R.R. Tolkien
Project Graduation: from left to right


"Derive happiness in oneself from a good day’s work, from illuminating the fog that surrounds us."
- Henri Matisse

The Sound and Lighting Crew: from left to right

Technology Student Association

TSA: from left to right

First Row: Shira Jaspan, Chris DiTizio, Bianca Skvirsky, Lori Henhafer, Danielle DiGiovanni
Second Row: Todd Crowthers, Ted Cohen, Stefan Boden, Ben Mazer, Chris Tjiattas
Third Row: Mario Centofanti, John Romano, Casey Beizer

"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic."
- Arthur C. Clarke

The Video Club

Video Club: from left to right

First Row: Ben Mazer, Chris Puche, Chris DiTizio
Second Row: Alex Turse, Vijay Reddy, Shira Jaspan, Sarah Dryer, Andrew Gutin, Bianca Skvirsky
Third Row: Chris Tjiattas, Richard Seepersad, Casey Beizer, George Millili, Nick Reed

A-Chord Officers

A-Chord Officers: from left to right

First Row: Kyle Burbank, Brian McGinnis, Skylar Cole, Allison Silver, Robert Sanborn, Jessica Dahan, Amy Chick
Second Row: David Janove, Lindsey Burbank, Andrew Verrecchio, Lee Aquino, Sarah Dryer, Nichole Carvin, Dan Segrest.
SHOP WEST

Guidance Aides

First Row: Christopher Whittenour, Jen Sheehan, Erin Levine, Danielle Cooper Second Row: Latisha Robinson, Jennifer Carter

G2/G3 AIDES

First Row: Sharielle Lobster, Carina Contreras, Lauren Parks, Jennifer Makocy Second Row: Lauren Capresocco, Bethany Barkowsky, Holly Hill, Brittany Reap, Rina Lebovitz Third Row: Amanda Brown, Soo Lin Choi, Julia Bakan, Angel Taormina, Krystina Nataloni
Trainer's Aide
Cat Mayers

LIBRARY COUNCIL

Row 1: Janelle Jacques, Caren Hyman
Row 2: Sarah Dryer and Sonja Kittie

Science Aides

First Row: Alena Nieves, John Lubes, Mona Wu, Alaina Cara, Nazish Khan
Second Row: Josh Koffer, Caroline Pang, Easwaran Cumarasamy, Rob Kuoch
Main Office Aides

"Experience teaches slowly and at the cost of mistakes."
- James A. Froude

Student Activities

Office Aides

"There's no satisfaction like a job well done."

Caroline Pang and LiJo Chandy

E 23 Aides

First Row: Danielle Italiano, Katie Hallowell, Marlena Tocco
Second Row: Matt Magowan, India Nworgu
Science Club

Mollie Kirk takes notes at the Science Club meeting.

Science Club: from left to right

row 1: Alex Friscia, Charlotte Gunn-Golkin, Brett Madres,
Michael Corey row 2: Caroline Pang, Sung Choi, Vasyi
Tshchenka, Holly Patel, Mollie Kirk

Hollie Patel and Mrs. Don't drink your science experiment, Eash!

Millili contemplate the experiment.

SADD

SADD: from left to right

row 1: Becky Smith, Maura Heenan,
Janelle Jacques row 2: Jason Santiago, Susan Doose, Toby Thomas
row 3: Joe Vu, Jimmy Seng

"Faithless is he that says farewell when the road darkens."
- J.R.R. Tolkien
“Welcome to Friendly’s!” says Stephanie Moszkowicz with a smile.

Outside of school, Joslann Gray spends her time working behind the cash register at the Cherry Hill Beauty Supply.

Busy working at Radio Shack, Jason Shollenberger spares a minute to give us a smile.

DECA Officers: Alicia Yeager, Mike Englsich, Kirsten Farkas, Kara O’Rourke and Steve Lichtenberger (not pictured.)

Alicia Yeager and Joanna Jibaja looking pretty for the camera.

row 1: Mr. Murray, Mrs. Farrell, Sagar Ghandi, Natacha Montes, Tahani Mazahreh, Jackie Mazahreh, Liz Bastrang, Jen Gervon, Lauren Hood, Stephanie Moszkowicz, Kaitlyn Ryan, Alicia Salomon, Georgia Castellano, Michael Shin, Brian Lambson, Dominic DeJoseph, Adam Migiano, Diane Chamberlain, Charles Frem, David Grelia, Mrs. Melley.
row 2: Tam Vu, Derek Lapinski, Kevin Pritchett, Lindsey Ford, Kirstin Thomson, Janean Gardner, Leslie Gilman, Robert Arcinese, Tim Brady, Steve Billen, Margaret Szajewska, Nick Saracenit, Amanda Lombreg, Christina Feldman, Tom Cunningham, Tim Mullowney, Jessica Heath.
row 3: Felipe Ruiz, Kaitlyn Solomon, Mrs. Minutolo, Ryan Tadley, Alema Nieves, John Lubas, Laura Luczyzyn, Keri Torres, Jessica Dahan, Jason Shollenberger, Jason Santiago, Eda Chen, Caroline Pang, Caitlin Lore, Katie Hallowell, Brittnie Reap, Dan Saracenit, Maryum Nasim, Krystina Nataloni, Ashley Miller, Allison Lizzii.
row 4: Rachel Shank, Marissa Beery, Tim Thompson, Jack Tran, Joslann Gray, Chrissy Arstone, Danielle Thomas, Hetal Kakrecha, Adam Berman, Carina Contreras, Kara O’Rourke, Rina Lebovitz, Perry Karen, Andrew Gutin, Chris Kleine, Stewart Webster, Scott Shamon, Amanda Greenstein, Joanna Jibaja row 5: Rachel Shank, Mark Neiman, Jim D’Ambra, Jen Poepert, Melissa Driscoll, Mary Jo Scarpitti, Steve Lichtenberger, Mike Pham, Alex Tang, Ben Tang, Levee Estino, Kelly Baker, Ashley Basford, Ray Boyce, Dominick Izzo, Cherren Cooley, Raegan Williams, Lauren Goodwin, Tyler Yingling, Sam Sweigart, Mike Papaneri row 6: David Armento, Joe Riel, Julia Saksen, Jen White, Lindsay Zaffiri, DeMarco Daniels, Sean Gessner, Joe Killgallen, Tom D’Ambra, John Jardel, Shane Buffington, Mike Englsich, Kirsten Farkas, Kristin McCargo, Christine Meyers, Matt Daroff, Angel Taormina, Scott Palma.
Members of Varsity Club pose outside of homeroom.

Athletes in the halls!

Varsity athletes Chelsea Prior, Teresa Hansel and Lindsay Childs are all-around leaders.

row 1: Lee Aquino, Jennifer Heenan, Rachel Gordon, Jessica Topf, Cat Mayers, Kristen Hildebrand
row 2: Ryan McClure, Marissa Wisniewski, Lindsay Childs, Austin Litteral, Lizzie Yuritch
row 3: Kristi Shima, Jill Fischetti, Melissa Driscoll, Ashley Basford, Michael Tucker, Jon Young
row 4: Julie Mitchell, Chelsea Prior, Dan Zagoren, Teresa Hansel, Siavash Azarnia, DeMarco Daniels.

row 1: Loni Hollins, Angela DeSantis, Soo Lin Choi, Jenny Judge, Alex Decker, Casey Santangelo
row 2: Christina Feldman, Cynthia Mellitz, Carina Contreras, Julie Rothman, Amanda Brown, Jill Jones
(from left to right) Kathryn Croneberger and Amanda Romano with various cadets in the background.

Amanda Romano showing off her cheese during lunch time with other cadets.

Cadet commander Dan Ream gives a briefing to all cadets.

As the cadet commander paces forward, he provides additional comments to the Cadet Staff who are in BDUs.

This equipment is used for practical application of teamwork and leadership skills.

(from left to right) Brandon Wilcox, John Romano, Vijaysen Reddy, Amanda Forbes, Cara Stanzilis, and Devin Wilcox representing Color Guard on Cherry Hill Patriotism Day.

(from left to right) Kathleen McGee and Jeff DeAngelis

The actions of men are the best interpreters of their thoughts.

- John Locke
ROTC: from left to right

row 1: Devin Wilcox, Brandon Wilcox, Cara Stanzilis, Vijay Reddy row 2: Calvin Dawson, Elizabeth Merino, Katie Croneberger, Laura Lautenslager, Alexander Gargas (Aerospace Science Instructor), Amanda Romano, Tiffany Swander, Chris Duran, John Burckley, Kate Didzarkis row 3: Charles Kohut, Amanda Forbes, Michael Cotter, Matthew Harris, Jeff DeAngelis, Candice Stevens, Edward Ross, Gina Iezzi, Katie Puche row 4: Major Kevin Skelly, John Romano, Jason Valleley, Justin Williams, Matthew Callahan, Daniel Ream, Mike Wagner, Ryan Wilcox, Andrew Coligan, John Giordano, Chris Lacefield

(from left to right) Elizabeth Derins and Jeffrey McBride

Keith Long at wheel side of wheelbarrel and Chris Anderson in the balck hooded top.

The 781st Pyramid. (top) Kathryn Croneberger (middle) Jason Valleley and Amanda Romano (bottom) William Hogans, Bradon Wilcox, and John Romano
The Chess Club

Nothing is really work unless you would rather do something else.

- James M. Barrie

Keith Long and Kris Craig are engaged in a serious match-up.

Sagar Gandhi contemplates his next move.

Ilan Levy laughs because he knows his opponent is about to lose!

Chess Club: from left to right
row 1: Len Rufati, Jenny Hua, Kris Craig, Jason DaCosta, Tony Robinon row 2: Jennifer Nhek, Bianca V. Skirvinsky, Keith Long, Brett Juchniewicz row 3: Gary DeTurck, Ian Reed, India Nworgu, Nick Reed, Steve Turco
The Dance Club: from left to right
row 1: Mary Anne Feyas, Jessica Dinetz, Caitlin Catanella, Tuong Vi Nguyen, Kim Vogt
row 2: Melissa Haswell, Linda Nieves, Alexandra Pastino, Christine Fox, Steph Gruber
row 3: Michele Jastrzembski, Liz Feyas Asha Shareef, Christina Beri, Mallory Haswell

Do not dwell upon thy weariness, thy strength shall be according to the measure of thy desire.
- Arab proverb

The Dance Club practices their moves in preparation for the Teen Arts Festival.
Skateboard Club: from left to right
row 1: Greg Skolnik, Peter Dolly, Tim Pyle, Ilan Levy,
row 2: Julie Share, Bryan George, Peter Cherfane,
Michael Kassabian, Adam Erispaza, Brian Keinert
row 3: Fernando Mera, Mike Ippolito, John Burlage, Isaac
Katz, Scott Miller (vice president), Keith
Schmidbauer
row 4: TJ McDowell, Mike Slevin, Matt Stilley, John Walker, Andrew
Kirk, Tim Wastiewski, Mr. Farrow (advisor)

"The gem cannot be polished without friction, nor man perfected without trials"

Ceramics Club

“You cannot dream yourself into a character; you must hammer and forge yourself one.”
- James A. Froude

Ceramics Club: from left to right
row 1: Isaac Katz, Monica Shanfeld, ditha Sacdalan, Fred Caplan, Sonja Kibbe
(not pictured: Bianca V. Skvirsky-founder) row 2: Beth Holm, Mike Slevin, Diana Pearl
row 3: Caitlin Catanella, Andy Kirk
Mock Trial:
from left to right
row 1: Mona Wu, Mollie Kirk, Caroline Pang row 2: Caitlin Quigley, Christina Hunkins, Dean Chung row 3: Easwaran Cumarasamy, Alina Shvartsburd, Max Alexander row 4: Chris Barth, Dean Porch, Nate Makanoff, Jim DiBartolo, Jimmy Seng

Mock Trial: from left to right
row 1: Mona Wu, Mollie Kirk, Caroline Pang row 2: Caitlin Quigley, Christina Hunkins, Dean Chung row 3: Easwaran Cumarasamy, Alina Shvartsburd, Max Alexander row 4: Chris Barth, Dean Porch, Nate Makanoff, Jim DiBartolo, Jimmy Seng

Mollie Kirk and Max Alexander plot strategy.
Cherry Hill West’s version of “The Practice.”
The Mock Trial Team is all smiles after a win!

MONICA AND SAGAR CLUB

Why is this thus? What is the reason for this thusness?
- Artemus Ward

Sagar Ghandi and Monica Montiel
Baseball
The 2001-2002 team swings for success.

Coach Sarro advises Tim Basford when to steal home. A team meeting on the mound.

2002 Junior Varsity Baseball Team: Top Row: Matt Taylor, Chad Niedermen, John McClintock, Chris Barth, Tommy D’Ambra, Dylan O’Hearn, Pat Salamone, Joseph Voiro, Lee Collil, Jay Sapp, Coach Longmore, Front Row: Bob Podlinski, Dave Bosch, Chris Discher, Mike Camarote, Dave Hird, T.J. Princiotta, Dan Zagoren

The 2002 West Baseball Team had a grand slam season. With excellent fielding and powerful hitting, this team overpowered the competition. They even made it to the second round of the State Championship. This year’s team has set their goal to win the State Championship. Individual honors went to graduating seniors Ian McLoughlin, and Jeff Potter.

Upper Left: 2003 West Baseball Senior Above John DiPiero mentally prepares his swing
Far Left: Mike Peck hits another homerun
Left: The team discusses their strategies
2002 Varsity Baseball Team:
Top Row: Coach Gary Sarno, Dave Radziak, Reid Briglia, Alexy Still, Jeff Potter, Vince Amoriello, Scott Gans, Tim Queens, Ian McDouglin, Chris Hutchinson, Evan Graham, John DiPiero, Coach Camichlo
Bottom Row: Rick Kleine, Angelo Marchiano, Jeremy Turner, Matt Rosner, Mike Caruso, Mike Peck, Tim Basford, Drew Perry

Left: The form of the perfect fastball
Above: A close call at second base
Below: Another strike out for J. Reid Briglia!
Softball
Senior Amanda Lombreg says, "This year was definitely the year of the lion, GRR!"

Kelly Richardson throws a fast one!
Smooth moves from seniors Amanda Lombreg and Sheena Moessner!

2002 Junior Varsity Softball Team: Top Row: Coach Snyder, Toni Montoya, Kim Fox, Alison Estilow, Ashley Santare, Melissa Mignon, Penelope Lema. Second Row: Alaine Cuet, Vicky Jamrogowicz, Danielle Cordisco, Brittany Knable, Christine De Flavilis, Laura Lucyszyn Bottom Row: Dara Smith, Alicia Moreton, Rebecca Cundiff, Heward Tesfai Not Pictured: Kirsten Farkas, Julie Rothman

As a young team, they accomplished many goals they all dreamed of. They had 1 senior on varsity and two starting freshman. The team made the State tournament for the first time in many years. Unfortunately, they lost their first round game to Toms River South, and did not advance to the next round. Not only did they play well this year, this was a fun year for the girls. They accompanied East to Hershey Park for a game.

Above: Outfielder Sarah Powers makes a spectacular effort to throw the ball. Far Left: A perfect slide. Upper Left: Ready to take the out, Lisa Grealor waits for the Batter to miss. Left: Amanda Lombreg runs faster than a lion to make it home.
2003 Varsity Softball Team:
Top Row: Dave Gurst, Harvey Lomberg (asst. Coaches) Jessica Kleeman, Kelly Richardson, Lizzy Yuritch, Sara Powers, Lou Papa (Head Coach) Second Row: Alyssa Kozak, Sheena Moessner, Amanda Lomberg, Lisa Grear, Bottom Row: Alaina Cara, Kate McGee, Jenny Judge, Leslie Gilman

Left: Sheena Moessner fires the ball for the out.
Above: Watch out for the ball, Sarah Powers!
Below: No cheating Jenny Judge!
Lacrosse

These girls had a great overall season with the best lacrosse record of recent times.

Sarah Litteral saving another shot to the goal

Lindsey Childs gets some support from coach Schwartz

2002 Varsity Lacrosse Team: Top Row: Mrs. Schwartz, Sarah Litteral, Danielle Stone, Nicole Lang, Kara O’Rourke, Carolyn Dumser, Lindsay Childs, Natalie Poole, Coach Brunswick Second Row: Christine Meyers, Kirsten Thomson, Laura Toft, Ashley Childs, Elizabeth Lind, Jackie Banta, Amanda Still Front Row: Dina Hughes, Alison Williams, Mariissa Wisniewski, Cindy Meffitt, Connie Rolfe, Jessica Toft.

The 2002 West Lacrosse Team “cradled” their way to success in the spring season. Besides acquiring the distinction of the best lacrosse season in recent times, the 2002 team also faced off against Washington Township at the State Championship. MVP’s Ashley Childs and Elizabeth Lind played in the All Star Game and led the West team to success.

Kara O’Rourke
Jackie Banta
Amanda Still
Carolyn Dumser

Left: Sticks up for West Lacrosse! Lower Left Circle: Carolyn Dumser cradles the ball on the field.

2002 Junior Varsity Lacrosse Team
Top Row: Alex Friscia, Angela DeSantis, Nina Verrochi, Kaitlin Eichorn, Katelyn Hoffman, Ms. Cohen Second Row: Laureen Segal, Lisa Hermanns, Kirsten Thomson, Mariissa Wisniewski, Kristin Hildebrand, Alice Drayfahl Bottom row: Alison Williams, Jackie Stone, Janeen Bowman, Vanessa Rosa, Jessica Toft
2002 West Golf Team: Top Row: Mike Foster, Andrew Maggio, Tony Owings, Joe Kilgallon, John Kane, Coach Owings Bottom Row: John Keck, John Jardel, Jeremy Becker, Eric Motson, Michael Pellicione Not Shown: Garrett Earthman, Brian Foley, Niki Jirak

Joe Kilgallon, Junior, is shown here, chipping from the fringe.

Garrett Earthman, Junior, is getting ready for a state competition.

The 10-11 season is a marked improvement over last year's disappointments. A young team is coming of age when the four top golfers are juniors this spring and are looking to make Cherry Hill High School West history. Two state competitors (Joe Kilgallon and Garrett Earthman) will return to continue their quest for a golf championship.

Above: Joe Kilgallon is on pace for states. Above and to the right: Junior Joe Kilgallon carefully swings to get himself out of trouble. Right: John Jardel, junior, shows definite promise for the future of West Golf. Far Right: Garrett Earthman is patiently lining up the putt.
Boys Volleyball

With the compliment of returning starters as well as an influx of fresh talent the boys had an excellent season.

2002 Junior Varsity Boy’s Volleyball Team: (First Row) Andrew Cooper, Mike Biren, Anil Patel, Steve Young, Rob Kuo, (Second Row) Ryan McClure, Austin Litteral, Andrew Nop, Adam Wan, Nikolay Kodes (Top Row) Ms. Bowen, Mike Farreny, Rahul Desai, Matt Parisi, Eric Yoon, Chris Tjattas

“A strong finish for Lion Volleyball,” those were the sentiments of Coach Sweeton. After a rough start in which team members worked hard to learn their roles, the Lion Volleyball team finished well with a final record of 15-7. The team was led by State All-Star Matt Nufable and All-Olympic Conference setter Lou Gorman. Providing a strong presence in the middle blocker position were Matt Miranda and Eric Carrera, with outside hitters Gary Lee, Ellis Reyes, and Joe Riel also making contributions. Season highlights included 2 marathon wins over state quarter-finalist Washington Township and giving Wayne Hills, the #4 team in NJ, all they could handle in the State Tournament’s “Sweet 16.”

Upper Left: Mike Farreny, Matt Nufable and Matt Miranda show excellent defensive awareness
Above: Lew Gorman puts the ball in the air to set up a defensive hit
Far Left: Eric Carrera hits over the opposition's blockers
Left: Varsity seniors congratulate each other on a good play
2002 Boys Varsity Volleyball: (Top row) Mr. Sweeten, Eric Yoon, Mike Farreny, Eric Carrera, Matt Parisi, Joe Riel, Ellis Reyes (Bottom row) Steve Young, Matthew Nufable, Matt Miranda, Lew Gorman, Gary Lee

Left: Matt Nufable gets a lot of air under him to set up a big hit
Above: Coach Sweeten was honored as coach of the year for his work with the volleyball and swim teams
Below: All varsity seniors realize that teamwork is important in volleyball
The 2002 Spring Girls' Track Team crossed many finish lines and hurdled many obstacles this season. The team competed against Pennsauken and defeated them for the first time at the Penn Relays. Nine of this year's members made it to State Championships. Individual honors went to graduates, Lisa Goins for the javelin and Laura Heenan for the best school record in the 1600 meter race.

Above: Christina Psoras leaps over hurdles in a single bound. Above Left: A winning combination. Far Left: "Practice makes perfect" as April prepares for the shot put event. Left: Stephanie Moszkowicz stretches to prepare for the 100 meter dash.

Girls Track
Just visualizing the finish line

Warming up her legs for an intense race, Laura Tocco knows she is going to win.

Judges and friends watch Taylore Wallace jump to go the distance in West's long jump competition.

Lindsey Miller, Emily Fox, Christina Psoras smile and pose together as they relax before their meet.
Above: Christina Psoras concentrates intensely on how she could win this one.

Left: Lindsey Miller and Emily Fox pacing themselves to pull ahead and win their meet.

Below: Jade focuses on the place where her javelin will land.
Boys Track

“It’s not whether you win or lose; it’s if you survived”

Mike Tucker makes the long jump
Eric Kwok soars through the air
Jumping hurdles is not a huge “hurdle” for Shane McLoughlin

Using the 2001-2002 season as a rebuilding year, the boys track team had many surprises. Experienced veterans like Tan Vu, Chi Lee, and Colin O’Neill led the way, while upcoming stars Tim Pagano, Harrison Miller, Lee Aquino, and Rob Gardner took a step up. Tim Pagano had a personal best in the mile and 3200 races, with a 4:56 and a 10:24. Chi Lee improved his mile time, breaking 5 minutes with a personal best of 4:51. This year’s track team will serve as a starting point for many great years for the program ahead.
Above: With the finish line in sight, Tim Pagano and Harrison Miller speed up to gain points for the team.

Left: Wow, I did not know Mike Tucker could fly like Air Jordan.

Below: Shane McLoughlin clears another hurdle.

2002 Boys Track team: Top Row: Coach Britton, Coach Colllins, John King, Harrison Miller, Tan Vu, Chris Stone, Eric Kwok, Jason Maio, Mike Tucker, Sean Carey, John Shimchick, Colin O’Neill, Coach O’Donnell Middle Row: Joe Madres, Bart Caterino, Phil Loboda, Tim Breswick, Dave Fletcher, Lee Aquino, James Shashaty, Michael Groh, Shane McLoughlin Bottom Row: Dan Elmore, Casey Hall, Kevin Fox, Andrew Lepetich, Kevin Fisher, Steve Muscelli, Jamie Trubin
Boys Tennis

"We were picked to win our division, and we did"—Mike Zeitz 2002

Lining up for a great hit, Ed Tsygansky makes the team proud. Look out for Anthony Badaracco and his soon-to-be great hit.


Boys Tennis had an excellent season. The team won 17 matches and placed 5 players on the Olympic Conference All Star Team. The team qualified for the state tournament and lost a very close match 3-2 to Toms River East. The team was led by 5 seniors and two juniors.

2002 Boys Tennis Line up:
1. First singles- Bill Bacheler (12)
2. Second Singles- Mike Zeitz (12)
3. Third Singles- Dave Ziejewski (12)
1D First Doubles- Mitul Karzaria (12)
   - Anthony Badaracco (11)
2D Second Doubles- Dan Roszkowski (12)
   - Chris Mucci (11)

Upper Left: "That was a close one, but I got on it," thought Chris Mucci. Above: "I’m ready coach, slam the ball at me," says Perry Karen. Circle: Anthony Badaracco making an unstoppable hit.


Flashback Image: Mike Zeitz, Dave Ziejewski, Anthony Badaracco, Chris Mucci.
2002 Girl's Varsity Tennis Team: Top Row: Dr. Walter Brown, Tracy Pavlinic, Kim Chambers, Margot Ricci, Amy Evans Bottom Row: Cora Provin, Zelda Montoya, Catherine DeCourcey

2002 Junior Varsity Tennis Team: Top Row: Emily Fox, Linda Nieves, Monika Malinowski, Amanda Starke, Yelizaveta Baranchuk, Jill Beitz, Hewaj Tesfai, Sari Widman, Mr. Romello Middle Row: Stephanie Caspe, Sarah Reiser, Holly Patel, Daniella Cordisco, Paula Doneson, Caitlin Quigley Bottom Row: Janet Tesfai, Bong Yang, Gisela Camba, Tam Nguyen, Madeline Pizzaro Not Pictured: Julie Huang, Rachel Leonardi, Alina Shvartsburg, Yevgenia Yushkova, Jessica Malin, Eika Kothari, Qudsia Khan

Tracy uses all her force to return the ball.

Dr. Brown gives his player words of wisdom before a big match.

The 2002 Girl's Tennis Team had a good season. By winning most of their games, the tennis team established themselves as a successful sports team at Cherry Hill West. Seniors, Cora Provin, Margot Ricci and Zelda Montoya led the team throughout the season.
Cheerleading
Embodying the spirit of West.

Caitlin Catanella gives Anna Kassabian a lift!

Alaina Cara gets some serious hang time on her basket toss.

JV Cheerleading: Top Row: Melissa Haswell, Tina Fortunato, Charlesa Humphrey, Liz Feyas, Coach Lisa Amoroso Middle Row: Mary Anne Feyas, Christine Krummacker, Donna D'Andrea, Kate Moroz Bottom Row: Melissa Hinger, Brittany Malone, Bianca Wilson

Beginning in early August, the 2002 Cherry Hill West Cheerleading Team has shared many memories and succeeded in the sport of cheerleading. Besides cheering for every football game and even a soccer game this season, the Varsity cheerleaders captured second place in competition this season. Seniors Alaina Cara and Kara O'Rourke were also named All American Cheerleaders by the National Cheerleading Association.

Jeanette Simms  Jill Fischetti  Alaina Cara  Kara O'Rourke

Above: Senior Rina Lebovitz gets the crowd going.
Above Left: The Cherry Hill West Cheerleaders wait for the football team to take the field. Far Left: Christina DiFlavilis smiles when cheering for West. Immediate Left: With a look of determination, Ashley Basford executes a perfect toe-touch.
Above: Kelley Miller and Ashlee Strojan fly through the air.
Left: A proud Cherry Hill West pyramid
Below: Junior Caitlin Catanella warm up the crowd on Thanksgiving Day

Varsity

First Row: Jessica Cybulski, Lauren Hood, Jeurriette Simon, Rita Lebowitz, Alaina Cara, Jill Fischetti
Second Row: Ashley Manning, Kristen Jaro, Lorraine Sanchez, Melissa Driscoll, Katie Cronberger, Samantha Colladay, Amy Chick
Third Row: Stephanie Dillella, Anna Kassbian, Kristen Woods, Ashlee Strojan, Ashley Basford, Liz Sosi, Christina DeFlavis, Christina Vitagliano
Top Row: Coach Tracy Bowen, Natalie Hinger, Kelley Miller, Corey DeFrates, Stephanie Fachner, Ashley Santare, Amanda Springer, Caitlin Catanella, Alex Pagano
Not Pictured: Kara O’Rourke
Football
Hard work. Dedication. Perseverance.

Don’t you touch my football!

They are down for the count.

2002 Junior Varsity Football Team: Top Row: Coach Matt McElroy, Coach Christopher Boys, Nick Ricciardi, Chris Schube, Mike Metzger, Bill Farley, Lirim Rufati, Charles Stewart, Ty Walker, Carlyle Phillips, Victor Ortiz, Dom DeJoseph, Bill Knox, Coach Larry Terry Middle Row: Mike Moran, Mike Kueller, Kyle Grayson, Mike Diamperos, Schuman An, Dan Mac Clouglin, Sean Mac Cullough, Jordan Stamba, Hakeem Tarte, Dave Alphonsio, Julian Phillips Bottom Row: Tupu Lewish, Anthony Lambros, Trent Parman, Tom Cost, Anthony d’Ammato, Mike Clark, Tari Hoang

Jeffrey Winterberg Not pictured: Clayton Johnson, Ryan Corbach, Jamie Rohr

The 2002 Cherry Hill West Football Team competed at its best this year. From the hot months of August to blustery days of November, the football team strived to reach their goals. The 2002 season culminated with a victory over Cherry Hill East on Thanksgiving Day. Seniors Michael Tucker, Chester Tocco, and Matthew Slater led this team to success.

Junior, Tommy D’Ambra
Junior, Drew Gardner
Coach O’Connor
Senior, Chester Tocco

Upper Left: Don't mess with the West football team.
Above: The team charge out and are ready to win in victory
Far Left: One... Two... Three... Hike!
Left: Michael Tucker and Matt Slater proudly accept the Al DiBart Memorial Trophy
2002 Varsity Football Team: Top Row: Coach Brocco, Coach Koester, Alex Fisher, Bryan Gill, Jamie Trubin, Sean Geissner, Matt Slater, Matt McCleskey, Steve King, Chester Tocco, Tom D'Ambra, Coach O'Connor Middle Row: Jamie O'Neill, Bryan Foley, George Maier, Michael Tucker, Drew Gardner, Miguel Bosch, Tom Knox, David Bosch, Jeff Mallah, Michael Groh, Coach Scebo Bottom Row: Mike Manfredi, Terrell McLean, Dan Provino, Adam Mignano, Matt Lewandowski, Maurice Bertrand, Ray Grady, Ryan Wilcox

Left: Impressive moves
Above: Mr. Munyan and the West mascot enjoy the game from the sidelines.
Below: Get out of my way!
Field Hockey
Muscling their way down the field.

Senior Ashley Childs maneuvers away from the defender. Leslie Gilman tries to get her stick on the ball.


The Varsity Team ended their season with a 8-8-3 record. The best record since 1995. The girls qualified for the state tournament. They managed to beat East in their season opener with a score of 2-1. Special honors go to Carolyn Dumser, Lindsay Childs, and Liza Marianni who made All conference 1st team. They overcame many obstacles to replace a large group of seniors who graduated. They had a great season.

Above Left: Coach Schwartz psyches the team up for their game.
Above: Liza Marianni is a hop, skip, and a jump closer to the goal.
Far Left: The opponent is left in Leslie Gilman’s dust.
Left: Kirsten Thomson better move quickly away from the opponent.
2002 Varsity Field Hockey Team: Top Row: Coach Heidi Brunswick, Michelle Derer, Lisa Hermanns, Lindsay Childs, Lindsey Ford, Jackie Banta, Lauren Graeber, Coach Robin Schwartz Middle Row: Cindy Mellitz, Stephanie Rasliti, Alison Williams, Angela DeSantis, Nicole Scullin, Carolyn Dumser Bottom Row: Marissa Wisniewski, Kirstin Thomson, Leslie Gilman, Gen Kopil, Jenny Judge, Katie McGee, Liza Marianni

Left: Leslie Gilman tries to reach the ball first.
Above: Marissa Wisniewski tries to take the ball away.
Below: Liza Marianni is about to be double-teamed by her opponents.
Boy’s Soccer
A swift kick... into the goal.

Jeremy Turner contemplates his next move. Jared swiftly kicks the ball past his opponent.

The 2002 Cherry Hill West Boys’ soccer team established a winning record this season. With a 10-4-3 record, the team placed second in the Olympic Conference and advanced to the second round of the State Tournament. Sophomore Tim Mullowney and senior Griffin Cranmer were awarded with 1st Team All Conference Honors.


Above Left: The team takes a timeout to collect their thoughts and catch their breath.
Above: “What are YOU looking at?”
Far Left: Dan Zagoren uses his quick instincts to block a shot.
Left: We ALL want to “Be like Mike!”
2002 Boys Varsity Soccer Team:
Top Row: G. Cranmer, T. Basford, J. Sapp, D. Zagoren, A. Bergman, E. Berkery, Head Coach Mr. Sleeth
Middle Row: C. Kleine, J. Turner, T. Perri, R. Podlinski, J. Stamatos, J. Lamanna, A. Conte
Bottom Row: S. Ferguson, J. Kelner, T. Mullowney, M. Camarote, S. Azarnia, J. Shashaty

Left: Tim and his opponent battle to gain control of the ball.
Above: Coach Sleeth has a look of determination.
Below: Jesse Lamanna blows by the defender on his way to the net.
Girl's Soccer
Cherry Hill West 2002 Girl's Soccer Team- "One team, one dream"

Janean sets her eyes on what's ahead of her... a win.

Defense is key for victory as shown by Rachel Gordon.


States, accomplishing the team's #1 goal. Throughout the season, with a record of 500, all the players created team unity and worked harder than ever to fulfill their dream. Amanda Lomberg, the backbone of the team, had a major impact on the team's performance. With her inspiring words and great leadership the team shined like never before.

Kelly Richardson  Rachel Gordon  Georgia Castellano  Janean Gardner

Above Left: That was close!
Above: Georgia snuffs out any chance her opponent has of scoring.
Far Left: The wind up and the kick.
Left: Kristen Hildebrand tips her way through the sideline.
Varsity

2002 Girls Varsity Soccer Team:
Top Row: Kelly Boswell, Christine Meyers, Amanda Lomberg, Kelly Richardson, Janean Gardner, Lindsay Wallin, Coach Bridget Garrity-Battle
Middle Row: Jenny Heenan, Georgia Castellano, Kristen Hildebrand, Rachel Gordon, Jackie Neiman, Shawn Styles
Bottom Row: Vicky Jamrogowicz, Ilene Lampitt, Amy Zeitz, Angela Wilmer

Left: Kelly Richardson even gets her hair involved in the play.
Above: Lindsay Wallin weaves her way past her defenders to the net.
Below: "This ball is MINE!"
The 2002 Boy's Cross Country Team earned many successes this season. A 4-2 record helped the runners place 2nd in the Olympic Conference. Individual runners consistently placed high in meets to help the team's record. Tim Pagano and Harrison Miller achieved first Team All Conference status and Rob Gardner, Chris Barth, and Ryan McClure accomplished Second Team All Conference status.


Above Left: Davidson hopes that the finish line is near. Above: "When is this race going to be over?" Far Left: Dave Fletcher takes a jog instead of sprinting through the course. Left: You better watch out-- Harrison Miller is on the loose!

Although pain is clearly evident by the look on their faces, Kelly Hiestand and Jesse Abesh just keep on running.

Posing for the camera, Lindsay and Cat take a break from running.

The Girl's 2002 Cross Country season was spent in preparation for next year. They return all of their runners and are dedicated to making a run at the state finals. They had success this year and expect better for next. Overall, it was a pretty satisfying year for the team with a record of 4-2.

Above: The heart of the champion will bring Kelly Fletcher to the finish line. Upper Right: GET OUT OF THE WAY...the Lady Lions are speeding their way to glory. Right Circle: Steph has the "look" of a winner. Right: Kelly Hiestand and Jesse Abesh stick together to win the race.
Despite fielding a relatively inexperienced squad, the Lady Lion Volleyball team posted a 13-12 record, qualified for the state tournament for the 8th time in history, and finished second in the Olympic Conference Patriot division. Outside hitters Jessica Knoopman, Sarah Kim, and Allaine Cueto and middle blockers Chelsea Prior and freshman newcomer Kelly Smith led the attack off the precision deliveries of setter Ashley McShay. Back row, defense specialists Katie Jaszczenkowski Karen Hy, and Sung Yang also used their quickness to develop into capable defenders. Come season's end, Jessica, Ashley, and Chelsea achieved 1st Team All-Olympic Conference status with Sarah and Allaine also selected to the 2nd Team.


Above Left: Katie, Chelsea, Jess, Allaine, Ashley and Sarah practice their high kicks.
Above: Junior Theresa Hansel concentrates on serving the ball.
Far Left: Chelsea Prior dives for the ball.
Left: Karen Hy and Sung Yang show their victory smiles after a hard fought game.

Left: Penel puts on a good game face.
Above: "1...2...3... plays away from victory!"
Below: "Is the ball ever going to come down?" asks Allaine Cueto.
Boy's Basketball

“There are only two options regarding commitment. You’re either IN or you’re OUT. There’s no such thing as life in-between.” - Pat Riley

Jeff Chambers dribbling past the defender.  
Tom McCargo looking for open space.


With three young men making 2nd team All Conference, this year’s team was a success. Jeff Chambers, DeMarco Daniels and Julius Umali made West proud with their nominations to the 2nd team All Conference Olympic Division. The Varsity team ended the season with a record of 7 wins. The Junior Varsity team ended the season with an impressive record of 17 wins and 8 losses. Coach Scerbo and Coach Crummy would like to wish the seniors well and look forward to another great year of West Basketball in 2003-2004.

Top Left: Julius Umali dribbles down court. Above: Jeff Chambers getting a loose ball. Left Circle: Jerome Sye shooting over a defender. Left: Julius Umali and Tom McCargo on the offense.
Varsity

Front Row: Mike Tily, Jeff Chambers, DeMarco Daniels, Julius Umali, Back Row: Coach Crummy, Sean Gessner, John Womelsdorf, Jerome Sye, Jon King, Tom McCargo, Joe Fisher, Drew Gardner, Coach Scerbo

Left: Senior Mike Tily battling for a rebound. Above: Blowing by a defender, Julius Umali shows impressive skills. Below Circle: Shooting a jump shot over a defender, Jeff Chambers amazes the crowd.
Girl's Basketball

"The day I finally beat my brothers on the court was one of the sweetest victories I've ever experienced. They finally admitted, 'It's got nothing to do with her being a girl, SHE'S JUST GOOD'!" - Sheryl Swoopes

Trying to stay in bounds, Raegan Williams fights to keep possession of the ball. Driving past her opponent, Laria Terry drives to the basket.

Front Row: Crystal Callahan, Kelly Smith, Katie Mullowney, Kelly Richardson, Kelly Boswell. Back Row: Brianne Ely, April Blandford, Alison Estilow, Lauren Terry, Coach Paul Koester

As a team the Girls’ Basketball team was often underestimated, but as one they accepted the challenge. In the 2002-2003 season they overcame many obstacles on the way to states. Over the holiday break, the team travelled to Orlando, Florida and earned a respectful 2nd place in the bracket. With determination, dedication and intensity the girls’ basketball team worked hard and achieved. Many thanks to all our coaches for a fantastic season.

As a side note to the season, Coach Garvin and her family welcomed new baby Quinci Bridget into the world on February 14, 2003. We will be sure to look for Quinci Bridget on the girl’s basketball circuit in the future. Watch out girls!

Top Left: Seniors Laria, Kristin Chelsea, Madryia, and Raegan take a moment to pose for the camera. Above: With excellent position, Kelly Boswell grabs a rebound. Circle: Faced with tough defense, Cat Mayers looks to get the ball up the court to her team mates. Left: With one step on her defender, Kelly Richardson drives hard to the basket.
Varsity

Front Row: Katie Mullaney, Kasandra Willis, Cat Mayers, Taylore Wallace, Kelly Boswell, Lindsay Wallin, Back Row: Coach Bridget Garrity-Bantle, Lari Terry, Kristin McCargo, Teresa Hansel, Chelsea Prior, Kelly Richardson, Madryia Graves, Raegan Williams.

Left: With intensity, Kasandra Willis starts her attack to the basket.
Above: Boxing out, Kristin McCargo (15) and Teresa Hansel (42) look to grab the defensive rebound.
Circle Below: As the game progresses, the players look on with anticipation.
Winter Track

Ingenuity, plus courage, plus work, equals miracles.
-Bob Richards

Dainel Elmore begins the next leg of the race in the lead. Ken Horn is so fast he is running on air.

2002-2003 Winter Track

Scott Ferguson
Davidson Hang
Ted Heim
Kenneth Horn
Steven Markos
Thomas Piarulli
Elizabeth Redman
Daniel Elmore
Maryum Nasim
James Trubin
Max Alexander
Ted Cohen
Timothy Pagano
Holly Patel
Caitlin Quigley
Lee Aquino
Colleen Hanna
Maura Heenan
Heather McLlvaine
Zelda Montoya
Robert Gardner
Harrison Miller
Tam Nguyen

The Winter track Team completed a tremendous season with a solid showing at the NJSSAA Indoor Track Championships at Princeton University. The co-ed squad consisted of over 30 students competing in a variety of track and field events. Superior performances were turned in by uber-fresh Elizabeth Redman, sophomores Daniel Elmore and James Trubin, juniors Rob Gardner, Harrison Miller and co-captains Tim Pagano and Maura Heenan.

Top Left: "I'm gonna make it!" is the thought of Davidson Hang as he nears the finish line.
Above: A burst of speed is all Tim Pagano needs to finish the mile.
Circle: With the finish line approaching Harrison Miller kicks it up a notch to pass several contenders.
Left: Elizabeth Redman jumps off the starting block with incredible speed.
Bowling

"The best inspiration is not to outdo others, but to outdo ourselves." - Anonymous

Varisty: Geo Bischoff, Mike Englisch, Joe Riel, Coach Stan Krantz,
Front Row: Alex Cabinian, Jimmy Seng, Mike Groh

Top: Senior Alex Cabinian looks confident in his game.

Despite having a young team, the female bowlers made West proud in many games. Strong seniors on the boy's bowling team led the team to many victorious games this season. The boy's team won the Patriot Division of The Olympic Conference title. Seven of the all stars selected by coaches among 20 bowlers are from West. First team boys: Michael Englisch, Geo Bischoff and Joe Riel. Second Team boys Alex Cabinian and Michael Groh. First team girls Ashley Genzano and Chrissy Hoffman.
Wrestling

"Winning isn’t everything, wanting to is.”
- Anonymous

Front Row: Jeff Winterberg, Steve Garbolski, Tu Vhu, Rich Aguilar, Mike Hays, Joe Skolnik, John Principato, Eric Czerwinski.
Second Row: Dave Alphonse, Jordan Staub, Andrew Cooper, Paul Forner, Jaime O’Dowd, Mike Slevin, Chris Kourmas, John Halpern
Third Row: Jeff Malin, Tom Szynaski, Shane Buffington, Matt Stilly, Harry Verroch Mike Beck, J. Lamanna, Brett Perl, Dave Gola, Greg Coolahan

The 2002-2003 Lions Wrestling Team had a very successful season with a respectable overall record. The Lions finished districts with 7 people moving on to regions. The 2003 wrestlers surprised many people with several unexpected wins. The outlook for next year’s team is extremely promising as only two seniors are leaving in 2003 and many Varsity wrestlers are returning for the new season. A goal for the 2004 wrestling team will be to beat the school record of 18 wins in a season. Congratulations to our 2003 Wrestling team on a fantastic season!

Top Left: Waiting to shoot his shot, Mike Peck is ready to win. Top Right: Tom Cunningham prepares to wrestle.

Jesse LaManna, Junior
Jamie O’Dowd, Sophomore
Mike Caruso, Junior
Scott Flaner, Junior

Above: Coach Greg Coolahan celebrates a victory. Go West!
Left Circle: Scott Flancer is eyeing up the opponent for a pin.
Left: With a fierce look of determination, Mike Peck is threatening to the opponent.
Varsity

Front Row: Mike Caruso, Scott Flancer, Greg Holm, Shane Thomson, Craig Silverstein, Mike Hays, Zack Russo.
Second Row: Tom Cunningham, Matt Rosner, Jesse Lamanna, Steve Sohancheck, Jamie O'Dowd, Jeff Malin, Dave Gola.
Third Row: Greg Coolahan, Mike Papaneri, Shane Buffington, Mike Slevin, Matt Stilly, Harry Verrochi, Mike Peck, Jim Bannar, Kirstin Thomson, Lisa Grear

Above: Mike Caruso remains calm and composed before the big match.
Left: Tom Cunningham demonstrates a perfect headlock.
Below Circle: Craig Silverstein gets the take down.
Swimming

"When you get nervous, don’t think about it. Just go on instinct." - Summer Sanders

Coach Scott Sweeten watches as as the girls bring home a win. Keeping tally, Coach Dan Rogers is deep in thought.


The 2002-2003 Lady Lion Swimming Team will go down in history as a remarkable one. Under the leadership of captains Liz Bastnagel and Jen Ryback, the team achieved a 10-4 record but most notably, it became the first West team in 29 years to defeat East when the teams faced off in the second round of the state tournament.

The 2002-2003 Boy's Swim team completed the season with an amazing record of 12-2, with a 2nd place finish in the Swim East Relays Carnival and the South Jersey Swim League Championship. The team competed in the Division A South Jersey state swim team tournament sectional semifinal. The Boy's swim team had an impressive number of swimmers compete on the Individual State Championship Team and qualify for Individual States.

Top Left: The girls team is just having fun! Above: Taking a short break, Max Shin makes his team proud.

Circle: With a beautiful butterfly stroke, Jen Dean is a fierce competitor.

Left: Captain Eric O'Neill stops for a breath in between races.
Above: Jared Stametelos is just another powerful backstroke away from a win.
Left: Liza Marianni prepares for a dive.
Circle Below: Chris Angelotti is freestylin'.
Vocal Workshop

1) Vocal Workshop provides this young man with an opportunity to express himself through song.
2) The men of Vocal Workshop sing in harmony.
3) The group pauses for a solo spotlight.
4) The Vocal Workshop ladies are all smiles as they sing.

Soprano 1
- Carolyn Dooley
- Emily Elowe
- Christina Fox
- Hannah Grace
- Stefania Gardina
- Nuzhal Khan
- Emily Lind
- Stetamine Lynch
- Megan Magnasen
- Brett Morey
- Ashley Nuzzari
- Rebecca Palmer
- Melissa Reynolds
- Rebecca Rovetta
- Megan Ryan
- Danielle Sutravi
- Daniel Stern
- Shane Stumph
- Randi Vigue
- Sophia Graves
- Kolly Hestand
- Julia Hild
- Brittany Chisholm
- Jennifer Horne
- Lindsay Kere
- Carolyn Nash
- Vicky Roman
- Katherine Fuentes
- Terri
- Keith Ried
- Preston Mand
- Andrew Verescho
- Rachel

Soprano 2
- David Chick
- Kaita Cruz
- Megan Hallowell
- Michelle Haffner
- Lindsey Holman
- Samantha Johnson
- Megan Lee
- Victoria Long
- Candice Martinez
- Jared May
- Melissa Moy
- Rebecca Pepple
- Christa Peverano
- Jessica Koman
- Ashley Baha
- Lisa Stenzel
- Samantha Stetter
- Dana Vitiello
- Rachel Wess
- Vanessa Wilcox
- Rebecca Weather
- Ashley Cenzano
- Rikki Hestand
- Cadin Johnson
- Katherine Pratts
- Jordan Yancey
- Tarynne Walton
- Ashley Sedlak
- Allie
- Kathryn Coates

Alumni

134
Chansons

1) The Chansons group uses sign language to further express themselves in song.
2) Jessica Dahan pauses between notes.
3) Ashley Cook, Danielle Mauger, and Kathleen O'Neill sing in unison at a Chansons concert.
4) The girls concentrate on their next song.
5) The 2002-2003 Chansons

Lisa Astuto
Yelizaveta Baranchuck
Anjelisse Beldini
Crystal Callahan
Jeanne Connor
Ashley Cook
Erin Decker
Elizabeth Feyas
Mary Anne Feyas
Allison Keck
Clair Kotula
Melissa Kotzin
Danielle Mauger
Kathleen O'Neill
Lauren Rawling
Erin Reddy
Kelly Rivera
Ruth Rivera-Perez
Nicole Scullin
Jacqueline Shoukry
Amanda Starke
Candice Stevens
Samantha Still
Kimberly Vogt
Michelle Wecker
Sherilyn Williams
Antoinette Aguilar
Danvel Burnett
Nichole Carvin
Caitlin Catanella
Heather Clemments
Jessica DiMatteo
Sarah Dryer
Dayna Fisher
Lauren Graeber
Concert Choir

1) The Concert Choir stands and waits for Mrs. Bass' instructions.
2) Backy Smith, Heyward Tesfai, and Lindsey Ford add class to the group.
3) The men of Concert Choir lift their voices in song.
4) David Torres and Dan Segrest harmonize together during a performance.
5) The 2002-2003 Concert Choir

Jay Adragna
Crystal Callahan
Amanda Cameron
Diamond Cauf
Michael DeFiore
Michelle Derer
Kyle Dillon
Barbara Doose
Danny Elmor
Melissa East
Carley Galasso
Bryan George
Andrew Gutin
Alena Hyatt
Shira Isapin
Melissa Lee
Brian Lind
Shaina Lore
Jessica Malin
Kevin McGinnis
Samantha Miller
Stephen Muscelli
Tracy Pavlin
Kristina Polk
Kathleen Puche
Ian Reed
Nicholas Reed
Cordie Russ
William Sanborn
William Shin
Jacqueline Sheukry
Stephanie Szabo
Thomas Szymanski
Ben Teearak
Daniel Tilden
Chris Whitton
Shanna Moomard
Timothy Bastford
Victoria Caracciolo
Kimberly Chambers
Kathryn Hallowell
Lacey Kuehmichel
Anastasia Shminich
Gerard Cristobel
Easwaran Cumarasamy
Kim Fox

John DiPierro
Bridget Doyle
Michael Edgein
Jeanine Ellason
Eric Garnett
Hannah Girer
John Hof
Tim Holzard
Ryan Hughes
Danielle Korte
Sung Choi
Jesse LaManna
Mike Levy
John Lynch
Cat Mayers
Amanda Paull
Emil Phillips
Marlene Pizarro
Beverly Place
Stephanie Rashidi
Justin Sacks
Kristin Sarro
Daniel Segrest
Bianca Skvinsky
Ashlee Strojan
Heyward Tesfai
David Torres
Lee Aruino
Amanda Brown
Lindsey Burbank
Susan Doose
Carolyn Dumser
Lindsey Ford
Lauren Goodwin
Holly Hull
Lauren Hood
Amy Zeitz
Jennifer Makucz
Stella Pressman
Kyra Riley
Amy Grizzle
Rebecca Smith
Cassey Cowan
Jonathan Tilden
West Singers

1) Penel Lemalu shows her emotions as she sings.
2) The West Singers hit a high note.
3) John-Michael Earwood blends his voice with the choir.
4) Michelle LaGreca participates in another West Singers concert.

Mary Becica
Da Un Chung
Abigail Dahan
Michael Groh
Samantha Miller
Andrew Nopp
Kevin Nowakowski
Kasei Ryan
Jennifer Sheehan
James Trubin
Jordan Wallen
Michael Biren
Christopher Mucci
Samantha Boden
Amanda DeSimone
Gary Deforcet
Bobby Gordon
Elizabeth Ricardt
Suzanne Kerr
Benjamin Kipnis
Michelle LaGreca
Kelly Lamond
Penel Lemalu
Ahava Zimmerman
Julia Malofsky
Katie Mathick
Mait Miller
Chelsea Pampournis
Tracy Portik
Juan Ruiz
Robert Sabano
Charles Stroop
Christopher Tiattas
Lee Aquino
William Biskinger
Samantha Brown
Reid Frigla
Skylar Cole
Matthias Delgado
Angela DeSantis
Melissa Despott
John Michael Earwood
Kate Jastrzembski
Jenna Candy
Jennifer Cervon

Chris Hardin
Nicholas Hinger
Lauren Hood
Timothy Galan
Sarah Kurt
Jenny Koppi
David Lanzalone
Rina Lebovitz
Erie Levine
Kristin Maguire
Brian McGinnis
Cynthia Mellitz
Eric Blitz
Rachel Norlund
Kara O'Rourke
Min On
Cassie Pierce
Jared Kellen
John Shumichuck
Allison Silver
Brett Speesier
Tony Thomas
Dan Zagoren
Jason Maeng
Men of Note

Erie Blitz
Jared Kelner
Juan Ruiz
Robert Sanburn
Charles Stroup
William Backinger
John-Michael Barwood
David Lanzalone
Brian McInnis
John Shimchick
Brett Spesker

Left: The Men of Note during their down time.
Below: David Lanzalone and John Shimchick hop along with the distinctive Men of Note beat.

Fermata

Samantha Bowes
Amanda Desimone
Bridget Doyle
Kelly Lamond
Tracy Portik
Skyler Cole
Jennifer Gervon
Lauren Hood
Kristin McCargo
Cassie Pierce
Allison Silver

The Ladies of Fermata are backed up by Vocal Workshop.
Chamber Singers

1) John-Michael Earwood, Jen Sheehan, and Nick Hinger entertain the audience.
2) Billy Baskinger concentrates on the music.
3) Bobby Sanborn connects with the camera.
4) The group performs a Bach tune.

Andrew Nop
Jen Sheehan
Samantha Boden
Gary Delureck
Suzanne Kerr
Chelsea Pomponio
Tracy Portik
Robert Sanborn
Chris Tjiaxtas
William Baskinger
Samantha Bowen
John-Michael Earwood
Tim Galan
Nick Hinger
Katie Jastremski
Sarah Kim
Jenny Kopil
David Lanzalone
Erin Levine
Brian McGinnis
Cassie Pierce
John Shumcheck
Allison Silver
Dan Zagoren
Wind Ensemble

1) Adam Barber, Dan Zagoren, and the Wilcox brothers perform a suite.
2) Mr. Yurko leads the ensemble.
3) Mona Wu toots her horn.
4) The percussion section beats away.

Flute
Amanda Ordner
Melissa Fast
Angela Ting

Horn
Tim Galan
Dominique McNulty
Mona Wu

Oboe
Mollie Kirk

Trombone
Tyler Case
Iris Howley
John Benson

Clarinet
Chris Mucci
Jordan Berger
Alice Drayiah
Shaina Lore
Amy Evarts
Michael Groh
Andrew Zagoren

Baritone
Editha Sackett

Tuba
Braden Wilcox

Bass Clarinet
Devin Wilcox

Percussion
Adam Barber
William Sanborn
Dan Neblock

Bassoon
Jon-Erik Stametoso

Alto Sax
Curtis Hall
Noah Knox
Steven Markos

Tenor Sax
Anthony Badaracco

Trumpet
Chris Markos
Jeremy Becker
Bart Caterino
Andrian Bondad
James Trubin
Michael Shimchik

Shira Jaspan

Bart Sax
Symphonic Band

1. Bryan George and A.J. Kostelecki contribute to the trumpet section.
2. Mr. Mark leads the woodwinds.
3. Aliana Katz on Tenor Sax
4. The saxophonists are loud and proud.

Flute
Elizabeth Coulter
Mallory Haswell
Janet Tesfai
Donna Russ
John Shin
Charles Byun

Clarinet
Kacie Ryan
Branne Ely
Megan Nugent
Rebecca Rawland
Justin Jablecki
John Roszkowski
Suzanne Kerr

Bass Clarinet
Alan Lada

Alto Sax
Noah Knox
Bill Baskinger
Rebecca Pierce
Tess Hubbard
Matt Mahrowski

Tenor Sax
Aliana Katz

Trumpet
Tim Galan
Kevin Fisher
A.J. Kostelecki
Bryan George

Horn
Jason Maeng

Trombone
Sunita Rowland
Melissa Lee
Mr. Jose Vazquez

Baritone
Niki Jirak
Bass
Josh Curry
Kiel Everett
Percussion
Bryan Foley
Ryan Stueb
Adan Noor
Orchestra

1) The Violin 1 of Cherry Hill West.
2) Lisa Phuong and Toni Montoya concentrate on their music.
3) The Bass section of the orchestra.
4) Katie Rizzo shows that there’s always room for cello.

Violin 1
Jennifer Homes
Samantha Boden
Kelly Fletcher
Kate Matlock
Elaine Pang
Michele Jastrembski
Jennifer Carter

Violin 2
Lisa Phuong
Toni Montoya
Sarah Reeser
Cecilia Sardar
Jamie Swartz
Stephanie Caspe
Dan Elmore

Viola
Jessie Noon
Leslie Terry
Miss Fran Fasso

Cello
Katie Rizzo
Gary DeTuck
Will Shin
Chris Barth

Bass
Ryan Hughes
Glenn Kewley
Sena Rainey
Jordan Berger
Jazz Band

1) Jordan Berger plucks out the notes on his instrument.
2) Listen to the musical stylings of Tyler Case and Steve Lombardi.
3) Ryan Hughes holdin' it down on bass.
4) The trumpet section has air to spare!
5) Anthony Badaracco is a strong member of the Jazz Band.

Alto Sax
Katie Jastrzembski
Chris Mucci
Dan Jones

Tenor Sax
Anthony Badaracco
Aliana Kutz
Mike Groh

Bari Sax
Dominique McNulty
Shira Jaspan

Trumpet
Tim Galan
Bari Caterino
Jeremy Becker
Jamie Trubin
Mike Shimchick

Trombone
Iris Howley
John Bonsen

Piano
Tyler Case

Guitar
Steve Lombardi

Bass
Jordan Berger
Ryan Hughes
Josh Curry

Drums
Talib Bond
Accomplished Musicians

1) 2003 All South Jersey Cello Orchestra
2) 2003 All South Jersey Violin I Orchestra
3) Chris Barth shows the crowd why he is an accomplished musician.
4) Accomplished vocal musician, Brian McGinnis shows off his talents at the Winter Concert.
5) The 2003 All South Jersey Chorus.
6) Senior Samantha Bowen accomplishments her final Winter Concert at West.
Piil Orchestra

1. Jen Horne and Samantha Boden provide musical accompaniment to The Music Man.
2. Chris Mucci hits the right key.
3. The music for Seventy-Six Trombones is provided by John Benson.
4. Mr. Mark conducts the pit orchestra in a spectacular performance.
5. The soundtrack behind the Music Man.

Piil Orchestra
Violins:
Jen Horne
Samantha Boden
Michele Jastrembski

Cellos:
Katie Rizzo

Flutes:
Melissa Fast
Mallory Haswell

Clarinet:
Jordan Berger
Alice Drayfah
Amy Evans

Bass Clarinet:
Alan Lada

Bari Sax:
Dominique McNulty

Trumpets:
Tim Galan
Jeremy Becker
Jason Moeng

Trombones:
Tyler Case
John Benson
Jose Vazquez

Piano:
Chris Mucci

Bass:
Ryan Hughes

Percussion:
Adam Barber
Theater Workshop

1) Theater Workshop members relax backstage after another successful production.
2) Theater Workshop member Caroline Pang uses her talents to add pizzazz to the club.
3) Jessica Dahan prepares herself for her next role.
4) Mollie Kirk, Mona Wu, Jenna Deacon, Mike Biren and Gabe Ruiz.

Rachel Weiss
Becky Smith
Jessica Dahan
Caroline Pang
Jenna Deacon
Mike Biren
Hannah Girer
Michelle LaGreca
Caitlin Johnson
Stephanie Szabo
Crystal Fletcher
Adai Desai
Samantha Miller
Dan Segrest
Bianca Skewinsky
Jade Mostyn
Erin Quinn
Lauren Caprezocco
Mollie Kirk
Caitlin Lore
Kate Proulx
Vanessa Wilcox
Lorraine Walton
Kyle Burbank
Amanda Cameron
Katie Hallowell
Gabe Ruiz
Danielle Korte
Justin Kirk
Elizabeth Seibert
Eswaran Cumarasamy
Samantha Gordon

Dean Porch
Nate Makanoff
Bill Sanborn
Pete Zuckerman
George Millili
Chris Tsaitas
Bobby Sanborn
Sarah Dryer
John Hoi
Lindsey Burbank
Danit Stemmer
Diana Pearl
Chris DiTizio
Chris Puche
Mona Wu
Chespiian Society

Mollie Kirk
Mona Wu
Michael Biren
Jenna Deacon
Robert Sanborn
Gabe Ruiz
Skylar Cole
Allison Silver
Caroline Pang
Katie Hallowell
Brandon Wilcox
George Millili
Chris DiTizio
Devin Wilcox
Augie Conte
Far Right: Shira Jaspan wails away on the saxophone.
Right: Hitting the right keys requires Devin Wilcox's concentration.
Bottom Right: The Marching Band holds the formation.
Bottom: With a flash of the flags, the performance comes alive!

Jordan Berger on saxophone.
Carolyn Segrest with the Colorguard.
Ashley Salha on the flute.
The trumpet and the flute make beautiful music together.

Above: The color guard contributes a creative touch to the Colors of Styx.
Above Left: The Marching Band Seniors wait to collect one of their many accolades.

Above: Senior Iris Howley plays the trombone with ease.
Above Left: The 2002 Marching Band

Mr. Mark plays along with the band.
Casey Cowan decorates the colorful set.
Devin Wilcox adds a bang to the song with the cymbals.
The Music Man
Everyone Loves a Parade!

Lauren Hood and Rina Lebovitz enjoy the parade!

Pick-a-little lady Suzanne Kerr enjoys gossip.

Ashlee Strojan lights up the stage!

Marian the Librarian thwarts the Music Man’s amorous advances.

We’ve got trouble...trouble...trouble in River City!

Extra! Extra! The Music Man is in town.

Michael Biren flies high as Marcellus.

Gabe Ruiz brings nothing but trouble to River City!
The citizens of River City enjoy a good book.

Above: Raise the roof! River City! Above left: The Music Man deceives River City. Far left: "Whaddya talk? Whaddya talk?" Left: Jenny Koil as Eulalie Macheenie Shinn provides the people of River City with cultural enlightenment.

Above: Marian sings goodnight to her someone. Left: Dance Captains Lindsey Burbank, Amanda Brown and Carolyn Dumser kick up their heels!
Jen Sheehan and Cassie Pierce wait for the Wells Fargo Wagon.

The Music Man stands in the spotlight.

Tori Carraciolo with a capital T, that stands for trouble!

The pick-a-little ladies pride themselves on their poise.

The quartet tips their hats to the pick-a-little ladies.

David Lanzalone and Lindsey Burbank.

Billy Baskinger checks the Music Man’s credentials as Mayor Shinn.

The Music Man is passionate about his band in River City.
The Music Man Cast

The Cast

Gabe Ruiz
Billy Baskinger
Brian McGinnis
Robert Sanborn
Chuck Stroup
John Shimchick
Michael Biren
Michael Styles
Allison Silver
Cassie Pierce
Lauren O'Connell
Max Gross
Jenny Kopil
Amanda DeSimone
Amanda Brown
Lindsey Burbank
Carolyn Dunser
David Lanzalone
Gerard Cristobal
Dean Chung
Nick Hinger
Chris Tjiattas
Eash Cumarasamy
Kevin McGinnis
Justin Sacks
Tim Hofwald
Elizabeth Britton
Suzanne Kert
Ashlee Strojan
Tracy Portik
Samantha Bowen
Tori Caracciolo
Erin Levine
Rachel Norlund
Rebecca Bacher
Mary Becica
Annalise Berdini
Casey Cowan
Caitlin Catarrella
Amy Chick
Abby Dahan
Jessica Dahan
Angela DeSantis
Adam Derji
Kyle Dillon
Carolyn Doosey
Bridget Doyle
Christine Fox
Carley Galasso
Jenna Gandy
Eric Garnet
Jen Gervon
Bobby Gordon
Lauren Graeber
Andrew Gutin
Lauren Hood
David Janove
Danielle Korte
Chris Kumpf
Rina Lewkowitz
Katie Matlock
Matt Miller
Dan Mozer
Vi Nguyen
Kara O'Rourke
Vanessa Pabon-Garcia
Katie Puche
Pedro Rivera
Bill Sanborn
Chris Shimchick
Michael Shimchick
Jeremy Silver
Cody Southerland
Amanda Springer
Jake Stroup
Diana Torres
Kathleen Torres
Dana Vitarelli
Rachel Zoll

Faculty Advisors

James Boecke
Mark Finzer
Heather Abrams
Cristive Bass
Jim Mark
Kevin Frost
Michelle Bradley
Christine Santo
Andrea Savidge
Martin Bass

The Crew

Jenna Deacon
Alex Dilba
Sarah Dryer
Hannah Girrer
Iris Howley
Mollie Kirk
Devin Wilcox
Mark Marinzoli
Jess McColllum
George Millili
Stella Pressman
Mona Wu
Pete Zuckerman
The Children's Show
Snow White and the Seven Dwarves

Far Right: Jade Mostyn lets out a terrifying cackle.
Right: Mike Biren as Prince Charming is searching for his princess.
Bottom: Snow White played by Amanda DeSimone is forlorn about the loss of her home.
Bottom Right: Grumpy and Doc discuss the new addition to their house—Snow White!

"Wake up!" says Dopey played by Justin Kirk.

Lauren Capresecco offers a poison apple to Snow White.
An apple a day will not save Snow White from danger!

Above: Snow White trembles in fear and clings to her protector.
Left: Unfortunately, Snow White eats the apple anyway!

Above: Mirror, mirror on the wall... Julia Makofsky is the fairest of them all.
Above Left: Prince Charming ponders over the pretty Snow White before giving her a kiss.

Snow White shows some spunk.
Happy, the dwarf, always has a smile.
The Evil Queen plots against Snow White.
BROADWAY NIGHT
FUTURE BROADWAY STARS!

Far Right: Julia Makofsky welcomes everyone to Broadway Night.
Right: The West Vocal Program shows off their dance moves.
Bottom: Amanda DeSimone and John-Michael Earwood perform a duet.
Bottom Right: Bobby Sanborn and fellow vocal students use gestures to enhance their song.


Senior Melissa Driscoll dances her heart out at Broadway Night.
Above: Raise your hands if you like to perform!

Above: The Music man is coming to Cherry Hill West!
Above Left: West Dancers steal the show at Broadway Night.

Far Left: Kick up your heels and have a good time!
Left: The Men of Note woo a lovely young lady.

Above: Gabe Ruiz performs another spectacular song for his fans.
Above Left: West Vocal Performers create beautiful melodies at Broadway Night!
Dr. Faustus is in awe of the ravishing Helen of Troy.

Tracy Portik and Eric Blitz act like they're studying.

The mean old Lunch Lady is out to ruin Dullsville High.

Who stole Julia Vigna's gym shorts?

Robert Fortunato has lost his five-pound sack!

Skylar Cole and David Lanzalone

Andy Kirk declares his love to Kate Murray.

Justin Kirk as the devil schemes to steal Faustus soul!
Tara Halpin casts a suspicious glance at Dan Keck.

Above: Amanda DeSimone tries to lead her friend in the right direction.
Above Left: Billy Baskinger, as Dr. Faustus tries to bargain with the devil.
Far Left: Allison Silver and Nick Hinger discuss his parenting skills.
Left: Dean Porch and Amanda Wohl are outraged that their daughter is dating Dracula!

Above: Best New Actress Tori Carraciolo clings to her five-pound sack.
Left: Rebecca Bachelor as Dracula's mother begs him to please find a wife!
ALL ABOUT...
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Mr. West
A Night Out with The Guys

Mr. Ferris Bueller
Dan Zagoren wows the audience with a great impersonation of Ferris.

Mr. Mojo
Yeahhh Baby! Reid Briglia poses for the camera. Oh Behave.

Mr. Charlie Chaplin
Siavash Azarnia mentally prepares for his performance.

Mr. Gone Solo
Andrian Bondad smiles big as he completes last minute preparations.

Mr. West Himself
Smile you won! Congratulations go out to Bill Baskinger on winning this year's Mr. West title with an outstanding performance as Mr. Buddy Holly!
Amazing!
Devin Wilcox stands proud after a nice skit as Mr. Duct Tape.

RAP IT ON!
Talib Bond amazes the audience with his rapping ability and style.

Wow!
Near Left: Wow! Daniel Ream flexes his muscles as Mr. Arnold.
Top: Nick Pruyn gets the crowds attention while he sings as Mr. Skaterboy.

THE CONTESTANTS
Bottom Row (Left to right): Bill Baskinger, Dan Zagov, Tor Ream, Devin Wilcox.
Top Row (Left to right): Justin Kirk, Dan Ream, Devin Wilcox, Reid Braglia, Talib Bond, Andrian Boodad, Siavash Azarnia, Nick Pruyn.
Above: Andrew Verrochio and Reid Briglia bring their Western vibe to Cherry Hill West. Right: Stephanie Moszkowicz, Chrissy Aristone and Carina Grezinski recreate Christina Aguilera's dance moves.

Above: Lindsey Burbank keeps the dice rollin' at the talent show.

Above Right: Invazn continues with their dancing tradition.

Jordan Berger rocks out on the bass.

Nick Pruyn sings with his heart to an Incubus song.

Jordi Wallen sings to Shania Twain.

The musical stylings of T.J. Marshall in the spirit of Incubus.
Talent Show
Showcase of West's Finest Talents

Far Left: Ashlee Strojan adds her witty comments to the evening's festivities.
Left: Lisa Phoung plays the music of Chopin.
Bottom Left: Omar Camba continues with the Invazn.
Bottom: Tracy Portik sings her heart out!

Craig Silverstein plays an original song in the vocal category.
Carolyn Dumser gives it her all in the dance category.
Diamond Caul "Can't Believe" that she is singing an original song on the West stage.
In the variety category, Katie Mattack plays a beautiful lullaby.
Student Life

Josh Yichye standing in front of his Trans Am

West parking lot.

J.J. Jablecki will be driving Mr. Eric Motson to school!

Can I see your license and registration please?

J.J. gives thumbs up to driving.

School's out, let's drive!

Rosalba and Nichole are ready to roll in Rosalba's red Civic

Mark Marinzolz, with passenger Amy Zielz, standing with his automobile
Matt Daroff works hard at the Game Stop. Vicki Jamrogowicz works on the displays.

Just ringing up the customers at Limited Too

Kevin Pritchett takes 1st place in his category at the Deca Conference.

David Nowakowski loves to work at Loew's movie theater

Julie Rothman selling her girl scout cookies in English class

Kyra Riley working hard at The Limited

Tahani Mazahreh
Seniors Monica Montiel, Mary Jo Scarpitti and Margaret Szajowski go on a snowy adventure.

Sam Colladay & Stephanie Faehner hang at the beach.

Just spending a relaxing day at the shore.

Monica and her “special friend”.

Boy, Mr. Romello’s ski trip was loads of fun.

Is this Ben Kipnis... or is it a monster?

Nichole Kates brings peace to Dane Rafaello.

Domonique Harvey.

“Holler”
Stephanie Moszkowicz and Kristi Mariano are just havin' fun.

Getting a tan the old-fashioned way!

At the beach

On their way to making it big!

Showing their lion spirit

A sunny afternoon at the Q102 concert.

All bundled up for a day of fun.
These cats coined the phrase "takin' it easy"

It's Rosalba and her pug

Britany Cintron with her dog Thunder

Meow kitty kitty

Barbara Doose and her pet Billy

Monica and her ferret Misia
Mary Margaret Sudduth and her boyfriend are ready for the prom.

Amanda Still and Jason Bonfiglio hang out at the beach.

Taking a break with David Hird and Jill Bednarchick.

Monica Montiel and Nino Aquino..."sigh"...a match made in heaven.

The beach is a good place for Christine Hunter and Chris Zeplin to relax.

Steve Billen and Melissa Driscoll

Ryan Hughes and Jenny Judge are always happy to spend time together.
The Case Family; Steve '95, Dad, Tyler '03 and Dustin

The Hunkins Sisters; Christina '05 and Julianne '03

The DeFrates Family; Susan Laurits '81, Nancy Diaz '84, Linda Graham '87 & Corey '04

The Child's Brothers; Chris '05 and Jeff '03

The Rothman Family; Eric '95, Cindy O'Reilly, Michael '00 & Julia '03

The Neilsen Family; Kevin '99, Pat '97, Peter '95, J.D. '97, Karen

The Bannar Family; Rosemary '79, Richard '72, Jimmy '05 & Jim '75

The Goodstein Family; Paula '88, Andrea (Savidge) '90, Ben '82, and Esther '84
West students show their spirit to support their team at the West homecoming game.

West mascot celebrates with the students.

Here is indisputable evidence that people other than West students attended the homecoming game.

Standing on the SGO float.

West students create a magical atmosphere at West's homecoming.

Carina and Holly are proud to represent seniors on their homecoming.

PLAY LIKE A CHAMPION TODAY
ALL ABOUT... 2003
All About
Lee Aquino

Selfless is the word to describe Lee. Always a team player, Lee shows his caring attitude in Varsity Track, West Singers and Broadway Night. Lee hopes to major in Sports Management in college.

Lee Aquino
Nino Aquino
Robel Arcine
Thomas Arcine
Chudina Aridone
David Amente
All About Siavash Azarnia

Ambitious is the word to describe Siavash. He has excelled at West in Theater, Sports, and the IB Program. Siavash would like to become a doctor and work outside of the country in underdeveloped nations.
All About Andrian Bondad

Outgoing is the word to describe Andrian. Always showing a smile, he gained West fame in Wind Ensemble and the award winning AsW Sync. Andrian is looking forward to a career in nursing so he can display his natural ability to help others.
All About J. Reid Biglia

Strong-willed is the word to describe Reid. Through his participation in baseball, PAAVS, and Men or Note, Reid is determined to succeed in all of his endeavors. He plans to attend a competitive college and play baseball in the fall.
All About Amanda Brown

Enthusiastic is the word to describe Amanda. She always seems to approach any task here at West, including Class Government, Cheerleading, and the Musicals, with unending optimism and good cheer. Amanda plans on pursuing a career in Elementary Education and Dance.
All About Alaina Cara

Athlete is the word to describe Alaina. As a gymnast and singer for the cheerleading team, Alaina gives 100% in athletics and academics. Alaina hopes to pursue law in the future.
All About

Tyler Case

Comedic is the word to describe Tyler. Aside from cracking jokes, Tyler enriches the West community with his musical talent. A career in music, neuroscience, or meteorology are possible future goals for Tyler.
Resourcdful is the word to describe Augustine. As the Board of Education Representative, weekly sports anchor, and captain of the soccer team, Augustine must use many resources to balance his activities. He's looking forward to studying Communications in the future.
Focused is the word to describe Danielle. Every month Danielle must focus on the enormous task of generating an interesting and engaging West newspaper while maintaining honor roll status. Her future plans include studying Business in college.
All About Jessica Cybulski

Dedicated is the word to describe Jessica. As a member of the Cheerleading Team, Student Government, and Make-Up Crew, she has been an outstanding member of the West Community. Jessica plans to major in Elementary Education.
All About Jessica Dahan

Diligent is the word to describe Jessica. While playing livable characters in multiple Children's Shows and singing in the Music Program, Jessica maintains a positive attitude. Jessica is looking forward to higher education after leaving West.
All About
DeMarco Daniels

Vibrant is the word to describe DeMarco. His expressive personality and energy are present on the basketball court, in African-American Culture Club meetings, and everyday in the halls of West. DeMarco will study business in college next year.
Determined is the word to describe Carolyn. Whether on the lacrosse field or in the IB classroom, she pushes to succeed. Carolyn plans to major in Marketing at a school in Boston.
All About Mike Englisch

Successful is the word to describe Mike. As the Student Representative to the Board of Education and the President of DECA, he leads the West community into the future. Mike's educational goals include the study of International Business.
All About Sarah Kim

Sarah Kim

Congenial is the word to describe Sarah. The Spring Musical, Chamber Singers, and the National Honor Society, have benefited from her friendly personality. Sarah desires to become a chemical engineer in the future.
All About Mollie Kirk

Involved is the word to describe Mollie. Besides earning impeccable grades, she has been an integral part of Mock Trial, Drama, National Honor Society, and Science Club. Mollie hopes to continue exploring in college.
DYNAMIC is the word to describe Nikolay. He makes his presence known in the classroom where he pursues the IB Diploma, in the yearbook through his leadership, and in the community through his participation in Teen Line. In college, Nikolay will divide his time pursuing English and International Affairs.

All About
Nikolay Kodes

Jennifer Makoczy
Phillip Malone
Angelo Machiano
Charles Machiano

Kristi Mariano
Matt Mainzoli

Christopher Masse
Nicodemo Mastro Giacomo

Mary Musser
Tahani Mazahreh
Timothy McBride
Ardin Mccarzy
Dependable is the word to describe Mark. He has shown his responsible nature as a leader in Student Government, a member of Spanish Honor Society, and as a part of the Spring Musical. Mark will major in International Relations in the future.
All About George Millilli

Personable is the word to describe George. Through his involvement in the Sound and Lighting Crew and the Thespian Society, George has always befriended others in the West community. George wants to further his education by attending college next year.
All About Monica Montiel

Colorful is the word to describe Monica. Through yearbook, Italian Club, and Community Service, she has been a unique part of the West community. Criminal Psychology is in Monica's future.
All About Zelda Montoya

Hardworking is the word to describe Zelda. Only rigorous effort could result in a #1 tennis ranking and published artwork in Aspects. Zelda will study Marine Biology in college.
All About Gabrielle Pae

Talented is the word to describe Gabrielle. She has worked on the yearbook, volunteered at Kennedy Hospital, and painted a mural during her time at West. Gabrielle looks forward to a career in Pharmaceutical Services.

Janoosh Patel
Annika Patel
Michael Peck
Jason Peetz
Ha Mahn Pham
Jennifer Phillips
Catherine Pierce
Justin Plone
Robert Pollini
Susan Pollan
Jennifer Popel
Neila Pressman
All About Grace Pae

Original is the word to describe Grace. Involved in the yearbook, Asian-American Culture Club, and Community Service, Grace has displayed her talents in many student publications and in the community. She hopes to become an optometrist in the future.
All About Caroline Pang

Unusual is the word to describe Caroline. After studying abroad in France, Caroline used her creative ideas to benefit the yearbook and Theater here at West. In the future, she hopes to perform humanitarian work.
All About Margot Ricci

Margot is the word to describe Margot. Aspects, Visions, and the Teen Arts Festival have all been showcases for her artistic talents. Margot will pursue a degree in Fine Arts, Communications, or Marketing.

Catherine Scherridman
Christian Sebastian
Jimmy Song
Bisela Shanfeld
Cheerful is the word to describe Amanda. As an Officer and Vice Commander for ROTC, Amanda shares a positive and cheerful countenance with everyone. Amanda would like to receive a ROTC scholarship to help her accomplish her goal of becoming a nurse.
Considerate is the word to describe Eddie. The ROTC program at West has provided him with many opportunities to express respect for himself and others. Eddie hopes to have a career in Computer Science.
Thoughtful is the word to describe Becky. As an outstanding member of the community, Becky has accumulated countless hours of Community Service by working as an Emergency Medical Technician. Her goals for the future include studying to become an ER doctor.
All About
Angel Cavolina

Cultured is the word to describe Angel. As a member of the Italian Club, Angel has visited Italy and presided over many of the club's activities throughout the year. Angel plans on studying Italian abroad and eventually working as a translator or a teacher.
All About Nina Verrochi

Well-balanced is the word to describe Nina. A variety of activities such as" Lassos, Student Government, and Stage Crew balance out Nina's daily experiences at West. She would like to study Spanish and general Liberal Arts in college.
All About Mona Wu

Positive is the word to describe Mona. Despite time commitments to a strenuous academic schedule as well as Stage Crew and Wind Ensemble, Mona always manages to maintain an upbeat attitude. Her goals for the future include attending a prestigious university.
All About Daniel Zagoren

Optimistic is the word to describe Dan. As a member of the Soccer and Baseball teams, the IB Program, and the National Honor Society, Dan always looks positively towards the future. He plans on traveling the world and attending college.
Class Address

Last year the government had enjoyed four incredible years here at West. We
worked with a large group of students and parents to fundraise for several
activities, including a T-shirt sale and a school concession stand. We also
helped to raise funds for our parents' Christmas gift wrap at the Mousekewitz Mall. We hosted the first Cherry Hill West Senior Breakfast, feeding the entire class with the help of our PTA. Additionally, we were
privileged to have our mayor come to West to speak about being responsible citizens. We
must all be able to vote this year, as well as identify how we can become involved in
the Cherry Hill community. We are currently working to put together the best senior trip to
Florida. The travelers are looking forward to spending 10 days in the sun enjoying
Universal Studios, Disney and a dinner cruise on the Gulf of Mexico. We are also
working to create a night to remember at the Senior Prom, held at the Elks Catering in Voorhees, NJ.

The Class of 2003 Government

Government of the Class of 2003


Above: Christina Feldman, Lori Hollings, Jenny Judge.

Left: Ms. Stassin always has the right answer.

Carina Contreras, Holly Hill and Soo-Lin Choi.
GIRLS STATE DELEGATES

Mona Wu, Jackie Banta, Nina Verrochi, Amanda Brown, (Carolyn Dumser - not pictured)

BOYS STATE DELEGATES

Augie Conte, Daniel Zagoren, Mike Tily, Chris Mucci

RYLA DELEGATES

Front Row: Caroline Pang, Jessica Dahan, Katie Jastrzembski.
Back Row: Nikolay Kodes, Julianne Hunkins, Chelsea Prior, Anthony Badaracco

GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS

Mollie Kirk, Nikolay Kodes, Sean Ferguson, Samantha Bowen, (Carolyn Dumser - not pictured)
Order of the Lion

Mollie Kirk

Genevieve Kopil

Anthony Badaracco
Below: West students enjoying the Homecoming dance.

Right: West Seniors pose for the camera on one of the Homecoming floats.

Mr. West, Bill Baskinger, performs the national anthem at the Homecoming rally.

Michael Peck shows off his dance skills at the Homecoming Dance.
**Homecoming**

Left: Homecoming Queen, Kristin McCargo, with her escort, Matthias Delgado.

Below: The cheerleading squad demonstrates their skills at the Homecoming Rally.

Above: Tyler Yingling shows class pride and school spirit at the Homecoming rally.

Left: The Homecoming Court from left to right, Carolyn Dumas with Daniel Zigamen, Amanda Brown with Min On, Homecoming Queen, Kristin McCargo, with Matthias Delgado, Margot Ricci with Griffin Cranmer, Kara O'Rourke with Matthew Taylor.
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Below: Ms. Bonn welcomes students to the National Prom Promise table.

Right: Nick Hinger examines student artwork.

Nicole Portik displays her musical talents.

Amanda Pappas prepares to create a sculpture at the Pavas festival.
Left: West students appreciate Abby Freedman's work.

Below: Liz Holmes sketches a drawing for the watching students.

Above: Dana Miller explains her artwork to West students.

Left: Jason Sapp and Jason Colby match their chess skills during the festival.
ALL ABOUT...

2003
Abramson, Jonathan
117 Chelten Parkway 08034
Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12; Dance Club 11; Varsity Club 12; Boy's Cross Country 12; Lacrosse Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Friday Football 10, 11, 12.
"You see things and you say, Why? But I dream things that never were and say, Why Not?" - George Bernard Shaw.

Ackrivo, Jason
105 Daytona Avenue 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Latin National Honor Society 10, 11, 12; Latin National Honor Society President; PAVAS 11, 12; Greek Scholars 10, 11; Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Latin Club Vice President; Science Lab Aides 11; Visions 12; Boy's Basketball 9; UMDNJ High School Scholars Program 12; Summer Biomedical Research Program 12.
"Obstacles are challenges for winners, and excuses for losers."

Andrade, Ricardo
1102 South Cornell Avenue 08002
Dance Club 11.
"Many people think that Spanish people can't succeed, but I am one of many that does succeed if we try."

Angeleri, Jessica
9 Farmhouse Lane 08002
Dance Club 12; Girl's Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 9, 12; Varsity Club 12; Latin National Honor Society 11; PAVAS 11; Latin Club 11, 12; Nurse's Aide 12, Renaissance 9, 10; Volunteer Tutor 12; AIDS Walk 11, 12.
"Live life as though you could die tomorrow. But dream as though you could live forever. I like apples — Booyah!"

Aquino, Lee
207 Connecticut Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 9, 10, 12; (Co-Captain); Spring Musical 12; Spanish Club 10, 11 (Secretary), 12 (Co-President); Varsity Club 11, 12 (Vice-President); Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Main Office Aides 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12 (Honors Choir); Lions Roar 10, 12; Rampant 12; Boy's Cross Country 9, 10, 11; Boy's Track 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Concert Choir 10, 12 (Chord Treasurer); Red Ribbon 12.
"It doesn't matter if you win or lose, it's if you survive!" - Lee Aquino

Aquino, Nino
106 Chestnut Street Apt. 106 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10; DECA 10, 12; PAVAS 12.
"If you have faith as small as a mustard seed ... nothing will be impossible for you." - Matthew 17:20

Arcinose, Robert
DECA 12; Football 9.
"There is one thing I would break up with and that is she caught me with another woman. I wouldn't stand for that." - Steve Martin.

Arcinose, Thomas
631 Jefferson Avenue 08002
"If at first you don't succeed, try again. Then quit. There's no use being a damn fool about it." - W.C. Fields

Aristone, Chrissy
212 Barlow Avenue 08002
DECA 12; Talent Show 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Nurse's Aides 10.
"Good friends are like four leaf clovers. Lucky and hard to find." - Double D

Armento, David
11 Blue Bell Drive 08002
DECA 12; Varsity Club 10; Baseball 12; Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Boy's Basketball 10; Football 9, 10, 11.
"In order to obtain success you must dream success, train success, live success only then will you reach the next level, success."

Azarnia, Siavash
468 Covered Bridge Road 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 9; Spring Musical 9, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10; Theater Workshop 9, 10; Varsity Club 12; Greek Scholars 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 10, 11; Mr. West 10, 12; SGO 9, 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Boy's Soccer 9, 11, 12; Boy's Swimming 11, 12; Boy's Track 9; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Red Ribbon 10; Racquetball Club 12; Friday Football 11, 12.
"People say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one."

Badaracco, Anthony
1244 Folkestone Way 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12 (President); Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 9; Symphonic Band 9; Italian National Honor Society 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11; Rotary Interact 10, 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 10, 11, 12; Aspects 12; Boy's Tennis 9, 10, 11 (All-Conference Doubles), 12 (Captain); Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Friday Football; All-State Band; All South Jersey Jazz Band; Rotary Youth Leadership Award.
"I’d gladly give my right arm to be ambidextrous." - Yogi Berra

Baker, Kelly
421 Park Place Drive 08002
DECA 10, 12; Library aides 9; Student Activities Office Aides 11.

Bancroft, Bree
1221 Kay Drive West 08034
Girl's Track 9; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11; Project Graduation 12 (Co-Chair).
"Love deeply and passionately, you may get hurt, but it's the only way to live life completely."

Banta, Jacqueline
94 Knollwood Drive 08002
Wrestling Manager 9, 10; Varsity Club 9, 10; Latin NHS 11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Girl's Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); SGO 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); FOP 10, 11, 12 (Co-Chair).
"Image is not worth sacrificing character."

Barkowsky, Bethany
216 South Lincoln Avenue 08002
"Always follow your heart."
Barrett, Frank
836 Cooper Landing Road Apt. 616E 08002

Barstys, Ana
303 Westminster Avenue 08002
Chess Club 9; Softball 9; Winter Track 11; Latin Club 12; Rotary Interact 12; Project Graduation 12; Community Service 12; Yearbook 9.
“Never give up, keep following your dream.”

Baskinger, William
9 Fountain Court 08034
Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 12; PAVAS 12; Chamber Singers 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Cross Country 9, 10, 11; Boy’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 11; Men of Note 11, 12; Renaissance 9.
“Goodbye Mama and Papa, Goodbye Jack and Jill. The grass ain’t greener, the wine ain’t sweeter either side of the hill.” - Robert Hunter (Grateful Dead).

Bastnagel, Liz
11 Fountain Court 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; DECA 12; Latin NHS 11, 12; Latin Club 10, 11, 12 (Secretary); Girl’s Lacrosse 9 (Manager); Class Government 9; Field Hockey 9, 10; Girl’s Swimming 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.
“I’d like to think the best of me is still hiding up my sleeve.”

Bednarchick, Jill
122 Spring House Road 08002
Girl’s Track 9, 10; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation 12.
“Who wants to be ordinary in this crazy mixed up world!” -Michelle Branch.

Bellitz, Samantha
103 Forest Road 08034
Vocal Workshop 10; Concert Choir 11.
“Nothing is sadder in life than wasted talent.”

Bergman, Andrew
307 Roosevelt Drive 08002
Boy’s Basketball 9, 10; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Sometimes I lie awake at night and I ask, ‘Where have I gone wrong?’ Then a voice says to me, ‘This is going to take more than one night!’”

Berkery, Eric
15 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
Mock Trial 10; PAVAS: Boy’s Soccer 10, 11, 12; Football 9.
“... Hasbrouns ...”

Billen, Steven
1108 Princess Road
House Office Aides 11; Football 9, 10, 11; Boy’s Lacrosse Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 11, 12 (Goalie Coach).
“If something goes, something may not come back, enjoy every moment.”

Bischoff, Walter “Geo”
111 Old Carriage Road 08034
Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12; Golf 9; Rotary Interact 12.
“Thank God it’s over.”

Boden, Stefan
16 Beekman Place 08002
A.V. Aides 9, 10, 11, 12; Nurse’s Aide 9, 10.
“Give me a place to stand and I will move the earth.” -Archimedes

Bond, Talib
344 Monroe Avenue 08002
Talent Show 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Boy’s Basketball 9; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 12.
“Oh, this is supposed to be witty or intellectual?”

Bondad, Andrian
414 Saratoga Drive 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11; Dance Club 11; Pit Orchestra 9; Symphonic Band 9; Talent Show 11; PAVAS 9; Mr. West 12; Wind Ensemble 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9.
“It’s almost Friday.”

Bonfiglio, Anthony
1106 Hollis Avenue 08002
Baseball 9; Football 9.

Bosch, Miguel
230 Ivins Avenue 08002
Football 9, 10, 11.
“Everything we pray for has already been given to us, what we should ask for is the ability to see it.”

Bowen, Samantha
122 Farmington Road 08034

Buchen, Raymond
130 Valley Run Drive 08002
DECA 12.
“Holla at cha Boy, I’M OUT.”

Bozakis, Mike
529 Douglas Drive 08034
“It pays to pay attention because in the end it pays off.”

Brady, Tim
12 Heritage Court 08034
DECA 11, 12; House Office Aides 11; Class Government 10, 11; Project Graduation 12; FOP 11, 12.
“Always take advice from Mr. Lec.”

Brown, Amanda
214 Heritage Road 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12 (Dance Captain); Chansons 10; Mr. West 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9 (Governor), 10, 11 (Governor), 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Cheerleading 9 (JV Captain), 10, 11 (Varsity Co-Captain); Concert Choir 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Administrative Aide 12.
“What the mind can conceive and believe, it can achieve.” -Dale Carnegie.

Brown, Shari
135 Edison Road 08034
House Office Aides 12; Latin Club 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 9; Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Manager); Girl’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Hold on if you feel like letting go. Hold on if it gets better than you know.” -Good Charlotte.

Buch, Ryan
101 Old Carriage Road 08034
Winter Track 9; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12;
Rotary Interact 12; Jazz Ensemble 10, 11.  
"At least it’s not a total loss. It came in this  
great cardboard box."

Burbank, Lindsey  
716 Northwood Avenue 08002  
Dance Club 11; Italian Club 10, 11; Spring  
Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 9, 10,  
11, 12; Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12;  
PAVAS 12; Thespian Society 12; Chansons  
10, 11; Mr. West 9, 10, 11, 12; Class  
Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9;  
Aspects 9; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11;  
Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 12;  
Project Graduation 12; Renaissance  
10, 11.  
"If you get the choice to sit it out or dance,  
I hope you dance.”

Bycer, Josh  
131 Valley Run Drive 08002  
"Someday in the near future, you will be  
playing my video games.”

Cabinian, Alexander  
112 Woodland Avenue 08002  
National Honor Society 12; Bowling 9, 10,  
11, 12; Lions Roar 12.  
“I am so smart ... I am so smart ... S-M-R-T ... Oh crap!”

Campbell, Annette  
1209 Bedford Avenue 08002  
Italian Club 10, 11, 12; Softball 9; PAVAS  
10, 12.  
“Our mortality doesn’t last forever, our  
memories will, so make the most of them,”

Caprario, Nicole  
402 King’s Croft 08034  
DECA 10, 12; House Office Aides 12; Italian  
Club 11, 12; Project Graduation 12.  
“During my four years of high school it felt  
like a nightmare, but now that its over, it  
feels like a dream.”

Capresecco, Lauren  
24 Webster Avenue 08002  
House Office Aides 12, Italian Club 10,  
12; Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12; Children’s  
Show 11, 12; House Crew 10.  
“The past is history, the future is a mystery  
and the present is a gift.” - Valerie Malone.

Cara, Alaina  
347 Windsor Drive  
National Honor Society 12; Dance Club  
11; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10,  
11; Science Lab Aides 12; Class  
Government 11, 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12.  
“When we were young we were told so  
many times prepare your future cause it  
won’t be easy. They never told us to enjoy  
life because before you know it life has  
passed you by.”

Carleton, Emily  
154 Cherry Tree Lane 08002  
Science Lab Aides 12; Field Hockey 9, 10;  
Renaissance 9.  
“Life moves pretty fast; if you don’t stop  
and look around once in a while, you could  
miss it.” - Ferris.

Carroll, Alissa  
6 Glen Lane 08002  
ECO Club 12; Softball 9; Spring Musical 9,  
10; Stage Crew 9, 10; Theater Workshop 9,  
10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10; Thespian Society  
10, 11, 12; French Club 9; Latin Club 10,  
11; Class One Acts 9, 10; Red Ribbon 9, 10.  
“What lies behind us and what lies before  
us are tiny matters compared to what lies  
within us.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Carter, Jennifer  
115 Airways Court 08034  
National Honor Society 11, 12; Guidance  
Office Aides 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12;  
Spanish Club 10, 11; Chamber Instrumental  
11, 12; Community Service 10, 11, 12;  
Orchestra.  
“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— I  
took the one less traveled by, And that  
made all the difference.” - Robert Frost.

Case, Tyler  
18 Oakview Avenue 08002  
National Honor Society 11, 12; Wrestling  
9; Pit Orchestra 10, 11, 21; Talent Show  
10, 11, 2; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12;  
Aspects 12; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12.  
“Take it to the dome.” - paraphrasing Ben  
Franklin.

Castellano, Andrew  
118 C Cherry Parke 08002  
Talent Show 10.  
“Now it’s over, I’m dead, and I haven’t  
done anything that I want, or I’m still alive  
and there’s nothing I want to do.” - TMBG.

Chamberlain, Trish  
328 Monroe Avenue 08002  
“Walk slowly, the rest of your life, my  
dear.” - The Anniversary.

Chambers, Deanna  
129 Randle Drive 08034  
Bowling 11; DECA 12; Class Government  
11, 12; Renaissance 12.  
“Never be lulled into silence. Never allow  
yourself to be made a victim, accept no  
one’s definition of your life; define  
yourself.”

Chen, Eda  
214 Walt Whitman Boulevard 08003  
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; DECA 12;  
French Club 12; Rotary Interact 10, 11,  
12; Rampant 11; Girl’s Volleyball 11;  
Community Service 10, 11, 12; Make-up  
Crew 10, 11.  
“Now is not the time to change was, but to  
amend what is.” - Helen Hayes.

Childs, Jeff  
205 West Miami Avenue 08002  
DECA 12; House Office Aides 11, 12;  
Baseball 9, 10; SGO 11, 12; Boy’s Swimming  
9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Choi, Sol Lin  
22 Southwood Drive 08003  
A.V. Aides 9; Spanish Club 12 (Secretary);  
Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance  
12; FOP 10, 12.  
“There is fate, but it only takes you so far  
because once you’re there, it’s up to you to  
make it happen.”

Clerkin, Courtney  
1103 Mt. Pleasant Way 08034  
DECA 11; Sound Crew 9; Class Government  
9; Rotary Interact 10; Community Service  
10, 11, 12.  
“I got your back, you got mine, I’ll help you  
out anytime. To see you hurt to see you cry  
makes me weep and wanna die. And if you  
agree to never fight. It wouldn’t matter  
who’s wrong or right. If a broken heart  
needs a mend, I’ll be right there to the  
cmd.”

Cohen, Ariel  
417 Burning Tree Road 08034  
Bowling 9; Sound Crew 9, 12; Lions Roar  
10, 11, 12.

Cohen, Nadine  
35 Kent Road 08002  
SADD 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 12; French Club  
10, 12; Renaissance 9.  
“Don’t fall before you’re pushed.” - Unknown
Cole, Skylar
1507 Media Road 08002
Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 9, 10; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 9, 12; Fermata 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Swimming 11, 12 (Manager); Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Red Ribbon 9, 10; A-Chord President; All State Women’s Choir 11; Gay/Strait Alliance 12; Student Council 12.
“I will not say goodbye, because we never end. I know that we will speak again, if only in my memory.”

Collazo, Noel Heredia
310 Windsor Circle 08002
African American Club 12; Dance Club 11; Italian Club 12; PAVAS 11, 12; Library Aides 12; NJ REBEL 12; Red Ribbon 12; Community Service 11, 12.
“There is a time in every man’s education when he arrives at the conviction envy is ignorance, that imitation is suicide.”

Colik, Lee
21 Liberty Lane 08002
Guidance Office Aides 10; Winter Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9; French Club 9, 10, 11.
“Integrity simply means a willingness not to violate one’s identity.” - Erich Fromm

Conte, Augie
245 Redstone Ridge 08004
Wrestling 9; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Latin Club 11; SGO 12; Class Government 9, 10 (Lt. Governor); 11; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain, Olympic Conference All Star Team); Class One Acts 10, 11 (Best Lighting Design); 12; Lighting Crew 10, 11, 12; Board of Education Student Representative; Cable 19 Weekly Sports Anchor 10, 11, 12; American Legion Jersey Boy’s State Delegate.
“The best way to predict the future is to create it.” - Peter Drucker

Contreras, Carina
152 Pelletier Road 08034
Bowling 11; DECA 12; Softball 9; Latin Club 11; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 12; Office Aide 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.
“Maybe our mistakes are what make our fate. Without them, what would shape our lives? Perhaps if we never veered off course, we wouldn’t fall in love or be who we are. After all, seasons change and people come into your life and people go. But it’s comforting to know the ones you love are always in your heart.” - Sex and the City

Cooley, Cheron
52 Clemson Road 08034
African American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12.
“Don’t let time pass you by. Stay focused and follow your heart.”

Cooper, Danielle
30 Greenvale Road 08034
Guidance Office Aides 12; Yellow Ribbon 12; Latin Club 9, 10; Lions Roar 10 (Sports Editor); Girl’s Soccer 10; Project Graduation 12.
“I want to be a lion. Everyone wants to be a cat. We want to be big, big stars, but we got different reason for that.” - Adam Duritz

Coulter, Elizabeth
1311 Paddock Way 08034
Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Lions Roar 11 (Sports Editor); Girl’s Soccer 10; Project Graduation 12.
“Love isn’t finding someone you can live with, it’s finding someone you can’t live without.”

Cranmer, Griffin
1003 Lowber Drive 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Lacrosse Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys’ Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Friday Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Racquetball 11, 12; Renaissance.
“It’s a Miracle that curiosity survives formal education.” - Albert Einstein

Cuetlo, Mary Allaime
300 E. Chapel Avenue 08034
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 10; PAVAS 10; Chansons 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Second Team All Conference).
“You see things, and you say, ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were; and I say, ‘Why not?’”

Cullen, Brett
49 Granby Court
Chess Club 9; Winter Track 10; Stage Crew 9; Latin Club 10, 11; Boy’s Cross Country 9, 10.
“If life is just one big joke, I don’t get it.” - Jack Handy

Cybulski, Jessica
629 Woodland Avenue 08002
Softball 9; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12; Make-up Crew 10.
“Dancing with your feet is one thing, but dancing with your heart is another.” - Anonymous

Dahan, Jessica
36 Knollwood Drive 08002
National Honor Society 11, 12; DECA 12; Spring Musical 11; Talent Show 12 (Coordinator); Theater Workshop 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Chansons 12 (President); Children’s Shows 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 11 (President); Rampant 12; Class One Acts 10 (Best New Actress); Nurse’s Aides 11; Red Ribbon 12.
“Not everything that can be counted counts and not everything that can be counted.” - Albert Einstein

Daniels, DeMarco
9106 Bishops View Circle 08002
African American Club 10, 11 (President), 12; DECA 12; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Aspects 11; Rampant 12; Boy’s basketball 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain).
“Life is like a circle and someday if we travel in opposite directions on the circle we will meet again.” - Todd L. Bradbury

Daroff, Matt
219 Garfield Avenue 08002
DECA 12; Tech Assistant; Teacher’s Aide.
“The monkey ain’t no joke.”

Davalos, Ana Maria
3005 Chapel Avenue Apt. 9-T 08002
Guidance Office Aides 9; House Office Aides 9; Track 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 11; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12; Library Aides 9; Nurse’s Aides 9.
“You don’t know what you have until it is gone! Give things their value now while you can.”

Dawson, Ava
315 Cherry Hill Boulevard 08002
Dance Club 11; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-President); Class One Acts 9, 10, 11.
“All you touch and all you see is all your life will ever be.”
Deacon, Jenna
116 Fieldstone Road 08034
Italian Club 12; Sound Crew 10; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11 (Assistant Production Manager); 12 (Production Manager); Talent Show 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 12 (President); Thespian Society 12 (Secretary); Chansons 10; Children's Show 9, 11, 12 (Set Designer); Greek Scholars 10, 11; Latin Club 10, 11 (Treasurer); Mr. West 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Rotary Interact 11, 12; Visions 9; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Lighting Crew 10; Marching Band 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Fall Drama 12 (Production Manager); Red Ribbon 11, 12.
"Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity and I'm not sure about the former." - Albert Einstein

Decker, Alexandra
1010 Salem Road 08034
Ceramics Club 11, 12, Softball 9; Chansons 10; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Field Hockey 9, 10; Make-up Crew 10.
"Believe that life is worth living and your belief will help create the fact." - William James

DeFabio, Patrick
4 Bellows Lane 08002
DECA 12; Gym Aides 12; Mr. West 12; Lighting Crew 9; Friday Football 11, 12.
"Ambition is just an excuse for not having sense enough to be lazy."

Derins, Elizabeth Nina
306 Belle Arbor Drive 08034
Student Activities/Office Aides 10; Indoor Color Guard 12; AFJROTC 9, 10, 11, 12.
"Never believe what you hear, and only half believe what you see."

Desai, Nishita
1215 Sherwood Avenue
Asian Culture Club 11; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Girls' Volleyball 11; Renaissance 9, 10, 11; Community Service.
"No matter which direction you start, it's always against the wind coming back" - Unknown

DeSantis, Angela
109 Kitty Hawk Road 08034
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 11, 12; Chansons 10; Girl's Lacrosse 10, 11; 2; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Make-up Crew 9, 10.
"It hit me like a sack of balls." - Angela DeSantis

Dicker, Elliott
4 Peppermill Drive 08002
"If we could wake up in a different place, at a different time, could we wake up as a different person.

DiFedele, Christina
1216 Fullwood Road 08034
Spring Musical 9, 10, 11; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11; Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Children's Show 9, 10, 11; French Club 9, 10, 11; Latin Club 11; Visions 11; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Poetry of Popular Music 9.
"Faded picture and yellowed fliers, memories so far behind us, there's an anthem in us that fits." - LTJ

Doose, Susan
1932 Maple Avenue 08002
National Honor Society 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; SADD 11, 12 (President); Chansons 10; Rotary Interact 11, 12 (Treasurer); Vocal Workshop 9; Concert Choir 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10; Make-up Crew 9, 11; Community Service 9, 10; House Crew 10, 12.
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it." - William Arthur Ward

Dreyer, Katrina
836 Cooper Landing Road 08002
Girl's Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 11, 12; Stage Crew 11, 12; Spanish Club 11; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 12; SGO 10; Class Government 11, 12; Class One acts 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11; UMN DJ Honors Program 12; Fall Play 12.
"You need to laugh, and when the sun is out I've got something I can laugh about." - The Beatles

Driscoll, Melissa
1321 Shelly Lane 08034
DECA 12; Varsity Club 12; Chansons 10; Latin Club 12; Mr. West 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Cheerleading 11 (Captain), 12; Concert Choir 11; Community Service 11, 12; Make-up Crew 10.
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Angela DeSantis

Dumser, Carolyn
126 Barcroft Drive 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Talent Show 9; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10, 11; French Club 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 10, 12; Girl's Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); SGO 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Field Hockey (Captain) 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl's Soccer Delegate 11; Governor's School Scholar 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt

Edmund, Mitchell
House Office Aides
Murray Avenue 08002
"He had a plan. Maybe you didn't see it till it hit you between the eyes. But it started to make sense in a Tyler sort of way. No fear. No distraction. The ability to let that which does not matter truly slide."

Engelsh, Michael
144 Cherry Tree Lane 08002
Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); DECA 9, 10, 11, 12 (President); ECO Club 11; Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Board of Education Representative 12.
"Do not dwell in the past or dream of the future, yet focus on the moment at hand."

Estimo, Leevee
1012 Edgemoor Road 08034
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; Latin Club 11, 12; SGO 12.
"Dance as though no one is watching. Love as though you have never been hurt. Sing as though no one can hear you. Live as though heaven is on Earth." - A Great Friend.

Evans, Amy
177 Grand Avenue 08002
Pit Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11; French NHS 10, 11, 12; French Club 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 12; Girl's Tennis 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Student Bible Study 9, 10, 11, 12.
"For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future." - Jeremiah 29:11.

Feldman, Christina
341 Covered Bridge Road 08034
DECA 12; Make-up Crew 10; Class Government 11, 12; Rotary Interact 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Your eyes are placed in the front of your head because it is more important to look ahead than to look back.” -Anonymous

Ferguson, Sean
148 Westover Drive 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Winter Track 9; PAVAS 9, 11; French Club 11, 12 (Co-President); Rotary Interact 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Friday Football 10, 11, 12.
“You must choose to create the future, or others will do it for you, and the choices you make will determine that future. The mystery of life isn’t a problem to solve, but a reality to experience.” -Frank Herbert, JMS

Fisachetti, Jillian
215 West Miami Avenue 08002
Dance Club 11; Italian Club 12; Student Activities Office Aide 12; Varsity Club 12; Cheerleading 11 (Captain), 12.

Fox, Kimberly
312 St. James Place 08002
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 10; Chansons 10, 11; Latin Club 11; Rotary Interact 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Concert Choir 12; Girl’s Volleyball 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Attitude is a little thing that makes a big difference.”

Frizzle, Steve Jr.
345 Monroe Avenue 08002
“The ability to quote is a sub-par substitute for wit.”

Galan, Timothy J.
205 Drake Road 08034
Pit Orchestra 10, 11, 12; Sound Crew 10; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 12 (Trumpet Section Leader); Talent Show 11; Chamber Instrumental 12; Children’s Show 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Mr. West 10, 12; Class Government 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 11, 12 (French Horn section Leader); West Singers 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 11; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12 (Trumpet Section Leader); All South Jersey Senior High Choir 10, 12.
“Music is your own experience, your thoughts, your wisdom. If you don’t live by it, it won’t come out of your horn.” -Charlie Parker

Galasso, Nick
436 Burning Tree Road 08034
Golf 12; Symphonic Band 9; West Web Weavers 11; PAVAS 10, 11; Latin Club 11, 12; FOP 10.
“A person’s truth is so simple that most ignore it to concentrate on what they believe are deeper truths.” -Ryoji Kaji

Gandhi, Sagar
401 Kingston Drive 08034
Chess Club 11, 12 (Captain); DECA 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10; SECO 11; Main Office Aide 12; Boy’s Volleyball 10.
“The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same time and still retain the ability to function.” -F. Scott Fitzgerald

Gandy, Jenna
104 Lenape Road 08002
Spring Musical 11; Symphonic Band 9, 11; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Rampant 9; Concert Choir 10, 11; Community Service 11, 12; FOP 11, 12; Make-up Crew 9, 10.

Gervon, Jen
26 Ivy Lane 08002
Dance Club 11; DECA 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10 (A-Chord Officer); Fermata 12; Mr. West 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9 (A-Chord Officer); West Singers 12; Concert Choir 9 (A-Chord Officer); Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11.
“Everything’s okay in the end, if it’s not okay it’s not the end.” -Anonymous

Gillin, Katie
207 Teaberry Drive 08034
Italian Club 11, 12; Girl’s Track 10, 11, 12; Rotary Interact 12; Girl’s Soccer 9, 11; Community Service.
“Cost of college: $27,000. Cost of books: $800. Cost of a brighter future: Priceless. It’s not a deal, it’s a steal!”

Goodwin, Lauren
43 James Run 08002
African American Club 9, 10, 11 (Vice-President), 12 (President); DECA 11, 12; House Office Aides 10; Girl’s Track 10; Spring Musical 11; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 11; Concert Choir 12.
“To ya’ll in Cherry ‘Hood,’ a thug changes and love changes and best friends become strangers.”

Gordon, Melissa
1104 Martin Avenue 08002
Dance Club 11; Yellow Ribbon 11, 12 (President); PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 9, 10, 11, 12 (Opinions Editor); NJ REBEL 12; Boy’s Swimming 9, 10 (Manager); Cheerleading 9, 10; Red Ribbon 12; Scheduling Aide 11.
“The road to success is always under construction so put your hard hat on and keep going.”

Graves, Madriga
122 Greenvalle Road 08034
African American Club 9, 10, 12; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Track 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 10; Talent Show 12; PAVAS 11, 12; Chansons 10; Library Aide 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Girl’s Volleyball 11; Community Service.
“Blood thicker than water. Holla Front.”

Gray, Joslann
118 Bentwood Drive 08034
DECA 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11; Spanish Club 9; Children’s Show 10; Class Government 9, 10 (Secretary); Class One Acts 9, 10; Red Ribbon 10.
“Here and now. The lure of the distant and the difficult is deceptive. The great opportunity is where you are.” -John Burroughs

Grear, Lisa
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain, First Team All Conference); Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12 (Manager); Varsity Club 9, 10; Latin NHS 11, 12 (Vice-President); PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Field Hockey 9, 10.
“Into the distance, a ribbon of black, [we’re] stretched to the point of no turning back.” -Pink Floyd

Griggs, Erika
352 Monroe Avenue 08002
Guidance Office Aides 10; House Office Aides 11, 12; Nurse’s Aide 11.
“Live life to the fullest.”

Grimberg, Igor
1200 East Marlton Pike 08034
Latin Club 11, 12
“Angelheaded hipsters burning up the ancient heavenly connection to the starry dynamo in the machinery of night.”
Hall, Curtis
314 Belmont Drive 08002
DECA 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 11, 12; Boy's Basketball 11, 12.
"A real man doesn’t have ‘can’t’ in his vocabulary." -Omar Epps (Love and Basketball)

Hallowell, Kathryn
1003 Haral Place 08034
DECA 12; House Office Aides 12; Girl's Track 10, 11, 12; Sound Crew 10; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 11; Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12 (Fundraising Chair); West Web Weavers 10; Thespian Society 11, 12; Chansons 10, 11 (A-Chord Treasurer and Secretary); Children's Show 10, 11; Mr. West 11; Vocal Workshop 11; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 12; Girl's Swimming 10; Nurse's Aide 10; Music Aide 11; Community Service 10, 11.

Hanna, Colleen
901 Fulton Street 08002
Girl's Track 11, 12; Winter Track 12; Latin Club 11, 12.
"They were not perfect; they were my friends. Most of them were out living lives. Some I have seen some never again, but there isn’t a day my heart doesn’t find them." -Girl Interrupted

Hardin, Chris
419 St. John's Drive 08034
Spanish Club 9, 10; French Club 10; Latin Club 11, 12; Rotary Interact 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Boy's Soccer 9; Football 10; Concert Choir 10, 11.
"I'm learning real skills that I can apply throughout the rest of my life... procrastinating and rationalizing" -Calvin and Hobbes.

Harvey, Domonique
1900 Frontage Road Apr. 1607 08034
African American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 10; Girl's Basketball 9, 10; PAVAS 11, 12; Latin Club 11; Class Government 9; Rampant 10; Renaissance 11.
"Remember the name. Remember the face, cuz ain't no honey can take my place!"

Hebden, Rachel
416 Columbia Boulevard 08002
Winter Track 10; Latin Club 12; Rampant 10; Student Bible Study 11, 12; Community Service 12; Fellowship of Christian Athletes 12; Youth Leadership Team 11, 12.

Heideman, Susi
1000 Willow Way Place 08034
Girl's Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; SADD 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12; SGO 10, 11, 12 (FOP Chairperson); Girl's Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain).
"Take my hand and we'll make it I swear." -JBJ

Hill, Holly
1920 Frontage Road 08034
Bowling 11; Softball 9; Spring Musical 11; PAVAS 11; Chansons 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Concert Choir 11, 12; Renaissance 12; Office Aide 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.
"Only this who will risk going too far can possibly find out how far one can go." -T.S. Elliot

Hird, Dave
340 Roosevelt Drive 08002
DECA 12; Latin Club 9; Boy's Basketball 9; Project Graduation 12.

Holden, Jade
811 Edgemere Terrace 08034
Girl's Track 11; PAVAS 12.
"Time don't let it slip away."

Hollins, Loni Rochelle
9 Pebble Lake Drive 08034
SADD 9, 10, 11; Latin NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 10, 11; Latin Club 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12 (Secretary); Cheerleading 10, 11; Renaissance 9, 12.
"You define us in the simplest most available terms possible" a brain, a princess, a jock, a basket case, and a criminal. But today we discovered that we are all part brain, princess, jock, basket case, and criminal."

Holm, Beth
117 Kingswood Court 08034
Ceramics Club 12; PAVAS 12; French Club 9; Girl's Lacrosse 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Community Service 9, 10.
"It's really amazing when two strangers become the best of friends; it's really sad when the best of friends become strangers."

Hood, Lauren
364 Kresson Road 08034
DECA 12; Softball 9, 10; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 12; PAVAS 10; Fermata 12; Mr. West 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Cheerleading 9, 11, 12.
"I could have the world in my hands, but I wouldn’t have a thing. 'Cause in a world without you, where would I be?"

Howard, Chris
903 Deland Avenue 08034
Class Government 10, 11, 12; Boy's Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain).
"Above the planet on a wing and a prayer, my grubby halo, vapour trail in the empty air, across the clouds I see my shadow fly out of the corner of my watering eye a dream unthreatened by the morning light could blow this soul right through the roof of the night." -Pink Floyd “Learning to Fly”

Howley, Iris
460 East Chapel Avenue 08034
National Honor Society 12; Pit Orchestra 10; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12 (Playbill Designer); Stage Crew 9, 10; Symphonic Band 9, 10; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 10, 12; Rotary Interact 11, 12 (Student Director); Wind Ensemble 11, 12; Visions 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Chief Editor); Field Hockey 9; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11 (Props Mistress); Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader); Marching Band 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader and Soloist); Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.
"When you throw dirt, you lose ground."

Hunkins, Julianne
115 Garfield Avenue 08002
Italian Club 12; French Club 9, 10, 12; Latin Club 12; Rotary Interact 10, 12; Visions 12
"Dream as though you'll live forever; live as though you'll die today." -James Dean

Hunter, Christine
PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Rampant 10, 11, 12.
"A day without laughter is a day wasted." -Charlie Chaplin

Hyatt, Lindsey
65 Madison Avenue 08002
Chansons 11, 12; Rampant 11.
"Ashes to ashes; dust to dust, life is short, so party we must."
Hyman, Caren  
11 South Syracuse Drive 08034  
House Office Aides 11; French Club 9, 10, 11; Gym Aides 12; Rotary Interact 11; Nurse’s Aide 9, 10, 11.

“Even if you’re on the right track, you’ll get run over if you just sit there.” - Will Rogers.

Jablecki, Jonathan  
1014 Tampa Avenue 08034  
National Honor Society 11, 12; DECA 9, 10, 11, 12; ECO Club 11; Golf 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10; Talent Show 9, 10; Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12; West Web Weavers 10; French NHS 9, 10; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor Percussion 9; Latin Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Aspects 9, 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 9, 10, 11, 12; Visions 9, 10, 11, 12; Video Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10; Polish Culture Club 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.

“The dream is over.”

Jacques, Janelle  
560 Pelham Road 08034  
SADD 12; Chansons 10; French Club 9, 10, 11; Library Aide 10, 12; Class Government 9, 10; Rotary Interact 11, 12 (Co- 

Judge, Jenny  
1119 Haral Place 08034  
National Honor Society 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; SECO 10, 11; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12.

“All I know is that I have to be where my heart says I ought to.” - Ben Folds Five

Kakrecha, Hetal  
100 Chestnut Street Apt. 615 08002  
Asian Culture Club; DECA; Guidance Office Aides; Nurse’s aide.

“Life is more fun if you enjoy it.”

Jao, Maria Nizy  
504 Barclay Towers 1200 East  
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 11, 12; Lip Sync Contest 11, 12; Community Service 11.

“Hope is the thing with feathers that perches in the soul, and sings the tune and never stops at all.” - Emily Dickinson

Jastrzembski, Katie  
108 Harvest Road 08034  
Pit Orchestra 9; National Honor Society 11, 12; SECO 11; Latin NHS 11; Chamber Singers 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Mr. West 12, 12; Rotary Interact 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12.

“You can complain because your roses have thorns, or you can rejoice because thorns have roses.” - Ziggy

Jibaja, Joana  
306 Hialeah Drive 08002  
DECA 11, 12; Spanish Club 9; Children’s Show 10; Latin Club 12; FOP 12; Make-up Crew 10.

“Memories are washed ashore and bathed by the golden sun. Grab hold of those memories and let them fill the emptiness.”

Jones, Jill  
Roosevelt Drive 08002  
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; SADD 12; Italian NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12 (Historian); Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Make-up Crew 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Even if we never talk again after tonight, please remember that I am forever changed by who you are and what you meant to me.”

Judge, Jenny  
1119 Haral Place 08034  
National Honor Society 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; SECO 10, 11; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12.

“All I know is that I have to be where my heart says I ought to.” - Ben Folds Five

Kakrecha, Hetal  
100 Chestnut Street Apt. 615 08002  
Asian Culture Club; DECA; Guidance Office Aides; Nurse’s aide.

“Life is more fun if you enjoy it.”

Kane, John  
412 Burning Tree Road 08034  
Golf 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 11, 12.

“When I was young, I dreamt of growing old. Now that I’m older I really wonder what I was thinking.” - Ronald Nielson

Kates, Nichole  
420 Valley Run 08002  
ECO Club 11; Italian Club 11, 12; Girl’s Track 11; Spanish Club 11; Latin Club 11, 12; Rampant 10, 11, 12; Community Service; Lip Sync Contest.

“In our madness we burnt 100 days, and we’d talk with our eyes. Tomorrow’s of rich surprise. Time, an occasional dream of mine.” - David Bowie

Kelhower, Michael  
411 Preston Road 08034  
Italian Club 11.

“Camden County College, here I come.”

Khasse, Kumil  
508 Cover Avenue 08002  
Boy’s Basketball 11; Football 9, 11.

“The real Mr. West!”

Kim, Sarah  
218 Massachusetts Avenue 08002  
National Honor Society 11, 12; Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Chamber Singers 11, 12; Science Lab Aide 11; Vocal Workshop 9, West Singers 11, 12; Class One Acts 11; Concert Choir 10 (Section Leader); Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Project Graduation 12.

“Free.”

King, Jonathan  
Boys’ Basketball 11, 12; Boy’s Track 11, 12.

Kirk, Justin  
1200 East Marlton Pike Apt. 509 08034  
Talent Show 11, Mr. West 12.

“Can’t shake hands with a clenched fist.”

Kirk, Mollie  
102 Pearlcroft Road 08034  
National Honor Society 11, 12; Girl’s Track 9; Mock Trial 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Spring Musical 10, 11 (Assistant Stage Manager); Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Science Club 9, 10, 11 (Vice President), 12 (President); Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12 (President); Thespian Society 11, 12 (Vice President); Children’s Show 10, 11, 12 (Stage Manager); Forensics 9, 10; Mr. West 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader); Class One Acts 9, 10 (Stage Manager), 11 (Director), 12; Concert Choir 10; Red Ribbon 11, 12; Full Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader).

“The wide world is all about you; you can fence yourselves in, but you cannot forever fence it out.” - J.R.R. Tolkien The Fellowship of the Ring

Kleeman, Jessica  
312 Woodland Avenue 08002  
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 9.
“To love for the sake of being loved is human, to love for the sake of loving is angelic.”

Kleine, Chris
133 Wayside Court 08034
DECA 12; PAVAS 12; Latin Club 11; 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Friday Football 10, 11, 12; Racquetball 11, 12.
“If at first you don’t succeed, then skydiving definitely isn’t for you.” - Steven Wright

Knox, Noah
301 Monroe Avenue 08002
“I’d rather be a quieter than a loser.”

Kodes, Nikolay
1105 Willowdale Drive 08003
National Honor Society 11, 12; Russian Club 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; Rotary Interact 12; Rampant 9, 10, 11 (Underclassmen Editor), 12 (Editor in Chief); Boy’s Volleyball 10, 11; FOP 11, 12.
“Being right too soon is socially unacceptable.”

Kopil, Genevieve
1126 Harvest Road 08002
National Honor Society 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; Chamber Instrumental 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened.”

Lamanna, Justin
1202 Princess Road 08034
DECA 12.
“My name’s Sam, Sam I am. I will not eat green eggs and ham.”

Lanzalone, David
506 Hanover Avenue 08002
National Honor Society 12; Winter Track 9; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Latin NHS 12; Chamber Singers 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Boy’s Track 9; Class One Acts 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Men of Note 12.
“Always imitate the behavior of the winners when you lose.”

Lapinski, Derek
DECA 12; Science Lab Aide 10; SGO 10; Class Government 11; Boy’s Basketball 9; Project Graduation 12; Red Ribbon 12; Renaissance 12; Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 11, 12; Teen Summit 10.
“Don’t live on your mistakes but learn from them, the past can only help you in the future. There will be bumps along the way to success but just remember who was there helping you along the way.”

Lebovitz, Rina
1148A Barbara Drive 08003
DECA 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Class Government 9 (Lieutenant Governor), 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Cheerleading 9, 10 (JV Captain), 11, 12; Concert Choir 10, 11; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Assistant Principal’s Aide 12.
“Ever just the same, finding you can change, learning you were wrong, tale as old as time, song as old as rhyme.” - Beauty and the Beast

Levine, Erin
416 Princeton Road 08034
Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 10, 12; Chamber Singers 12; Children’s Show 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Aspects 12; Lions Roar 11; Visions 9; Class One Acts 11, 12; Concert Choir 10.
“The greatest you’ll ever learn is just to love and be loved in return.” - Moulin Rouge

Lieberman, Sami
314 Monmouth Drive 0800
Latin NHS 11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Project Graduation 12 (Public Relations Coordinator); Make-up Crew 9, 10, 11; West News 12; FOP 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11.
“Never regret anything that made you smile.”

Lomberg, Amanda
45 Lafferty Drive 08002
DECA 11, 12; Italian Club 11; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 9, 10, 11; Varsity Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 11, 12; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 12.
“I’ve got your back; you got mine, I’ll help you out anytime. To see you hurt, to see you cry, makes me weep and wanna die. And if you agree to over fight it wouldn’t matter who’s wrong or right. If a broken heart needs a mend, I’ll be right there to the end.”

Long, Daniel
103 Daytona Avenue 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chess Club 10, 11, 12; Bowling 12; SECO 10; Spanish Club 10; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Greek Scholars 10; Latin Club 10, 11, 12; SGO 11, 12; Rotary Interact 11; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 12; FOP 11, 12.
“It is good to miss someone, it means that you care for them. But it is also good to be with them and not have to miss them at all.”

Luzeczy, Stephanie
5 Melody Lane 08002
Winter Track 10; Latin Club 12; Rampant 10; Project Graduation 12; Community Service 10, 11, 12.
“Never frown even when you’re sad, because you never know who’s falling in love with your smile.”

Magowan, Matt
115 Cooper Avenue 08002
House Office Aides 12; Project Graduation 12.
“And in this moment make it all alright” - DMB

Makoczy, Jenn
National Honor Society Douglas Drive 08034
Vocal Workshop 10, 11; Concert Choir 12; Girl’s Swimming 9, 12; Nurse’s Aide 12.

Malone, Brittany Leigh
630 Highland Avenue 08002
Cheerleading 12.

Marchiano, Angelo
803 Kingston Drive 08034
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10; Video Club 9.
“Live long, play baseball. There’s no clones, there’s only one Bonez. T’RU #22.”

Mariano, Kristi
12 Maple Avenue 08002
DECA 10; Italian Club 12; Project Graduation 12.
“May everyone follow their dreams.”
Marinzoli, Mark
28 Bala Road 08002
Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; SECO 10, 11; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; SGO 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 11, 12; Lightning Crew 11, 12.

“Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.” - Emerson

Markos, Chris
1149 Forge Road 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; PAVAS 12; SGO 9, 12; Class Government 10, 11; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12, Aspects 12; Boy’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11; Friday football 10, 11, 12; Lacrosse Club 9, 10, 11, 12.

“One morning, over at Elizabeth’s beach house, she asked me if I’d rather go water-skiing or lay out. And I realized that not only did I not want to answer that question, but I never wanted to answer another water sorts question or see any of these people again for the rest of my life.” - West Anderson and Owen Wilson, Bottle Rocket

Masters, Nick
Bowling Covered Ridge Road 08034
Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12; AFJRORC 9, 10, 11, 12.

“It’s not how far we go in life, it’s how we get there that really matters.”

Mazahreh, Tahani
1018 East Tampa Avenue 08034
DECA 9, 12; House Office Aides 11.

“Light can guide you through any darkness, so use God’s light to guide your path and you’ll be successful! Be safe!”

McDonald, Michele
304 Woodland Avenue 08002
House Office Aides 9, 10, 11.

“Remember the past. Treasure the present. Look to the future.”

McGinnis, Brian
509 Salisbury Road 08034
Mock Trial 9; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; French NHS 11, 12; Latin NHS 10, 11, 12; Chamber Singers 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12 (A-Chord); Aspects 12; Men of Note 12; All Eastern Chorus 9; All State Chorus Section leader 11; All South Jersey Chorus 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Great things do not come to you, they are accomplished from hard work.”

Mclvaine, Heather
23 Jade Lane 08002
Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 11, 12; PAVAS 9; SGO 10; Project Graduation 12.

“All you can aspire to be is yourself”

McNulty, Dominique
820 Johns Road 08034
Pit Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9; Science Club 9; Spanish Club 9; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11 (Mellophone Section Leader), 12 (Saxophone Section Leader); SGO 11.

“The difference between the right word and the almost right word is the same as the difference between lightning and lightning bug.” - Mark Twain

McShay, Ashley
307 Royal Oak Avenue 08002
Softball 9, 10 (Captain); Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain & 1st All Olympic Conference).

“Never grow a wishbone where your backbone ought to be.”

Mehrotra, Rishy
1 Manor House Drive 08003
National Honor Society 11, 12; Mock Trial 11, 12; French NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 10; French Club 10, 11, 12 (Co-President); Rotary Interact 11, 12; Boy’s Tennis 10, 11, 12.

“Stop looking at me, Swan!”

Mellitz, Cynthia
5 Greenvale Road 08034
Winter Track 10; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11; Latin NHS 12; PAVAS 10, 12; Chansons 10; Latin Club 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Rampant 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Girl’s Swimming 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12.

“Success is a journey not a destination.”

Mignana, Jeremy
410 Woodland Avenue 08002
DECA 12; Football 10.

“According to the map we’ve only gone about 4 inches.” Lloyd Christmas (Jim Carrey) from “Dumb and Dumber.”

Miller, Mike
It’s not that I’m lazy; It’s that I just don’t care.

Millili, George
37 Galloping Hill 08030
South Crew 9, 10, 11, 12 (Crew Chief); Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Thespian Society 12; Children’s Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Library Aide 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 9, 10, 11, 12; Video Club 12 (Student Technical Director); Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Lighting Crew 9, 10, 11, 12 (Crew Chief); Marching Band 12; Red Ribbon 9, 10, 11, 12.

“It’s lack of faith that makes people afraid of challenges and I believe in myself.”

Mitchell, Julie
500 Pelham Road 08034
SECO 10, 11; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12; SGO 9, 10; Girl’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Get busy living, or get busy dying.” - Shawshank Redemption

Moessner, Sheena
40 Harding Avenue 08002
DECA 11; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Club 10; French Club 10.

“I always knew I’d look back at my tears and laugh, but I never thought I’d look back at my laughter and cry.”

Montes, Natcha
107 Miller Avenue 08002
“Success is a journey not a destination.”

Montiel, Monica
116 Hedgerow Drive 08002
Italian Club 11, 12; Softball 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Rampant 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Tennis 9, 10; Renaissance 9, 10.

“All you need is love.” - John Lennon/Paul McCartney

Montoya, Zelda
426 East Chapel Avenue 08034
Girl’s Tennis 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation...
Morrill, Nikki
1009 Jefferson Avenue 08002
"Yes ... It was worth it ..."

Moszkowicz, Stephanie
801 Cooper Landing Road Apt. Book Club 08002
House Office Aides 12; Girl's Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 12; Spanish Club 9; Project Graduation 12.
"Best wishes to the best class! Good luck in everything you choose to do!"

Motson, Eric
417 Columbia Boulevard 08002
House Office Aides 11; Golf 10, 11, 12; SECO 10; Spanish Club 9; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11; Boy's Soccer 9.

Mucci, Christopher
1203 Winston Way 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; West Singers 10, 11, 21; Boy's Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; All South Jersey Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Wire Choir 9, 10, 11.
"The future ain't what used to be." - Yogi Berra

Nataloni, Krystina
1239 Folkesone Way 08034
DECA 11, 12; House Office Aides 10, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9; FOP 12.
"A friend is someone who accepts your past, supports your present, and encourages your future."

Ngo, Bao
207 Woodland Avenue
Asian Culture Club 11, 12; SECO 10; Visions 10, 11, 12.
"If one conquers in battle a thousand men, and if another conquers himself, he is the great of conquerors." -Buddhism

Nguyen, Xuan
710 Northwood Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; Bowling 10, 12.

Niederman, Chad
327 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
DECA 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 10; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12.
"Live for today, pay for it tomorrow."

Nieves, Alena
Dance Club 11, 12; DECA 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Science Lab Aide 12; Girl's Volleyball 9, 10.
"If we get the big jobs and we make the big money, when we look back now will our jokes still be funny?" - Graduation Song

Nikirk, Kevin
318 Evergreen Avenue 08002
Football 9, 10, 11.
"Life's just a blast, just its moving really fast, you better stay on top."

Noar, Jesse
104 Colwick Road 08082
National Honor Society 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Lions Roar 12; Wire Choir/Select Strings 9, 10, 11, 12.
"The largest cause of automobile accidents is driving."

Nortlund, Rachel
1004 Mercer Street 08002
Spring Musical 12; Talent Show 12; PAVAS 11; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 12; Class One Acts 12; Concert Choir 11; Renaissance 10, 11; Cable 19 News.
"No matter where life takes me, memories of family and friends will remain forever imprinted on my heart."

Nowakowski, David
Bowling 9; Lions Roar 12.
"Don't even think we're zombies."

On, Min
606 Cooper Landing Road 08002
Latin Club 11, 12; SGO 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Football 9, 10, 11.
"Long we live, and high we fly, only if we ride the tide." - Pink Floyd

Orliner, Amanda
8 Colmar Road 08002
House Office Aides 11; National Honor Society 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 10; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12 (First Flute); Visions 9, 10, 11, 12 (Chief Editor).
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

O'Rourke, Kara
303 Portsmouth Road 08034
National Honor Society 12; DECA 11, 12 (Vice President); Spring Musical 9, 11, 12; Talent Show 11, 12 (Emcee); Mr. West 10, 11, 12 (Dancer); Girl's Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Cheerleading 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Concert Choir 10, 11; Renaissance 9.
"Those who we have loved never really leave us; they live on forever in our hearts, and cast their radiant light onto every shadow." - Sylvana Rossetti

Pae, Gabrielle
1014 Robwill Pass 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin NHS 10, 11, 12; Greek Scholars 10, 11, Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Aspects 11, 12; Rampant 10, 11, 12 (Editor); Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11.
"The tragedy of life is not that it ends so soon, but that we wait so long to begin it."

Pae, Grace
1415 Abbey Road 08003
National Honor Society 11, 12; Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11 (Vice President), 12 (President); Latin NHS 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Aspects 11, 12; Rampant 10, 11, 12 (Clubs Editor); Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.
"The purpose of life is a life of purpose."

Pang, Caroline
622 Jerome Avenue 08002
National Honor Society 11; Asian Culture Club 12; DECA 12; Girls' Cross Country 10; Girl's Track 9; Winter Track 9; Mock Trial 9, 10, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 12; Science Club 10, 12; Student Activities Office Aide 12; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Children's Show 9, 12 (Props Mistress); Theater Workshop 9, 10, 12 (Vice President); French Club 9, 10, 12; Mr. West 10, 12; Science Lab Aide 12; Class Government 9, 10; Rotary Interact 10, 11, 12; Rampant 9, 10, 12 (Photographer); Class One Acts 9 (Stage Manager), 10, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 12; Rotary Youth Exchange (France) 11; Fall Play 12 (Props Mistress); Orchestra 9.
“Success usually comes from those who are too busy to be looking for it.” - Henry David Thoreau

Parks, Lauren
25 Delwood Road 08002
House Office Aides 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Community Service 11, 12; Softball 10 (Manager).
“It’s all right letting yourself go, as long as you can get yourself back.” - Mick Jagger.

Patel, Anil
National Honor Society 11, 12; Bowling 10, 11; Spanish Club 12; PAVAS 9, 10; French Club 12 (Co-President); Rotary Interact 12; Rampant 12; Boy’s Volleyball 11, 12.

Phillips, Jennifer
44 Shepherd Road 08034
“I am saying goodbye and good luck to all the underclassmen.”

Pierce, Cassie
104 Weathervane Drive 08002
Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Thespian Society 12; Chamber Singers 10, 11, 12; Fermata 10, 11, 12 (Student Director); Latin Club 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9; Rotary Interact 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9; All South Jersey Honors Choir 9, 10, 11, 12; All State Honors Choir 10, 11, 12; All Eastern ACDA 9, 11.
“Now is the time to follow the wind, to walk alone, and a star will show the way, above the clouds, beyond the sea. And now is the time, now and forever, and as we part you taught me well, you gave me strength, you showed the way. I’ll not forget you.” - Carl Strommen Like And Eagle

Pollan, Susie
PAVAS 11; Lions Roar 11; Perfect Attendance 9; Teen Arts Council 11.
“People are hell.” - Socrates

Popert, Jen
12 Laurel Terrace 08002
DECA 12; House Office Aides 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Never let anyone or anything hold you back from your dreams. Live your life to the fullest extent.” - Double D

Pressman, Stella
410 Valley Run Drive 08002
Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12 (House Crew Manager); Latin NHS 11; PAVAS 10, 12; Chansons 10; Latin Club 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11; FOP 11, 12.
“The greatest happiness of life is the conviction that we are all loved — loved for ourselves or rather, loved in spite of ourselves.” - Victor Hugo

Prior, Chelsea A.
808 Orlando Terrace 08034
National Honor Society 12; Girl’s Basketball 9 (Captain), 10, 11, 12; Varsity Club 9, 10 (Officer), 11, 12 (Co-President); Spanish NHS 12; Rotary Interact 11, 12 (President); Girl’s Soccer 9, 10; Girl’s Volleyball 11, 12 (Captain, First Team All-Conference); Athletic Office Aide 11, 12; Cooking Aide 9; Community Service 10, 11, 12; Rotary Youth Leadership 12.
“It’s not whether you get knocked down it’s whether you get up.” - Vince Lombardi

Radin, Kate
632 Woodland Avenue 08002
Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Manager).
“Always smile because you never know who’s watching.”

Rafalko, Dan
1304 Princess Road 08034
“I can’t believe I ate the whole thing.”

Ream, Dan
513 King George Road 08034
Latin Club 10, 11, 12; AFJROTC 10, 11, 12.
“A tree that grows past your embrace begins from one seed, a building nine stories begins from a handful of earth, a journey of a thousand li begins with one step.” - Lao Tzu

Reap, Brittney
308 South Lincoln Avenue 08002
DECA 10, 11, 12; House Office Aides 12; Girl’s Track 10; Football 10, 11, 12 (Manager); FOP 12.
Standing back from situations gives you a perfect view.”

Ricci, Margot
110 Deerfield Drive 08034
Girl’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; SECO 10; Varsity Club 9, 10; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Thespian Society 10; Latin Club 11, 12; SGO 9, 10; Aspects 12; Girl’s Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Renaissance 9, 10, 11.
“Maybe in order to understand mankind, we have to look at the word itself. MANKIND. Basically, it’s made up of two separate words’ (MANK) and “IND.” What do these words mean? It’s a mystery, and that’s why so is mankind.” - Jack Handey

Riel, Joe
214 Drake Road 08034
Asian Culture Club 10, 11 (President), 12; Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12 (All Conference); DECA 12; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12.
“The quality of a person’s life is in direct proportion to their commitment to excellence, regardless of their chosen field of endeavor.” - Vince Lombardi

Riley, Kyra
3302 Church Road 08002
African American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Guidance Office Aides 9, 10; Girl’s Track 9; Spanish Club 9; PAVAS 9, 10, 12; Chansons 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Concert Choir
11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Freedom Theater.

**Romano, John**
1011 Kingston Drive 08034
Mock Trial 11; Sound Crew 12; Stage Crew 12; Baseball 9; PAVAS 11, 12; Video Club 12; Red Ribbon 12; AFJROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; TSA 12; ROTC Drill Team and Color Guard 9, 10, 11, 12.
"Everything you do echoes in eternity."

**Romano, Amanda**
1011 Kingston Drive 08034
AFJROTC 9, 10, 11, 12 (Vice Commander, Veterans of Foreign Wars Award, National Sojourners Award, Military Order of the World War Award); Drill team and color guard 9, 10, 11, 12.
"Family comes first, then friends" - Me

**Ross, Edward B.**
221 Timothy Court 08034
Vocal Workshop 9; Concert Choir 10; AFJROTC 9, 10, 11, 12 (Military Order of the World War Award, Outstanding Flight, Good Conduct, Service, Dress and Appearance, Academic Honors).
"There is no such thing as impossible; unlikely but never impossible."

**Roterman, Gennady**
304 Pennsylvania Avenue 08002
Chess Club 12; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11; Visions 9, 10, 11, 12 (Art Editor). "If (A) is success in life; then (A) equals (X) plus (Y) plus (Z). Work is (X); (Y) is play, and (Z) is knowing when to keep your mouth shut." - Albert Einstein

**Rothman, Julie**
909 Edgemoor Road 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12 (Treasurer); Softball 10, 11; SECO 10, 11; Latin NHS 11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12.
"What it all comes down to is that I haven’t got it all figured out just yet." - Alanis Morissette

**Rufati, Lindita**
800 Cooper Landing Road 08002
DECA 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 12.

**Sakson, Julia**
343 Oak Avenue 08002
DECA 12; House Office Aides 12; French Club 2; Community Service 9; French Contest 10, 11.
"A penny for your thought, a nickel for your kiss, a dime if you tell me that you love me!"

**Salgado, Frank**
100 Delaware 08002
Bowling 12; Spanish Club 9; Video Club 9; Boy’s Soccer 9; Boy’s Swimming 10.

**Sanchez, Lorraine**
314 Hialeah 08002
Cheerleading 12.

**Santangelo, Casey**
121 Harvest Road 08002
National Honor Society 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian NHS 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Cheerleading 9; Gymnastics 12.
"Here’s to the nights we felt alive; here’s to the tears you knew you’d cry, here’s to goodbye, tomorrow’s gonna come too soon." - Eve 6

**Santiago, Jason**
605 New York Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 12; Chess Club 10, 11; DECA 12; Football 9; FOP 12.

**Santiago, Samantha**
9822 Johns Road 08034
Girl’s Track 9; Stage Crew 9, 10, 12; Spanish Club 12; Children’s Show 9, 10; Visions 10.
"Live life with no regrets, take chances and be happy because that’s what life is for."

**Schenk, Valerie M.**
307 Coolidge Road 08002
DECA 10; Mock Trial 12; Library Aide 9, 10; Lions Roar 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Renaissance 9; Community Service 10.
"A celebrity is a person who works hard all his life to become well known then wears dark glasses to avoid being recognized." - Fred Allen

**Sebastiano, Christian**
123 Edison Road 08034

**Seng, Jimmy**
1028 Haddonfield-Berlin Road 08034
Asian Culture Club 11, 12; Bowling 12; Rotary Interact 12; Rampant 12; Renaissance 10, 11, 12; FOP 12.
"I keep telling you I’m a genius, but you never wanna believe me!"

**Shanfeld, Gisela**
8 Glen Lane 08002
DECA 10; Mock Trial 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 10, 11; Class Government 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Lions Roar 11, 12.
"What’s your road, man? — Holy boy road, madman road, rainbow road, guppy road, any road. It’s anywhere road for anybody anyhow." - Kerouac

**Shashaty, James**
720 Kings Croft 08034
Books Club 12; West Web Weavers 10, 11; PAVAS 11; Rampant 11; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Sportsman Award); Boy’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10.
"Don’t let your tears stand in the way of your dreams. If you try hard enough, you can do anything you set your mind to do."

**Shimchick, John**
24 Colmar Road 08002
Spring Musical 12; Stage Crew 9, 10; Russian Club 12; Chamber Singers 9, 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Track 10, 11, 12; Men’s Note 10, 11, 12; Red Ribbon 12.
"Goodbye! Nice to know you." - Incubus

**Shima, Kristi**
225 Westover Honor Society 11, 12; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Orchestra 9, 10; FOP 9.

**Shin, Michael**
17 North Syracuse Drive 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11; Science Lab Aide 10; Rotary Interact 12; Boy’s Basketball 9; Football 9; Renaissance 10, 11, 12; Community Service 12.
"Throughout your life during good times and bad times, never give up. No pain, no gain."

**Shollenberger, Jason**
925 Edgemoor Road 08034
Bowling 11; DECA 11, 12; ECO Club 11; Science Club 11; Latin Club 11; Class Government 10, 11; Mascot; Smokers. "As you get older, first you forget names, then you forget faces. Next you forget..."
pull your zipper up and finally, you forget to pull it down.”

Silver, Allison
24 Lenape Road 08002
Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Chamber Singers 10, 11, 12; Femata 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader, A-Chord Secretary); Class One Acts 9 (Best Supporting Actress), 10, 11, 12; Red Ribbon 10; Music Aide 12; All South Jersey Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; All State Chorus 11, 12; ACDA All Eastern Chorus 9, 11.

“In my life there are times when I catch in the silence the sigh of a faraway song. And it sings of a world that I long to see out of reach—just a whisper away, waiting for me.” -Les Miserables

Simms, Jeanette Vinise Lauren
904 Birch Street 08002
Italian Club 9; Talent Show 12; Varsity Club 12; PAVAS 12; Chansons 10; Mr. West 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Life is what you make of it.”

Slater, Matt
303 Princeton Avenue 08002
Varsity Club 9; Latin Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12 (Class Governor); Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain).

“Without pain there is no gain, without pain there is no glory.” -Geoff Capes

Slutsky, Eric
3 Fountain Court 08034
Wrestling 12; Spring Musical 11; Baseball 9; Mr. West 12; SGO 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11; Boy’s Swimming 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 10; Concert Choir 10, 11; Renaissance 9, 10; Racquetball 12; Boy’s Diving Team 12.

“If minimum efforts were not acceptable, they wouldn’t be considered a minimum.”

Smith, Rebecca
16 Partridge Court 08003
National Honor Society 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; SADD 11, 12 (President); Thespian Society 12; Chansons 10; Rotary Interact 11, 12 (Vice President); Vocal Workshop 9; Class One Acts 9 (Best Actress), 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11, 12 (Section Leader); Renaissance 9, 10; House Crew 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Work like you don’t need the money, love like you’ve never been hurt, and dance like no one is watching.” -Satchel Paige

Snader, Mara
1104 Haral Place 08304
Sound Crew 9; Class Government 9; Rotary Interact 10; Rampant 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11.

“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.” -Ralph Waldo Emerson

Solimeo, Matt
10 Knoll Lane 08002
Baseball 9; PAVAS 10; Greek Scholars 11; Latin Club 11, 12; Science Lab Aide 10; SGO 10, 11, 12; FOP 11, 12.

Son Angela
1900 Frontage Road Apt. 207 08034
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; House Office Aides 10; Latin Club 10, 11; Rampant 10, 11, 12.

“An angel is what I was meant to be, that’s why I’m sweet comes so naturally.”

Spiritoso, Giuseppe S.
20 Wagon Lane 08002
Italian Club 11; Library Aide 11, 12; Football 9.

“WAR IS PEACE. FREEDOM IS SLAVERY. IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH.” -George Orwell 1984

Stamatelos, Andrew
213 Red Stone Ridge 08034
Boy’s Cross Country 12; Boy’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Friday Football 10, 11, 12; Lacrosse Club 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Eagles may soar, but weasels don’t get sucked into jet engines.” -John Benfield

Stamatelos, Jon-Erik
213 Red Stone Ridge 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12 (Secretary); PAVAS 10, 11, 12; SGO 12; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 10, 11, 12; Friday Football 10, 11, 12; West Report 11, 12; Racquetball 12; Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain).

“Baseball: What BOYS do during MEN’S lacrosse season.”

Steinert, Marie
122 Wayside Drive 08034

ECO Club 12; Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 12; Mr. West 12; Girl’s Swimming 9, 10, FOP 12; Community Service 9.

Still, Amanda
1112 Haral Place 08034
Spanish NHS 11; Chansons 10, 11; Mr. West 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Field Hockey 9, 10; FOP 12 (Chairperson).

“Count your life by smiles not tears, count your age by friends not years.”

Sudduth, Mary Margaret
ECO Club 11, 12; Italian Club 11; Children’s Show 11; Latin Club 11, 12; Rampant 10, 11, 12.

“She has but does not possess.” -Lao Tsu

Sundell, Andrew
117 Greenvale Court 08034
Latin NHS 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 10, 11; Marching Band 11, 12.

“If life is supposed to be a joy ride, I must be riding in a broken car.” -Ronald Neilson

Szajowska, Margaret
319 Brookmead Drive 08034
DECA 12; Softball 9 (Manager); Project Graduation 12; FOP 12.

“You start out life with a clean slate. Then you begin to make your mark. You face decisions, make choices. You keep moving forward. But sooner or later there comes a time when you look back over where you have been and wonder who you really are?” -"The Wonder Years"

Tabelle, Rosalba
43 Lafferty Drive 08002
Italian Club 11, 12; PAVAS 10; Latin Club 10, 11; Rampant 10, 11, 12; FOP 11, 12; Community Service 10, 11, 12; LipSync 11.

“To be what we are and become what we’re capable of becoming is the meaning of this world.” -Robert Louis Stevenson

Taing, Jennifer
606 Cooper Landing Road Apt. 1A 08002
Asian Culture Club 11, 12; PAVAS 10; Rotary Interact 10, 11, 12; Rampant 11; Renaissance 9.

“Some things are better left unsaid.”
Taormina, Angel
116 Belle Arbor Drive 08034
DECA 12; House Office Aides 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (President); Italian NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Makeup Crew 9.
"If you live to be one hundred, then I want to live to be one hundred minus a day so I’ll never live one day without you." -Winnie the Pooh

Taylor, Matt
305 East Lake Drive 08002
National Honor Society 11, 12; Mock Trial 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Greek Scholars 12; SGO 10, 11, 12; Football 9; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12.
"From the little spark may burst a mighty flame." -Dante

Terry, Laria
2 Crestview Drive 08003
African American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 10; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Guidance Office Aides 10, 11; House Office Aides 11; Girl’s Track 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11; AFJROTC 12.
"I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me." -Philippians 4:13.

Thomas, Danielle
108 St. Vincent Court 08003
DECA 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 11, 12. Everything happens for a reason. Don’t look for the future in the past."

Thomas, Toby Titus
National Honor Society 11, 12; Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Rampant 11, 12.
"Don’t be afraid of opposition. Remember a kite rises against, not with the wind.”

Thompson, Kate
921 Chelten Parkway 08034
DECA 11; House Office Aides 11; Softball 10; SADD 9; Main Office Aide 11.
"Friends are the angels that lift us up when our wings have forgotten how to fly.”

Tilden, Jonathan
404 East Chapel Avenue 08034
Latin Club 10 (Legatus), 11, 12 (Latin Knowledge Bowl); Class Government 12 (Lieutenant Governor); Vocal Workshop 9; Concert Choir 10, 11, 12.
“There is no shame in defeat, as long as the spirit is unconquered. He who controls the past commands the future. He who commands the future conquers the past.

Tily, Mike
107 Rockingham Road 08034
Golf 9; Varsity Club 10; SGO 12; Class Government 11; Boy’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Boy’s Soccer 12; Friday Football 10, 11, 12; Racquetball 11, 12; American Legion New Jersey Boy’s State.
“When we walk to the edge of all the light and take the step into the darkness of the unknown; we must believe that one of two things will happen. There will be something solid to stand on, or we will be taught to fly.”

Ting, Yun Yun
103 Hart Road 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11; SECO 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 12.
“Enjoy life. There’s plenty of time to be dead.” -Angela Ting

Tocco, Laura
1019 Mercer Street 08002
DECA 10, 11; Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 12; SGO 10; Girl’s Soccer 9, 11.
“Don’t dream your life ... live your dreams.” -Unknown

Tocco, Chester
94 Greenswood 08002
Boy’s Track; Football

Tuckerman
37 Chestnut Terrace 08002
PAVAS 9, 10.
“Arrr, me mateys, and all that other piratical nonsense ... Sword-chucks, yo!”

Turner, Jeremy
08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin NHS 11, Latin Club 11; Mr. West 9; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 10; Friday Football 10, 11, 12; Racquetball 11, 12.
“It takes a big man to cry, but it takes a bigger man to laugh at that man for crying.”

Turse, Alex
112 Kings Croft 08134
Chess Club 9; ECO Club 11; Latin NHS 11; Thespian Society 11; Skateboard Club 10; Aspects 12; Video Club 12; Class One Acts 12; Fall Drama
“Questions are a burden to others. Answers a prison for oneself."

Tyler, Nicholas
1215 Forge Road 08034
Wrestling 9; Spring Musical 11; Stage Crew 10; Latin NHS 11; PAVAS 10; Latin Club 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Class One Acts 10, 11; Concert Choir 10, 11; Renaissance 9, 10, 11; Racquetball 12; Friday Football 12.
“That’s how you get to Lima school.”

Verrochi, Nina
115 Barclay Lane 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12 (Blood Drive Chairperson); Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 12; FOP 9, 10, 11, 12 (Chairperson).
“As long as there are skeletons in your closet, you might as well teach them to dance.”
-George Bernard Shaw

Vitarelli, Christine
1210 Jefferson Avenue 08002
Guidance Office Aides.
“MWAH!”

Vogdes, Annette
26 Whitman Avenue 08002
Guidance Office Aides.
“Oops, I left my keys in the car. It’s Cabbage Patch!”

Vogel, Nick
250 Sawmill Road 08034
“Nothing beats the hobo life.”

Vogt, Bryan
121 Sharrowvale Road 08034
Golf 12; West Web Weavers 11; Latin Club 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9.
“I hate to think that all my current experiences will someday become stories with no point.” -Calvin, Calvin and Hobbes

Vu, Joseph
120 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chest Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chess Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 9; Russian Club 10; SECO 10, 11; Spanish Club 10; FOP 11, 12; Latin Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Rampant 12; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12.
Walsh, Tracy
9 Massachusetts Avenue 08002
ECO Club 9; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Aspects 12; Lions Roar 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Shoplifters of the world unite!” - The Smiths

Wan, Kun
37 James Run 08002
Library Aide 10, 11; Computer Technician 9, 10, 11.
“What? Go down there? I’d rather burn in hell than go down that dark hole ... What? How much gold did you say? Well, since you put it that way ...” - Anonymous

Welding, Kim
126 S. Mansfield Boulevard 08034
DECA 12; House Office Aides 11; Chansons 10 Mr. West 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 10 (Manager); SGO 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11; Concert Choir 11; Project Graduation 12; Blood Drive 11, 12; FOP 9, 10, 11, 12.
“All the years combine, they melt into a dream.”

White, Jen
122 Meetinghouse Lane 08002
DECA 11, 12; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation 12.
“Reach for the stars and follow your dreams. Good luck to the class of 2003.”

Wilcox, Devin
324 Berkshire Avenue 08002
Pit Orchestra 9; Sound Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9; Talent Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Club 12; PAVAS 12; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 9, 10, 11; Indoor Percussion 9; Latin Club 12; Mr. West 9, 10, 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Video Club 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor Color Guard 9; Jazz Ensemble 12; Lighting Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Red Ribbon 9, 10, 11, 12; AFJROTC 9, 10, 11, 12.
“One can mend the world’s problems with a roll of duct tape.” - Mason Wilcox Class of 2000

Williams, Deidra
1312 Chapel Avenue 08002
Chansons; Vocal Workshop.

Williamson, Matt
1274 Kay Drive 08034
DECA 12; Greek Scholars 11; Latin Club 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9, 10; Boy’s Soccer 9.
“Do not burn your bridges for it is a cold swim when your fortress lies in ruins”

Winokur, Sharon
121 Antietam Road 08034
Vocal Workshop 9.

Wisniewski, Tim
801 Cooper Landing Road Apt. 13 08002
African American Club; PAVAS 11; Skateboard Club 11, 12; Student Council 11, 12; Polish Culture Club 12.
“I’d be more apathetic if I wasn’t so lethargic.”

Wita, Tom
34 Haddonfield Road 08002
“Quotes are stupid.”

Woods, Michael
201 Harvest Road 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10; Ceramics Club 10, 11; ECO Club 11; Thespian Society 9, 10; SGO 12; Rampant 12
“... So then I says to Mabel I says, I’ll finish this later.”

Wu, Mona
3402 Church Road 08002
National Honor Society 11, 12; Mock Trial 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Spring Musical 9, 10, 11 (Assistant Art Director), 12 (Art Director); Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 11 (Crew); Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12 (Vice President); Community Service 9, 10; Fall Play 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12 (President); Thespian Society 10, 11, 12 (President); Children’s Show 10, 11, 12 (Production Manager, Set Designer); Forensics 9, 10; Mr. West 10, 11, 12 (Crew); Science Lab Aide 12; Class Government 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 11, 12; Class One Acts 9 (Director), 10 (Costume Mistress), 11 (Production Manager, Set Designer); Concert Choir 10; Marching Band 10; Red Ribbon 11, 12 (Crew).
“It is a mistake to think you can solve any major problems just with potatoes.” - Douglas Adams

Yeager, Alicia
199 Pearlcroft Road 08034
DECA 11, 12 (Historian); House Office Aides 9, 10; Italian Club 11; Softball 9, 10; Boy’s Basketball 9, 10 (Manager).
“Always reach for the moon, even if you miss you’ll still be among the stars.” - Unknown

Yichye, Josh
National Honor Society 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10; Racquetball; Friday Football 10, 11, 12.

Yingling, Tyler
DECA 10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11; Class Government 10, 11, 12.
“The only easy day was yesterday.”

Yuritch, Elizabeth
22 Stonebridge Road 08003
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Theater Workshop 9; Varsity Club 12; Chansons 10; Main Office Aide 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“God gave you these trials because he knew how you could handle it. You’re a Booch!”

Zagoren, Dan
114 Nantucket Drive 08034
National Honor Society 11, 12; Spring Musical 11; Varsity Club 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Chamber Singers 12; Mr. West 12; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; West Singers 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Friday Football 10, 11, 12.
“Get busy livin’ or get busy dyin’. You only live once — but if you work it right, once is enough.” - Joe Lewis

Zaffiri, Lindsay
102 Hart Road 08034
DECA
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.”
ALL ABOUT...

2003
Amanda Renee Lomberg

Your smile, wit and determination will help you reach the stars. We wish you a lifetime of joy, happiness and success.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jason

Samantha Bowen

May the beautiful music in your heart always bring you joy. We love you.
Mom, Dad, and Mamie

Sam Sweigart

Sam,
Graduation is only around the corner and it looks like you made it, kicking and screaming the entire way! If stubbornness can be turned into determination then you will certainly be successful in whatever path you choose. God bless you Sam and never forget we love you. Congratulations!

Mom, Dad, Kate and Brittany
Mitch Edmund

Congratulations
Mitch
We love you
Mom, Dad, and Allie

Cora Provins

Cora, We are so proud
of you. Stay sweet!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah,
and Sam

Lindsey Jo Ford

It seems like yesterday you whirled into our lives with your engaging giggle and little wiggle! You’ve had to follow in
two sisters’ footsteps, but you are certainly your own person
who has always seemed to know what she wanted in life.
Through school, softball, soccer, lacrosse, and field hockey
you’ve quietly made your mark. We are always proud of
you. Now life’s path unfolds before you and your next steps
will be on your own. We hope you remember to always have
a generous heart and an open mind. “Give the world the
best you have, and the best will come back to you.” The
world awaits you, Princess! Keep on “cookin’”!
All Our Love Always, Mom, Dad, Amanda, Kelly, and A.J.

Tyler Yingling

Tyler, Congratulations!
You have always made us
so proud. We wish you
joy and happiness in all
that you do. Follow your
dreams knowing you
will always have our love
and support.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Randall
Deanna Marie Chambers

Watching you grow from a playful little girl into a sophisticated young lady throughout the years has been a truly rewarding experience. Your brightest smile could lighten up our worst of days, and your playfulness could lighten up the most serious situation. We love you and know you will be a huge success in the future as you’ve been in the past.

Love,
Mom and Dad
Christopher Mucci

May you grow up to be righteous,
May you grow up to be true,
May you always know the truth,
And see the lights surrounding you.
And may you stay Forever Young.
Mom, Dad, (and Bob Dylan)

Cory Kelly

You are my angel.
For always and forever.
Love,
Mommy

Nick Galasso

From the very beginning,
we knew you would
accomplish great things.
Your future is whatever
you want it to be. Love,
Mom and Dad

Jeremy Edward Turner

Dear Jeremy-
Congratulations on all
your endeavors. Good
luck in the future years to
come. Love,
Mom, Dad and Elizabeth

Nina Verrochi

Nina, we are
proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad
and
Harry
Christopher Markos

Toph, we are so proud of you. You will always be our super hero.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Stevie, and Andrea

Jenny Judge

Jenny congratulations on your Academic and athletic achievements.
We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Jeff, Mimi, And Gramps

John J. Kane III

Always, with utmost integrity ... Keep your eye on the ball and give it Your best shot! We believe in you.
All our love,
Dad, Mom, Amanda and Sarah

Kara O’Rourke

You’ve given us so much over The last 18 years. We’re very Proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Helen, and Mary
Cassie Pierce

Cassie,
You were a delight when you were born and have brought joy to our family. You've been a wonderful daughter and a terrific big sister. We love you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Rebecca, and Laura

Timothy Galan

Congratulations Tim. We are so proud of your accomplishments. May music always be a part of your life.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dan, and Stephen

Monica Montiel

It is hard to believe that our little girl has grown up. You never woke up angry; you always had a beautiful smile, and always look at the positive things in life. You always worked hard at anything you did. You have made us happy and proud. All we wish for you is that your life will be a very happy and successful one. Stay as sweet and beautiful as you are now.
Love,
Mom and Dad
David Armento

Congratulations! To the son we never had but always wanted! We are so blessed to have you as a part of our family. We love you with all our hearts and wish you well in college. We know you'll succeed in whatever you do!

We are so proud of you!

Love Always,
Mom, Marc, Bubbie, Arielle, and the rest of your family.

Baby,
I am so lucky to have found you. I love you always and forever! I am so proud of you. You mean the world to me, I will always be by your side, for the rest of your life!

I love you always and forever,
Amanda
Emily M. Carleton

To our Emma Gemma, our EMC², our bonus baby,
Congratulations on graduating from our “family” school!
Remember to “guard your heart” and treasure your freedom.
Remember that God gives “beauty for ashes, strength for fear.”
Keep up the good work. Go “M.A.D.”-Make A Difference. And
“soar on the wings of the eagles.”
Jer.29:11 and Isa. 26:3
Love, Mom, Dad, Nate, and Kevin

George S. Millilli

Congratulations! We
are very proud of you
and wish you lots of
success in the future.
Love, Mom, Dad, and
Peter

Steve Frizzle

Congratulations
Steve-
We’re very proud of
you.
Love, Mom and
Dad

Rachel Hebden

We are so very
proud of you!
Love, Mom,
Dad, Jessy, and
Emily
(Phil 4:23)
Kristin Nicole McCargo

Our precious baby girl is now a beautiful young woman about to leave the nest. As you embark on the new journey, remember to keep on striving with all your heart and soul keep on climbing until you reach your goal!

Love & Kisses,
Mom, Dad, Carla, Erica, & Dawn

Joslann Michele Gray

Congratulations Jossie! You are as beautiful on the inside as you are on the outside. Remain true to yourself and you will always be true to others.

We love you,
Dad, Mom, Lainey, Genieve, Farley, and Buster
Dan Zagoren

Forrest Gump said ...
"Life is like a box of chocolates-you never know what you're going to get ..."
And then you came along and ate the entire box!!
We are so proud of you and your many accomplishments. We know it's the beginning! Always keep your sense of humor and love of adventure, learning, sports, music, fun, friends, family and, of course, FOOD!
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Andy, and Jenna
Janelle Jacques
We are so proud of you,
Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, Phil, and Teeka

Margaret Szajowska
Congratulations and
Good luck in the future.
We all love you.
Love, Mom, Dad,
Matthew, Peter

Jonathan Abramson
Fighting All The Way
To The Finish Line
GRADUATION!!!

Alexandra Decker
Congratulations and
All our love to a Wonderful daughter.
You're the best!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt, and Johnny

David Lanzalone
Congratulations Dave,
We love you.
Dad, Cary, Wesley, Jill,
James, Jaime, Kristen,
Jeff, Kelsey, Sean, Pop
Pop, Gion, Karen

Michael Englisch
May all your dreams come true!
Love, Mom and Dad
Stephanie Luzecky

Congratulations Stephanie! We are very proud of you. You have grown up to be a smart, sensitive, caring, and beautiful person. We know you will be successful in whatever you choose.
Love, Dad, Mom, and Alexa

Brian McGinnis

Brian,
I am so proud of the wonderful person you are;
Follow your dreams and be happy.
Love, Mom

Julie Rothman

To Julie, our favorite daughter and sister.
CONGRATULATIONS!
You live, you learn, never stop.
Love, Mom, Dad, Eric, and Michael
Rosalba Tabile

Congratulations Sweetie! We are so proud of all your accomplishments and blessed to have you in our family. Never give up on your dreams and may happiness and success follow you wherever you go.
Love, Mom, Dad, Tatiana, Phillip, and Tootsie Wootsie

Loni R. Hollins

You have always danced well on the stage of life. May your future be bright and unlimited.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Jeremy

Christine Hunter

Another Girl! We couldn't be happier.
Love, Mom, Dad, Tracy, and Lizzy

Sami Lieberman

We love you
And are so proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Frani
Tyler Case

We watched you grow independent and responsible
Kind and good hearted
Creative and talented
We will be your greatest fans
As you follow your dreams and make them a reality.
Our love forever Mom and Dad

Elizabeth Bastnagel

Liz: You make us proud everyday ... and your more fun than a barrel of monkeys!
Live, Love, Laugh, and be happy.
Love-Mom, Dad, Andy
Kimberly Welding
Kim- You made being the bottom of our family food chain look easy.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Karen, Peter, Kevin & Patrick

Billy Baskinger
Billy,
We’re so proud of everything you’ve accomplished. Follow your dreams.
We believe in you.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Jamie

Lee Collik
Aspire Pursue Achieve
Succeed by always holding on to your dreams.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Rachel, and Ethan

Bob Podlinski
Dear Bob,
You’ve accomplished so much since Kindergarten.
God Bless your future endeavors.
Love, Dad, Mom, Kara, Katherine, and Matt
Jennifer S. Poopert

To: Our dearest daughter, Jennifer Scholtz Poopert
You are and always will be our greatest Joy.
You are and always will be our greatest Gift
You are and always will be our greatest Treasure.
We are extremely proud of you.

May your life journey be filled with a wealth of laughter, joy and love. May you enjoy
great success and be blessed with excellent health. Follow your heart, Jenny, for in
doing so you will capture your dream and incredible happiness will follow.
And, always remember, you are loved!
Congratulations!!!

Love Always,
Mom and Dad
Jill Jones

You have filled our hearts with your smile and laughter.
You are truly loved. We are so proud of you!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Jessica

Jonathan Tilden

Dear Jonathan,
Believe in yourself and you can accomplish anything!
Veritas Liberat,
Mom, Dad, Daniel, James, Fable and Assorted Beasts

Melissa Ann Driscoll

You have given us so much ... happiness, love laughter. We wish you the best of everything!!
We love you and are very proud of you- Good luck in your future.
XOXO,
Dad, Mom, & Christina
Ashley McShay

Ashley,
We’re so proud of all you do,
And love you just for being you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Laura Tocco

Laura,
You have brought so much joy into
our lives.
We are so proud of you.
Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, & Nicholas

John Alexander Shimchick

Congratulations to
Our Young Man of
Note!
Love, Mom, & Dad

Caren Hyman

You’ve come a
long way.
Love,
Your Parents &
Grandparents
Stella Pressman

Congratulations, Stella!
You're the brightest star in the galaxy!
We know you'll shine at whatever you do.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Diane

Jason Ackrivo

Congratulations on your graduation!
We love you, and are very proud of your achievements.
Love
Mom, Dad, and Christopher

Anthony Badaracco

Dear Anthony,
You won our hearts the moment we laid eyes on you. We have been so blessed by your heart of gold, your enthusiasm, your intellect, and your sense of humor. God bless you always.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Chrissy
Jessica Dahan

We love you with all our hearts and wish you the best.
Gros Bisous.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jen, Abi and Rebecca

Tim Brady

We wish you beautiful memories of yesterday, happiness and joy today, and fulfillment in your world tomorrow.

We love you,
Mom, Har, Jenn, Lar and Abe

Amanda Still

Congratulations to our blue-eyed angel.
We are so proud of you and love you always.

Mom, Dad, Sam, Andrew and Nick

Alexander Turse

Congratulations Alex!
Good luck and happiness in everything you do.
We’re very proud of you.

Mom, Dad, Grandmom, Grandad
Live each day like it might be your last, love like you've never been hurt, and dance like no one's watching.
Andrew and Jon-Erik Stamateilos

You have brought us double the joy, double the laughter, double the memories and double the pride. We love you more than you will ever know!
Mom, Dad, Jarryd, Bobby and Joseph

Jenny Kopil

Jenny,

Remember to dream beautiful dreams. Continue to share your talents, love and laughter with those around you. Look forward to every tomorrow.

We are so PROUD of you!!!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Kate and Gokie
Casey Santangelo

Casey,

I hope you still feel small when you stand beside the ocean, whenever one door closes I hope one more opens, and when you get the choice to sit it out or dance.

Dance ... we hope you dance.

Love u 4-ever,
Mom, Dad, and Nick

Heather McIlvaine

With love and our best wishes for the future to Heather. We are very proud of you.

Mom and Dad

Tim Querns

May your future be filled with all the joy and happiness that you have given us.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Chris
Jenna Deacon

You have a special angel to guide you. Reach for the stars!!

Love, Mom, Brett and Danielle

Cynthia A. Mellitz

May this be a time of joy and happiness for you ... may all your dreams come true.

Love, Dad, Mom and Diana

Harold D. Cloak III

Harold, We love you. Best wishes, Mom, Dad and Chris

Breanne Bancroft

Congratulations, we love you Breanne. As you go onward and upward, we will always be with you.
Patrick DeFabio

Over the years, we’ve seen you offend thousands, defy every law of nature, and graduate high school ... quite raucously might we add.
Knowing you, we're sure you're going to make it a “memorable time” from here on out.
Party Hard. Brain down. F.S.U.

Margot Ricci

You have been such joy and a delight to us from the first moment you entered our lives. As you go out into the world, go with the knowledge that you have all of our blessings, love, and support.
Enjoy, learn, and grow! You will be successful at anything you choose to do! “Go,” you've got what it takes!!!
We love you!
Dad, Mom, Liza, Sarah, and Boomer
To Our Dearest Danielle,
You truly are our shining star and we are very proud of all your accomplishments. You are intelligent, beautiful and talented! Always have faith in yourself and never stop following your dreams. We wish you good luck in college and success and happiness in everything you do. We love you very much!
Mom, Dad, and Alyssa

Danielle,
These past months have been great. I’m sure there is only more to come. God has something great in store for you.
Love,
Paul Heise
Shari Brown

From a beautiful baby to a beautiful young lady.
Congratulations! We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom and Alissa

Iris Howley

Notre petite jeune fille:
Nous t‘aimons!
-Mere et Pere

Susan Bentley Doose

Susan B.,
May all your dreams come true!

Steven Billen

Congratulations. You made it! We’re proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, John ’93, Paul ’97, Andrew ’00
Jessica Angeleri

To our daughter Jessica:
You can accomplish anything, if you set your mind to it!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Jennifer Makoczy

To Jennifer:
We are so proud of what you have done and of all you have yet to accomplish. We love you now, always and forever.
Mom, Dad and Coaty

Kaitlin Gillin

Dear Katie:
From 1st to 12th grade and on ... we are so proud of you. Believe in your dreams and put them in God's hand. Enjoy life. Congratulations. We love you.
Mom, Dad, Jim, Jackie, Chris and Chan
Angela DeSantis
You are the daughter everyone dreams of having!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Mara Julia Snader
Congratulations Mara Julia,
We always love you.
Mom and Dad

Courtney Clerkin
To our little girl Courtney,
Congratulations and we wish you the best of luck in all that you achieve in this world. We know you will! Keep up the great work next year in college. We are proud.
Love you,
Your family.

Sarah Kim
If only you could realize how wonderful it is to have a daughter like you. You’re such an important part of our lives. May your future bring you much happiness, success, and strength with God’s Grace.
Love always,
Mom, Dad and Benica
Amanda Orliner

Dear Amanda,
You gave us joy then and haven’t stopped. How proud we are!
We love you.
Mom & Dad

Jessica Cybulski

Congratulations Jess!
Words can’t tell you how proud we are of you! We love you very much!
Mom, Dad and Brett

Jillian Bednarchick

Jillian,
What a beautiful daughter you grew up to be. We love you very much.
Mom, Dad, Andrew
Laura Mergenthal

Watching you grow
Into the girl we know as ‘Lo’
Has given us pleasure beyond measure.
Art, fashion, humor & compassion
Are just some of the pearls
From our ‘littlest of girls.’
Lo, you are our rebel & we love you,
Mom, Dad, & your other Mother

Laura, I love your adventurous spirit.
Remember what we share —
Parakeet Island, ILC,
Club Med, & love.
Your sister, Michelle
Lauren Goodwin

Congratulations Lauren,
We are very proud of your achievements
With your hard work and diligence
You have accomplished many things.
Always remember, “I can do all things through Christ which strengthened me.”
Love Always,
Mommy, Dad, and family

Chelsea Prior

Your hard work has finally paid off, but we know it has not stopped. We wish you the best in life, as we know you will succeed while achieving your life goals.
Love,
Mom and Richard
Amy Evans

Congratulations!
We love you and are so proud of you.
God bless you,
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Tom
Matthew 6:33

Melissa Gordon

Good luck Melissa in everything you do.
We're proud of you, and love you very much.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Michael Tily

Michael,
"If not for you, winter would have no spring"
Always let your good heart shine through and know that we love you.
Mom, Dad, Susan, Stephen
Dear Brett,
You have enriched our lives more than you will ever know. With your amazing talents and determination we know you’ll achieve all of your dreams. We will always be there for you!
Love Forever,
Mom, Dad and Mike
Alaina Marie Cara

We are blessed to have you in our lives. You are a wonderful daughter, and we are proud of the loving, caring person you have become. Always follow your dreams.

Allison Silver

“When you go out into the world, watch out for traffic, hold hands, and stick together.”
Mom and Dad

Katherine A. Radziak

Kate,
You have grown up and become a beautiful young woman. We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jen, and Dave

Daniel J. Ream

All our love and wishes for a successful future.
Katrina Dreyer

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
-Eleanor Roosevelt
Your Family

Christina DiFedele

Congratulations Tina! You have filled our lives with joy and laughter. We are proud of the beautiful person you have become. Stay true to yourself and so what you love.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Michelle

Katrina Dreyer

To our little pumpkin- Congratulations!
Persevere ... and your dreams will come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt, and Zac
MaryJo Scarpitti

MaryJo,
May your future be as full as you made our lives!
Congratulations!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Nick ('02)

Carolyn Elizabeth Dumser

“I know you, I walked with you once upon a dream.
I know you, the gleam in your eye is so familiar a gleam ... “
Live each moment to the fullest. You will give to all the joy you have given to us.
Love always and forever,
Mom, Dad, Matty, and Meghan
Jennifer Carter

With your biggest brown eyes and deepest dimples, you melted our hearts. With your loving heart, intelligence and solid determination, you amaze us and light the path to your future. The world is all yours.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Susan

Julie Mitchell

Congratulations!
Juice, swim princess
Unique in every way
Lap after lap she swims
Inch by inch she wins
Extremely wonderful in every way.
Your hard work won many honors and your personality many friends. We're proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Jeff, Jen, and Robert

Jacqueline Marie Banta

Jock
Achievver
Characther
Quick
Understanding
Enthusiastic
Leader
Intelligent
Ice
Energetic
Good luck in college
Love-
Dad, Mom, Chris, and Tim
Eric Slutsky

Eric, we have enjoyed watching you grow. You have so many special qualities, your great sense of humor, and your gentle, caring personality. I can’t wait to see what the future holds in store for you. Whatever it is, always reach for the stars. We love you and we are so proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Andrea, Danielle, Grandma, Grandpa, and Bubbe

Sean Ferguson

Sean,

We are very proud of you and all you have accomplished. We send you our best wishes for the future health, successes, and happiness. You have many talents. Set your sights high and persevere.

Love always,

Mom and Dad
Kimberly Ann Fox

Kim,
How adorable you were, and what a beautiful young woman you have become. I am so proud of you. I wish you much success as you begin college. I pity your roommate, but she will enjoy a clean house for 4 years. I love you!

Mom

Carina Lauren Contreras

You filled our past with love and joy;
You grace our present with trust and pride;
You will complete our future with hope and dreams.
Thank you for being a major part of our lives.
Thank you for being our daughter.

With all our love ... Mom and Dad
Rina Lebovitz

"And the youth shall see vision."
-Debbie Friedman

Rina,
May your vision always be clear and positive; may your heart always be kind, thoughtful and warm; may you see your vision fulfilled.

We Love you,
Mom, Max, Meara and Stacey

Amanda R. Brown

Dear Amanda,
These 18 years have been a blast.
You’ve sung and cheered, but mostly danced.

Class government, cheerleading, and all the shows-
When you’re on stage, everything glows!

As you leave West to pursue your dreams, always remember we’re on your team!

We’re so proud of you and love you very much,
Mom, Dad, Danny, and Mac D.
Augie Conte

Follow your dreams.
Make a difference in all that you do!

Love,
Mom-Dad-Kit-Gwen-Justine

Kimberly Welding

From your first day of kindergarten you were ready for West! We’re so proud! Congrats!

Love,
Karen and Rick
It was once said: the reward is not in the destination, but in the journey. Yours has been a challenging, bumpy journey, but you, being the strong wondrous person you are, emerged with dignity and grace. This triumph will provide you with the strength you need as you travel through life's uncharted territories. What a gift this lesson has been. We are SO-SO proud of you, and we love you.

Mom, Dad, Melissa, Megan, and Matthew
Jenny Gandy
We thank God for his incredible gift to us- you! Your beautiful smile lights up a room. We're so proud of the young woman you've become. Life awaits. Seize this day- make it count- Make a difference!

Colleen Hanna
Keep smiling... You will always keep us smiling- Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad, Patrick, Bridget xoxo

Bryan Vogt
You have made us so proud of you. Congratulations On your graduation! We love you. Mom, Dad, Kimberly, and Courtney

ABC
Caroline Pang

Caroline,
Fight the things you don’t want to live with
Talk about the things that bother you
Ask why it has to be that way
Then change it
We are so proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sue, Kevin and Elaine

Purple Patrons

Lois Abramson
Lou and Diane Amoriello
Ms. Lisa Amorosi
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Bauer
Tony & Diana Bondad
Mrs. Boswell
Mrs. Halina Brown
Richard & Rhona Case
Ginny Clerkin
Barbara & Mark Collik
The Conte Family
Myrtle Cote
Dennis, Elaine, & Toby Davidow
Ellen & John Decker
The Dumser Family
Kris & Norm Edmund
"Mom" Janie
The Frizzle Family
Mr. & Mrs. John Kane, Jr.
Faye Kerzner
Kopil Family
Charlene Kronk
Susan & Lewis Makoczy
Mr. & Mrs. Charles McGovern
Mrs. Cheryl Melleby
Mucci/Giffith Family
Hollis & Martha Provis
Michell Pryor
Mrs. Jane Rickansrud
Eddie Ross
Mrs. Andrea Savidge
Mary Shashaty
Denise Silver & Bruce Schwartz
Miss Allison Staffin
The Tily Family
Al & Cindy Trubin
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas Turse
Randy & Marianne Yingling
Domonique Harvey

Dear Domonique,
You have grown up to become a wonderful young lady. I am very proud of you. You are so beautiful inside and out. You never cease to amaze me with your loving attitude. Beautiful, funny, kind and helpful are some of the words that describe you. Now that you are going off to college I just wish you will stay the same. Don’t change; I want others to see how great a person you truly are. I love you. Love Mommy and Julian
Of course we knew that all children grow up eventually. Still, this caught us by surprise: our son’s childhood is ending, you’re almost an adult.

As a child you were so funny, so sincere, so trusting. You got upset when something didn’t work out, yet so happy at every success, every small discovery.

There are many things you will face as an adult. We have tried not to hide any difficulties you may face in the future. You must be ready for success as well as failure. But we also want you to still face the world with wide-open eyes, to believe in the good things in life; never lose confidence in yourself and hope for the better. Have a wonderful life!

Loving Parents
Best Friends

Chris Hunter and Mary Margaret Suduth

Grace Pae and Gabrielle Pae

Rosalba Tabile and Chris Hunter

Matt Solimeo and Eric Motson
BEST

Brittany Cintron and Jaqueline Alegria

Loni Hollins and Amanda Lomberg

Jen Poopert and Sam Sweigart

Jessica Angeleri and Jason Ackrivo
FRIENDS

Carolyn Dunser and Dan Zagoren

Liz Bastaugel and Emily Carleton

Rina Lebovitz, Christine Schneider, and Amanda Brown

Christina Feldman, Amanda Lomberg, Mara Grader, and Courtney Clerkin
Mary Margaret Budluth, Nichole Kates, Chris Hunter, Trish Chamberlain, and Rosalba Tadeo

Mara Snyder and Courtney Clerkin

Jessica Angeleri and Alema Nieves

Jen Poopert and Mike Smyth
FRIENDS

Danielle Cooper and Julie Rothman

Lindsey Ford and Carolyn Dumser

Alexandra Pastino and Madelline Pizarro

Lee Aquino and Christina Magee
We do not remember days, we remember moments.
-Cesare Pavese

CHERISH THIS MOMENT
CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS
The Class of 2003 Government
Congratulations
Mary Jo Scarpitti
& The Class of 2003

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
-Eleanor Roosevelt

Achieve your dreams
The Class of 2004

THE LION’S PRIDE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE GRADUATES OF THE CLASS OF 2003

WE WISH THEM A REWARDING AND HEALTHY FUTURE.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ROOTS THROUGH THE LION’S PRIDE!

www.lionspride.com
DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE SCIENCE

NJ 781st Air Force Junior ROTC Group
Cherry Hill High Schools
2101 W. Chapel Avenue, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(856) 663-8006, Ext. 310
FAX: (856) 663-5746
Email: nj-781@afirotc.net

AEROSPACE SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS
Major Kevin B. Skelly, USAF (Retired) – Senior Aerospace Instructor (SASI)
Chief Master Sergeant Al Gargas, USAF (Retired) – Aerospace Science Instructor (ASI)

SKILLS MANY COMPANIES LOOK FOR

TEAMWORK

LEADERSHIP

PROBLEM SOLVING

PERSONAL/CAREER DEVELOPMENT

RESPECT

DISCIPLINE

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

GOAL SETTING/MOTIVATIONS

CREATIVE THINKING

LISTENING

ARE FOUND IN OUR JUNIOR ROTC PROGRAM

*** THERE IS NO MILITARY OBLIGATION ***

GIVE US A CALL OR CHECK OUT OUR WEB PAGE AT

http://west.cherryhill.k12.nj.us/rotc

We build better and more productive citizens!
Good Luck Seniors,
We're right behind you!!

The Class of 2005

Best Wishes
Class of 2003!

-The Class of 2006

BEST WISHES CLASS OF 2003

LEAD
THE
WORLD!!

Conte Brothers Sales and Leasing
It is a rough road that leads to the heights of greatness.

-Lucius Annaeus Seneca

Be GREAT Class of 2003

Your Friends at Dietz & Watson
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2003

Learning Is Our Business
Skills That Last A Lifetime

FROM THE STUDENTS AND STAFF OF SHOP WEST
U2's humanitarian lead singer Bono visits Africa and tours Midwestern America to raise awareness and support for African AIDS epidemic relief.

Nuclear crisis arises when North Korean leader Kim Jong Il breaks a 1994 pledge with the United States not to build nuclear weapons.

U.N. inspectors return to Iraq to investigate Saddam Hussein's alleged production of weapons of mass destruction.

A Halloween earthquake in San Giuliano di Puglia, Italy, topples an elementary school, killing dozens of children.

China's one-child-per-family policy creates an imbalanced boy-to-girl ratio that will result in tens of millions of men finding themselves single in the year 2020.

In October, a Moscow theater siege by Chechen rebels ends in a Russian special forces raid that kills the captors and at least 129 hostages.

Thousands die as storms and floods cause billions of dollars in damage in China and many countries across Europe.

Pope John Paul II travels to Toronto's Downsview Park in July to lead the World Youth Day vigil.
WAR ON TERRORISM

Once presumed dead, Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden returns to Middle Eastern air waves with recorded anti-American threats.

In an effort to eliminate Al-Qaeda, the United States continues its war on terrorism by maintaining a steady military presence in Afghanistan.

Over 100 people, mostly foreign tourists, are killed in an October terrorist bombing of two nightclubs in Bali, Indonesia.

Emergency workers in the United States and overseas receive smallpox vaccinations as a preventative measure against bioterrorism.

Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter receives the Nobel Peace Prize for his decades of work for peace, democracy and human rights worldwide.

The oil tanker Prestige spills more than 5 million gallons of oil off the northwestern coast of Spain before splitting in two and sinking.

In Venezuela, an opposition strike demanding President Hugo Chavez's resignation paralyzes the country's oil exports and turns to bloodshed as Chavez supporters retaliate.

The Miss World beauty pageant leaves Nigeria after Islamic fundamentalist protest groups kill more than 160 people.
After being subpoenaed to testify before a Massachusetts grand jury about sex abuse among Catholic priests, embattled Boston Cardinal Bernard Law resigns.

More than 25 states implement the Amber Alert System, which posts information about abducted children on TV and interstate signs, leading to the recovery of dozens of children nationwide.

For weeks in October, alleged snipers John Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo terrorize Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia, randomly killing 10 people and injuring three others.

The space shuttle Columbia breaks apart on reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere, killing all seven astronauts aboard.

“The crew of the shuttle Columbia did not return safely to Earth, but we can pray they are safely home.”
— President George W. Bush

On July 28, nine Pennsylvania coal miners are rescued after being trapped for three days in a mine shaft flooded with over 70 million gallons of water.

Midterm elections make history as Republicans, the party controlling the White House, gain congressional seats rather than losing them.

Several large corporations inflate profits while top executives make off with millions in accounting scandals that send shock waves through global markets.
In October, Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone dies in a plane crash along with his wife, daughter and five other victims.

Sparked by summer drought, wildfires—including one set accidentally by a forlorn forest ranger—unravel across the western United States.

A weakened economy repeatedly drives down interest rates and delivers retailers their worst holiday shopping season in decades.

President Bush signs the Homeland Security Act, officially creating a Department of Homeland Security dedicated to preventing terrorist attacks.

Throughout 2002, Americans search for ways to recover and rebuild from September 11. On the one-year anniversary, survivors, families and friends gather at all three sites to commemorate the lives lost.

Federal employees from the Transportation Security Administration begin screening all checked baggage and random passengers at airports.

The possibility of the United States waging war against Iraq meets disapproval both at home and abroad.

The U.S. Senate passes a resolution condemning a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling that reciting the Pledge of Allegiance in schools is unconstitutional.
Patients in Florida are the first to receive the VenChip, a computer chip bearing personal medical data that is injected into the forearm.

Microsoft's Tablet PC enables users to write directly on the screen rather than typing on a keyboard.

The Journal of the American Medical Association reports that children who grow up with pets have a reduced risk of developing common allergies.

Maria de Jesus and Maria Teresa Guiez-Alvarez, 1-year-old Guatemalan twins born joined at the head, are successfully separated after over 22 hours of surgery.

Just before burning up in Jupiter's atmosphere, the Galileo spacecraft captures the closest shots ever taken of Jupiter's moon Io.

Both Italian doctor Severino Antinori and Russian scientists at Clonaid, who believe aliens created humans, claim to have produced the first cloned human. Neither claim is proven genetically.

El Niño causes snow and ice storms up and down the East Coast, rainstorms in California and a devastating December tornado in Mississippi.

A blanket of pollution over South Asia, dubbed the "Asian Brown Cloud," threatens the lives of millions worldwide with respiratory disease.
Early tests indicate an experimental vaccine to be 100 percent effective against the human papilloma virus that causes cervical cancer.

University of Arkansas researchers discover that microorganisms grow in conditions similar to those on Mars, suggesting the planet once hosted or currently hosts life.

For $300 to $1,000 per injection, people craving eternal youth attend BOTOX parties to inject the FDA-approved paralytic toxin into their skin to relax their muscle tissue.

General Motors introduces the Hy-wire—a car powered by hydrogen and oxygen that emits heat and water rather than harmful exhaust.

The nation's largest outbreak of the West Nile Virus hits in summer 2002. The disease is spread by migrating birds and transmitted by mosquitoes.

The gun turret of the historic Civil War ironclad USS Monitor is raised from the floor of the Atlantic Ocean.

President Bush orders construction of a system that would defend the United States from ballistic missile attacks by 2004.

The newly discovered hunger hormone ghrelin is found to play a role in obesity by regulating what you eat and how much weight you gain.
The U.S. Education Department reports that average geography scores of the nation's fourth and eighth graders, while low, have improved from 1994.

Ellula introduces HotAir Speakers, a set of battery-powered, inflatable speakers that are small enough to fit in your pocket when deflated.

Nickelodeon's "SpongeBob Squarepants" ignites imaginations across the nation and appears on store shelves on everything from slippers to suspenders.

McDonald's unveils new lower-fat french fries due to the new Healthy Eating Pyramid and in response to many former patrons suing for making them overweight.

1970s peasant shirts are alive and well on runways and in school halls.

The Institute of Medicine announces that maintaining health now requires one hour of exercise daily, doubling the previous recommendation.

Jewelry designers LeAnn Carlson and Denise Gaskill add style to safety with Lauren's Hope for a Cure medical ID bracelets.

Kmart rejuvenates the Joe Boxer brand with ads featuring the dancing Joe Boxer guy. Vaughn Lowery.
Everyone from hot young movie stars to aging rock stars sports the newest fashion trend, turquoise jewelry.

The cola war puts new flavors to the test, including Dr. Pepper Red Fusion, Pepsi Blue and Vanilla Coke.

Krispy Kreme lovers start a new tradition by celebrating their vows with doughnut wedding cakes.

Several companies introduce flavored water enhanced with vitamins and other nutrients.

European fashion hits the sidewalks and clubs of the United States with retro-style bowling shoes.

Busy singles try out speed dating, which gives couples several minutes to talk one-on-one before moving to a new partner at the next table.

The Mohawk makes a hair-raising comeback after being denied by everyone from U.S. World Cup star Clint Mathis to actor Ryan Phillippe.

Digital innovations include camera phones — cell phones that can transmit still and video images through mobile phone lines.
At the 2002 Academy Awards, Halle Berry and Denzel Washington win Best Actress and Best Actor Oscars. Berry is the first female African-American to win the award.

Spider-Man, starring Tobey Maguire and Kirsten Dunst, spins a $114 million opening weekend box-office record.

With over 6 million viewers, "The Osbournes" is the biggest hit in MTV's 21-year history.

Avid gamers tune in to G4, the first cable TV channel dedicated solely to video games.

Viewers return week after week for a bit of innocent American nostalgia on NBC's hit drama "American Dreams."

Ron, Harry and Hermione are back to hitting the books and battling evil forces in Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets.

"The Bachelor" and "The Bachelorette" keep millions tuned in to ABC to see who will receive an on-air marriage proposal.

PBS's "Sesame Street" introduces the Muppet Kami, an HIV-infected orphan, in an effort to educate young people worldwide about AIDS.
Jennifer Aniston wins her first Emmy Award and a Golden Globe for her role as the new mother Rachel Green on NBC's popular comedy "Friends."

Virtual unknowns Nia Vardalos and John Corbett steal America's hearts in the year's surprise smash hit My Big Fat Greek Wedding.

Peter Jackson receives a Golden Globe Best Director nomination for The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers, the year's most anticipated sequel.

Cynical Simon Cowell and company stir up big ratings for Fox's "American Idol" and big record sales for winner Kelly Clarkson, a waitress from Texas.

After a two-year hiatus, Leonardo DiCaprio returns to the big screen with two holiday blockbusters, Gangs of New York and Catch Me If You Can.

Chicago, a film adaptation of the hit Broadway musical, wins three Golden Globes, including Best Picture: Musical or Comedy, and receives 13 Oscar nominations.

HBO Films' comedy Real Women Have Curves promotes positive self-image with the dazzling debut of Latin-American actress America Ferrera.

CBS scores a ratings doubleheader with a pair of forensic investigation dramas, "CSI: Crime Scene Investigation" and "CSI: Miami."
Newcomer Norah Jones takes home five Grammys, including Album of the Year, for *Come Away With Me*.

Multi-talented Eminem raps up five Grammy nominations for *The Eminem Show* and big box-office success in *8 Mile*.

Rocker Avril Lavigne and other "anti-Britneys," such as Vanessa Carlton and Michelle Branch, represent the new face of women in music.

Weezer teams up with the Muppets in the video for "Keep Fishin'," the second single from their hit album *Maladroit*.

Pop takes a new direction when former boy band favorites Nick Carter and Justin Timberlake break out with solo albums and tours.

Spanish trio Las Ketchup lands a summer hit with the catchy "Asereje," aka "The Ketchup Song (Hey Hah),"

R&B newcomer Ashanti becomes the first artist since the Beatles to have three singles from a debut album in *Billboard*’s Top 10 at the same time.

In April 2002, Lisa "Left Eye" Lopes, 30, of R&B band TLC, dies in a car crash on a Honduran highway.
In October, legendary hip-hop DJ Jam Master Jay of Run-DMC is shot and killed in a Queens, New York, music studio.


Country crossover star Shania Twain hits No. 1 on the Billboard albums chart with Up!, a double CD with every song in both a pop and country version.

Former Beatles rock legend Paul McCartney brings in $2 million a night, for a total of $103 million, on the year’s top-grossing tour.

The Strokes, Spin magazine's 2002 Band of the Year, lead a resurgence of rock 'n' rollers, including The Hives and The Vines.


Alan Jackson's triple-platinum album Drive wins five Country Music Association Awards and is named the USA Today No. 1 country album of 2002.

Nirvana, the famed grunge band's long-awaited greatest hits album, features “You Know You're Right,” the last recording Kurt Cobain made before his 1994 suicide.
Dallas Cowboys running back Emmitt Smith breaks Walter Payton's 16,727-yard mark to become the NFL's all-time leading rusher.

The Detroit Red Wings capture the 2002 NHL Stanley Cup over the Cinderella Carolina Hurricanes. It's a record ninth cup for retiring coach Scotty Bowman.

Serena and Venus Williams continue to dominate women's tennis, becoming the first sisters to be ranked No. 1 and No. 2 in the world.

The college football season is marred by violent confrontations involving fans, students and even coaches.

MVP Troy Glaus leads the scrappy Anaheim Angels to the 2002 World Series win over Barry Bonds and the San Francisco Giants, four games to three.

Martha Burk of the National Council of Women's Organizations battles with Augusta National chairman William Johnson over the issue of female membership at the famous Georgia golf club.
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An 18th place finish in the NASCAR season finale at Homestead-Miami Speedway is enough to earn Tony Stewart his first Winston Cup Series championship.
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Despite an injured toe, Shaquille O'Neal powers the unstoppable Los Angeles Lakers to a third straight NBA championship title in May 2002.
The U.S. man's soccer team advances to the World Cup quarterfinals for the first time, by defeating Mexico 2-0.

The U.S. Postal Service team propels Sports Illustrated magazine's Sportsman of the Year Lance Armstrong to his fourth consecutive Tour de France victory.

The top-rated defense of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers shuts down the No. 1 offense of the Oakland Raiders to win Super Bowl XXXVII 48-21.

LPGA pro Annika Sorenstam, after a record-setting 13-win 2002 season worldwide, accepts an invitation to play the Colonial tournament on the men's 2003 PGA Tour.

The Ohio State Buckeyes beat the heavily favored Miami Hurricanes in double overtime to win the BCS National Championship. The 31-24 victory is the school's first national football title since 1968.

The new sport of SlamBall takes basketball to the extreme on a specially designed court with four trampolines in front of each hoop.

Skateboarding reaches new popularity heights thanks to the high visibility of the X Games and the “Tony Hawk's Pro Skater” video game series.

Surfing welcomes a tidal wave of women to the sport after receiving a Hollywood endorsement in the popular summer flick "Blue Crush."
The sports world loses two legends—baseball's "Splendid Splinter" Ted Williams and Johnny Unitas, one of football's greatest quarterbacks.

Zacarias Moussaoui, widely believed to be the 20th hijacker, goes on trial for his involvement in the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Martha Stewart faces charges of illegal stock trading after former ImClone president Sam Waksal allegedly tips her off regarding the company's demise.

In show business since they were 9 months old, Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, 16, have amassed a $76 million fortune through their Dualstar Entertainment Group.

Veteran actor Richard Harris, known for his role as Hogwarts wise headmaster Albus Dumbledore, dies of Hodgkin's disease at age 72.

Mentally challenged Ohio high school senior Jake Porter—who suited up for every practice and game for four years but never played—scores his first touchdown.

California's Linda and Loretta Sanchez make history as the first sisters ever elected to Congress.

Mississippi Senator Trent Lott is widely criticized for apparent racist remarks he made at Senator Strom Thurmond's 100th birthday party. In December, Lott resigns as majority leader.